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at twice the speed, one-fourth the cost. 
Ampex punches more holes in current media conversion 
methods. You can put your computer back to full time computing. 
New Ampex OFF-LINE paper tape to magnetic tape conversion 
system saves you more time and money than any other method on 
high volume conversion requirements - and gives you error-free 
output tapes. The economical PTS helps you obtain maximum 
computer throughput while reducing your total processing costs. 
PTS Speed: Reads 5 to 8 level punched paper tape at 1,000 
cps, converts data to computer ready 7 or 9 track IBM/ASCII 
compatible magnetic tape with density up to 800 cpi. 
PTS added features: Operates off-line as an inexpensive, 
rugged work horse. Simple, unitized control panel requires 
only one operator. Programmable memory for any code 
to any code conversion. Manual or automatic block length 
setting. Automatic editing of special characters. 
PTS reliability: Extensive automatic system crosschecks assure 
that final data written on tape is error-free. Proven reliable paper 
tape reader and "no pinch roller" Ampex Single Capstan tape drive. 
PTS by Ampex: Direct sale for less than $25,000-or your 
choice of lease plans. Write for information on the PTS. From 
Ampex, a world leader in magnetic tape recording. Write 
Ampex Corporation, Redwood City, California. 
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The gap between the computer and you. 

The first of these computer communi
cations systems is the UNIVAC DCT -2000. 

Prior to these flexible new data termi
nals, emphasis has been on either low or 
high speed terminal equipment. But for 
most business requirements low speed is 
too slow. High speed is too expensive. 

Now you can get more out of your 
computer, whether it's a conventional 
batch processing system or one that oper
ates in real-time. 

With conventional systems, the DCT-
2000 sends accumulated data on a sched
uled basis. 

In a real-time mode the UNIVAC 
DCT-2000 sends data to the computer at 
any time. Or a network of DCT's can send 
data simultaneously. All of it will be pro
cessed and returned almost immediately 
to the appropriate DCT. 

Now-if you are a businessman who 
thinks computers are beyond your reach 



with a new series of Data Communications Terminals. 

-you can afford to catch up. The low cost 
UNIVAC DCT·2000 can be your efficient, 
economical entry into an existing system 
such as those provided by the network of 
UNIVAC Data- Processing Centers. And 
you can start at any level. 

All you need is a standard telephone 
line. And because the DCT·2000 prints up 
to 300 characters per second, receives in· 
to punched . cards at up to 75 cards per 
minute, and sends data at up to 200 cards 

per minute, the telephone line can be used 
to its fullest capacity. 

Capabilities like these make the DCT· 
2000 the answer for the businessman who 
wants total systems performance at low 
cost. Soon UNIVAC will provide additional 
answers. The DCT.IOOO, and a variety of 
other data communications devices. 

UNIVAC has closed computer gap. 

UNIVAC® 
DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION. 
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Berkeley Scientific Laboratories 
Announces the Missing Link: 
the Laboratory Data Coliector™ 
and General Purpose Interface 

Any Digital Output Device 

Input: 
Analog to digital converters 
Spectrophotometers, Colorimeters 
Counters, pulse height analysers 
Direct computer output 

Output: 
Any Digital Recording or Output Device 
Punched paper tape 
Magnetic tape 
Printers, plotters, typew'riters 
Direct computer input 

for experimental and clinical laboratory automation and 
digital data acquisition and recording systems. 
Provides complete digital systems using standard 
input·output devices. Performs all required operations 
for input data acquisition and output device control at a 
fraction of the cost of a stored program computer. 
All essential features in one compact programmable unit 
for connectingand controlling digital devices of all 
types-eliminates the need for expensive special·purpose 
controllers and interfaces. General code conversion built·in. 

Accepts parallel or serial digital inputs of any size 
at rates up to 500,000 samples or characters per second. 
Complete solid-state design. . 

Front Panel Programming or Remote Control allows: 
Selection of input and output data formats 
Selection of separation and control characters 
Data identification setup for automatic insertion in 
output data 
Selection of data rate control by input device, output 
device or external clock 

Other essential features include: 
Separate parallel i~put channel for timing or 
indicative data 
Built-in coding error, sequence checking and maintenance 
circuitry for front panel maintenance 
Rack mounted or console units. AID converter options 

The LDC is provided with electrical interfacing to meet 
customer device requirements; or complete LABORATORY 
DATA COLLECTOR systems with specified input·output 
devices are assembled and delivered. Write for 
Technical Bulletin 104. Specify your equipment or application 
and we will quote design, price and delivery. 

BSI.. 
BERKELEY SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES 
2229 Fourth Street, Berkeley, California 947~0 [415] 841~8812 
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NASA's new Raytheon 520 Computer 
and Hybrid Linl(age System 

beats specs by 33% 

test 0000515 proves it 
So did all the other tests performed on this digital 
computer and hybrid linkage system before it was 
shipped on schedule to NASA's Marshall Space 
Flight Center facility at Slidell, Louisiana for simu
lation of space vehicle control systems, structure 
and fluid thrust coupling, trajectory optimization 
and lateral-load and wind-profile studies. 

Procurement specs called for maximum analog 
loop error of ±0.055%. But test after test showed 
actual errors much lower, ranging from 0.000% to 
a high of ±0.037%, 33% better than required. 
Average error for 12 channels was ±0.008%. 

This kind' of performance is gratifying; but not 
entirely unexpected. The conversion sub-system 
linking the Raytheon 520' with an existing 231 RV 
analog computer was designed to be accurate, 
providing 13 bits plus sign, parallel sample and 
hold and buffered digital-to-analog converters to 
eliminate skew in sampling and desampling. 

NASA's system includes Raytheon's new Multi
verter®, a single unit combining integrated circuit 
multiplexing, a sample and hold amplifier with an 
aperture time under 50 nanoseconds and 4 micro
seconds settling time to 0.01 % accuracy,and a 
0~01 % analog-digital converter. 

Other features of the 520 hybrid system include 

readout of all points accessible to the 231 RV 
addressing system, 520 control of servoset poten
tiometers, and sensing and control of 231 RV com
puter modes such as Static Check, Rate Test, Pot 
.Set, Reset, Hold and Operate. Up to nine analog 
computer consoles can be handled. A 1200-hole 
supplemental logic patch panel is provided with a 
complement of logic elements. 

Raytheon's hybrid computing software includes 
Real-Time FORTRAN IV, FLEXTRAN (a macro 
assembler) and the BOSS monitor. Hybrid pro
grams provide mode control, pot setting, readout, 
conversion, sense and control line activation and 
priority interrupt operation. 

The Raytheon 520 is a 24-bit small/medium scale 
computer for hybrid computing, real-time systems 
and general purpose scientific and engineering 
applications. It's now being specified for installa
tions in the $100,000 to $300,000 range. New capa
bilities include a 1 J.Lsec main memory, Keyboard 
CRT, Disk Pack, Direct Memory Access and Drum. 
All the facts are in Data File C-127. 

RAYTHEON COMPUTER 
2700 South Fai rvi ew Street 
Santa Ana, California,92704 
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22 PROGRAM AI'JD FILE CONVERSION, by W. J. Cartledge, Jr. 
Emphasizing an early and thorough analysis of the iob, the aut.hor describes the 
maior problems and flexible solutions involved in systems changeovers. 

27 TRAINII'-JG FOR CONVERSION, by Modo V. Farina. A description 
of how GE handled the training problems involved in changing over from five 
assorted computers to one GE-625 at the Schenectady plant. 

30 ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS OF COI~VERSIOI'-J, by D. M. 
Baker. Some practical suggestions on how to predict and minimize conversion 
costs, . including those "that may be lurking in dark corners, ready to pop out and 
gobble up what remains of your already too small budget." . 

49 COMPUTER-ASSISTED WRITING, by Robert A. Magnuson. In print
out form, writing and re-writing the edp way. 

61 NATURAL-LANGUAGE PROCESSING, by R. F. Simmons. A summary 
of the present status of natural-language processing by computer in the context of 
researchers' goals, with illustrations from the author's Protosynthex and other systems. 

77 NOT-SO-RANDOM DISCS, by Robert L. Patrick. With disc files now 
a part of many installations, the author notes some practical aspects of their use, 
suggests they should be called cyclic rather than random-access devices. 

78 INTERNATIONAL BIOMEDICAL CONFERENCE REPORT. 

105 SJCC CONFERENCE REPORT. 
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hO\Nto 
avoid 
\Naiting for 
computer time 

This designer practically has a computer at his fingertips 
to help him solve tough engineering problems. Actually, 

he uses a Teletype Model 33 ASR (automatic send

receive) set to communicate on-line directly to a com

puter-even though it may be in another building or 

another city. A computer with real-time capabilities 

could be working on other engineering problems, as 

well as on a variety of administrative data-all at the 

same time, and all because of data communications. 

Teletype Models 33 and 35 equipment provide com

munications with computers and other business ma

chines, because they use the same permutation code 

(ASCII) approved by the American Standards Associa

tion for information interchange. And, the 4-row key

board of this equipment makes it easy for anyone to use 

since it is similar to that of an ordinary typewriter. 

Solves Problems In Minutes A major auto manu

facturer uses Teletype machines to put engineers in 

touch with a real-time computer on a time-sharing basis. 

This not only simplifies the solution of complex engi

neering problems, but enables engineers to retrieve infor

mation stored in the computer's 2-million word memory 

within microseconds. 

Their engineering vice president reports' this has helped 

machines that make data move 
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cut the time required to solve many difficult problems 

from weeks to minutes. Also, since Teletype sets are 
relatively inexpensive and the computer is preprogramed, . 

the engineers are able to use the real-time computer to 

speed up solutions to all their problems. 

Data Communications Capabilities Many com
panies are taking advantage of the data communications 

capabilities of Teletype machines to put them in contact 

with data processing centers. 

For instance, aNew England data processing center is 
sharing time on its computer with 22 companies ranging 

from a clothing manufacturer to a liquor distributor. A 

typical transaction consists of a company transmitting 

by Teletype set to the computer center its identification 

number, stock number of an ordered material, and the 

customer delivery date. The computer processes the 

information, and sends back by Teletype machine the 

invoice description, noting the current inventory, as 
well as the customer credit rating. 

New Brochure Available These capabilities of 

Teletype Models 33 and 35 page printers and auto
matic send-receive sets are why they are made for the Bell 

System and others who require reliable communications 

at the lowest possible cost. Additional applications on 

how Teletype equipment helps solve other business in

formation problems are contained in our new brochure, 
"WHAT DATA COMMUNICATIONS CAN DO FOR YOU." 

. Write Teletype Corporation, Dept. 81F, 5555 Touhy 

Avenue, Skokie, Illinois 60076. 

TELETYPE 

DATAMATION 
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NOW ... A 1 % LINE AND LOAD REGULATOR 
WITH MICROSECOND RESPONSE 

and 47-63 CYCLE OPERATION 

Economy • Small size • Light Weight 
Power factor insensitive • Cwrrent overload protection 

No phase shift • All solid state • Optional 400 cycle operation 
• Efficiency-up 10% more in rated tests 

PRODUCT COMPARISON CHART 

R-3200/60 Typical 60 va 
60 va Ferroresonant 
Unit Transformer 

Price $20.00· $2l.00 
Line 

Regulation ±l% ±l% 
Load 

Regulation ±l% -
Frequency 47-63 cps 60 cps 
Power Factor Insensitive up l.0 

to ±0.7 
Phase Shift No Yes 
Response 50 /L-sec 25,000 /L·sec 
Weight 2.5Ibs. 8lbs. 
Size 3x3 3A x4 in. 3x4x5 in.U 
Units to be 

mounted 1 2 
·F.D.B. Santa Ana. Subject to change. 

'·Dimensions do not include separate capacitor. 

Unretouched photo shows output waveform 
superimposed over input. Regulation is 
achieved by "peak clipping." 

The new Wanlass R-3200 Series 
voltage regulators are designed 
specifically for a wide variety of 
electronic instruments and equip
ments. Compare cost, performance, 
economy of operation with other 
competitively priced units (see 
table); Wanlass R-3200 voltage reg
ulators are the ideal choice for all 
original equipment applications now 
using constant voltage ferroreson
ant transformers. Write today for 
complete technical data. Wanlass 
Electric Co., 2189 S. Grand Ave., 
Santa Ana, Calif. 92705. 
(714) 546-8990. 

R-320D has significant line noise suppression. 
Note 25-volt input change (upper) and 50 
wsecond response in output (lower). 

WANLASS ELECTRIC CO. 
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calendar 
• National symposium of the Fed
eral Government Accountants Assn. 
featuring edp papers 'and exhibits 
will meet June 15-17, Radisson Hotel, 
Minneapolis, Minn. 

• Congress of the International Fed
eration of Automatic Control will be 
held in London June 20-25. Sponsors 
are U.K. Automation Council and Sec
retariat of the IF AC and National 
Member Organizations. Fees: dele
gates, $60; authors of papers, $50., 

• International conference of the 
Data Processing Management Assn. is 
scheduled for June 21-24, Hilton 
Hotel, Chicago, Ill. 

• Symposium on mathematical and 
computational methods in the social 
sciences will be held at the Interna
tional Co~putation Center in Rome, 
July 4-8. Fee: $25. 

• Institute in technical and indus
trial communications will be held 
July 5-9, Colorado State Univ., Fort 
Collins, Colo. National Center of 
Communication Arts and Sciences is 
a co-sponsor with the university. 

• The users group for small IBM 
computers, COMMON, will meet July 
6-8, Denver Hilton Hotel, Denver, 
Colo. 

• Conference on data acquisition 
and processing in biology and medicine 
is scheduled for July 25-27, Univ. of 
Rochester Medical School, Rochester, 
N.Y. 

• Colloquium on computers and 
language will be held July 28, The 
RA~m Corp., Santa Monica, Calif. 

• "Time-Sharing" will be the theme 
of the Northwest Computing Assn. 
conference to be held August 11-13, 
Seattle, Wash. 

• SHARE XXVII will meet August 15-
19, Royal York Hotel, Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada. 

COURSES: 
June 27-July 1, Modern Methods in 
Analog Simulation, Illinois Institute 
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of Technology, Chicago. Sponsor: 
Electronic Associates Inc. $2S0. 

June 27-July 1, Computer Graphics, 
Ohio State Univ., School of Engineer
ing, Columbus, O. $IS0. 

June 29, Data Link Seminar, lIT Re
search Institute, Chicago, Ill. 

July II-IS, Dynamics and Control of 
Process Systems, Princeton (N.J.) 
Computation Center. Sponsor: Elec
tronic Associates Inc. $200. 

July 11-22, Modern Theory of Com
munication, Ohio State Univ., School 
of Engineering, Columbus, O. $27S. 

July 11-22, Computerized Simulation 
of Market and Competitor Response, 
Sloan School of Management, MIT, 
Cambridge, Mass. 

July 12-14, Information Retrieval: To
day and Tomorrow, Sheraton Eastland 
Motor Hotel, Portland, Me. Sponsor: 
Computer Usage Education Inc. $195. 

July 18-22 SIMSCRIPT, Modeling and 
Simulation, Southern Simulation Serv
ice, Tampa, Fla. 

July 18-22, Analog Simulation and 
Computation, Princeton Computing 
Center, N.J. Sponsor: Electronic As
sociates Inc. $200. 

July 18-29, Analysis and Design for 
Automatic Control, Hobart and Wil
liam Smith Colleges, Geneva, N.Y. 
Sponsor: Instrument Society of 
America. Application deadline is July 
7. $38S. 

July 18-29, Real-Time Information 
Systems, Univ. of California Extension,. 
Los Angeles. $300. 

July 2S-29, 8800 Operation, Princeton 
Computing Center, N.}. Sponsor: Elec
tronic Associates Inc. $200. 

July 2S-August S, Computer Control 
Systems Technology, Univ. of Califor
nia Extension? Los Angeles, Calif. 

July 26-28, The Reprogramming Prob
lem, Jack Tar Hotel, San Francisco, 
Calif. Sponsor: Computer Usage Edu
cation Inc. $19S. 

August 8-12, Urban and Regional In
formation Systems, Univ. of California 
Extension, Los Angeles, Calif. 

August 9-11, IBM System/360 Soft
ware, Sheraton Eastland Motor Hotel, 
Portland, Me. Sponsor: Computer Us
age Education Inc. $19S. 

August 18-19, Introduction to / Sym
bolic Control, lIT Research Institute, 
Chicago, Ill. 

August 23-2S, Time-Sharing, Jack Tar 
Hotel, San Francisco, Calif. Sponsor: 
Computer Usage Education Inc. $19S. 
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II YOU want unlimited symbOl style 
wrillen at UP to 4 psee speed ... 

A Tasker 401 Symbol 
Writer is for you. Its 
unique, patented stroke
writing technique can 
'produce virtually any kind 
of symbol or character at 
speeds as fast as 4 p.sec per 
character! It can also be 
remotely located (up to 50 
feet) and can drive as 
many as 50 nonparallel 
displays. 

Dynamic, automatic 
control allows precision 

shapes and sizes to be freely 
intermixed, as your pro
grams or control circuits 
command. You can mingle 
capitals, lower case letters, 
subscripts, italics, symbols, 
foreign alphabets ... even 
specify them tall and 
narrow or short and wide. 
And constant writing rate 
gives uniform line intensity 
and brightness throughout 
all symbols. 

The basic 401 series 
writes up to 64 symbols 

(modularly expandable and 
alterable), including special 
symbols and gothic alpha
numerics conforming to 
MIL-C-18012A. Applicable 
to any CRT display system, 
models are available for 
4 p.sec or slower speeds. 
A 2-p.sec model is under 
development. 

For symbol writing far 
in advance of the conven
tional, get in touch with 
Tasker. 

·Iook 10 lasker 
Tasker Instruments Corp./7838 Orion Ave./ Van Nuys, Calif. 91409/ (213) 781-3150 
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are you paying 
more than 
$600 a month 
for computer 
tape handling? 
Investigate the lower-cost, super
dependable IBM interchangeables. 

Datamec 0 3029 Tape Unit 

(interchangeable with IBM 

729-11 and 729-V) 

$600 a month 

Purchase Price: $14,500 

Make your own profit-saving move. 
Write Tom Tracy at Datamec, 345 
Middlefield Road, Mountain View, 
California 94041. Better yet, phone 
Tom at (415) 968-7291. 

@)~v~WJ§~ 
A DIVISION OF HEWLETT-PACKARD 

leadership in low-cost/high reliability 
digital magnetic tape handling 
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letters 
standards & software 
Sir: 
The editorial, "The Missing Data 
Base," (Mar., p. 21), concerns two 
subjects which should be of vital 
concern to the entire industry-soft
ware costs and standards. Yet we find 
a large segment of the using public 
insensitive or unaware of these prob
lem areas. This irresponsibility is ap
parent in the user comment made at 
the recent SHARE meeting concerning 
PL/I, to the effect, "Let IBM go ahead 
with it. We want a PL/I compiler 
now." At this same meeting, Mr. Wat
son of IBM pointed out that 360 soft
ware costs ($60 million for '66) will 
exceed those for hardware. Do users 
believe they are getting software free 
of charge? It is distressing that such at
titudes persist. 

The process of developing standards 
is agonizingly slow but can be con
siderably improved by increased indus
try awareness of the entire standards 
activity and by determined participa
tion on the part of users and equip
ment suppliers. 
A. J. WHITMORE 
Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

Sir: 
World Report (April, p. 149), men
tions that the European Computer 
Manufacturers Assn. (ECMA) has 
formed a technical working committee 
on PL/I. This information is more in
teresting when it is realized that the 
formation of this TC 10 was decided 
in November '64, and the first meeting 
was held in January '65. The commit
tee-the first international group deal
ing with PL/I-has been extremely ac
tive since then, working hard on a hard 
subject. All available updated informa
tion has been provided for the mem
bers. 

During this time, the U.S. edp com
munity tried "to achieve coherence in 
their own ranks" as General Sarnoff 
would say. In August '65, I attended 
a meeting of manufacturers and users 
in N ew York, and proposed the full 
cooperation of ECMA to an American 
PL/I committee, if formed·. Almost all 
attendees gave definite reasons against 
such a .committee. However, in the 
meantime, X3.4.2 has been born, trail
ing TC 10 by over a year. I am happy 
to re-state here our full readiness for 
clos~ cooperation. National edp stand-

ards are of little value unless they are 
compatible with internationally ac
cepted and implemented standards, be
cause only these can ensure improve
ment of information interchange. 
D. HEKIMI 
Secretary General 
European Computers Manufacturers 

Assn. 
Geneva, Switzerland 

the pushbutton telephone 
Sir: 
Dr. Leon Davidson's article, "A Push
button Telephone for Alphanumeric 
Input" (April, p. 27), proposes that 
the special characters lambda and rho 
be suffixed to numeric digits in order 
to encode letters of the alphabet. I 
can think of at least one good reason 
for making them prefixes: the com
puter receiving the codes should be 
capable of immediately generating a 
voice equivalent and "speaking" it so 
that the button-pusher can verify that 
he has entered the right combination. 
The method suggested in the article 
requires the computer to wait for the 
next transmitted character before it 
can decide what the last character 
really meant. 

Furthermore, if lambda and· rho are 
treated as binary zero and binary ohe, 
and if the digit zero is assumed to 
be a delimiter, then the user can enter 
any character using a six-bit or eight
bit code, or some special code. This 
facility makes immediate computer 
voice response imperative. The entry 
of lambda and rho twice could be 
taken to mean "change mode" and 
"stay in this mode." To the extent 
that successive letters belong to the 
same mode, this could reduce entry 
times appreciably. 
ARTHUR L. DE M UNITIZ 
Los Angeles, California 

Sir: 
I suggest that Dr. Davidson has not 
given alphanumeric input serious con
sideration from the user's point of 
view. Is there a need to provide alpha 
input from telephones? I remain un
convinced. 

The explanation of the mechanics 
of this input uses 12 keys. Why 12? 
Elsewhere the article mentions that 
capability has already been provided 
for 16. This reduction in key capacity 
certainly makes the author's answer 
more difficult and contrived. 

And then the solution! Alpha input 
by anybody with a touch-tone tele
phone and a simple knowledge of our 
alphabet ... the letter "A", that's 
Key 2, followed by Key'», and so on 
for the whole alphabet. Incredible! 
At least, if the alphabet had to be 
divided into three sub-sets, couldn't 
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When you ask for Fairchild's new 
2.5D Planar Arrayed Coincident Expandable 

memory stack, with cam lock connectors, 
30% fewer connections,:and all-welded 
terminations, including diode modules, 
just ask for PACERT

.
M

. meniory stack. 

It's faster. 

FAIRCHIL..C 
MEMORY PRODUCTS 

Department of Fairchild Camera and Instrumentation Corporation, 2525 Charleston Road, Mountain View, California 94040. Telephone: 415-962-2917 TWX: 910-379-6945 
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letters 
he divide the alphabet into thirds and 
arrange them accordingly so that the 
ordinary user could have some basis 
for remembering if a character needs 
just one or another or both of :two 
other character keys for proper en
coding? 

Obviously alphabetic input, regard
less of machine capability, will not 
become feasible for humans without 
a full alphabet keyboard ( or with 
minor deletions in certain languages
'~C" for example, is fully replaceable 
in English by either "K" or "S") with 
a minimum matrix size of 3 x 9 or 4 x 
7 etc. 
ELI NADEL 

Miami, Florida 

The author replies: these letters illustrate the 
problem of introducing a new technology with
out an actual "hands-on" demonstration. Mr. 
de Munitiz would possibly recant his first 
paragraph if he could tryout, himself, the 
procedure he recommends, using a real sys
tem. For one thing, he would not be willing 
to wait for a speak-back of each character 

'before hitting the next character (even if the 
system designer allowed loading down the 
system by giving each input character the 
full "input message/response message" treat
ment).Furthermore, using the 11th and 12th 
buttons as suffixes allpws the user to obtain 
visual clues from the position of the desired 
character on its digit button (left, middle, or 

Switch to fast 

right) before he as to select the function but
ton (11 to 12). This, by the way, also answers 
Mr. Nadel-since there is no need to remem
ber the, layout or the' encoding, one can look 

at the buttons every time, if one wishes. 
As for Mr. de Munitz's excellent suggestion 

that binary bit strings be allowed as input, 
this can be handled by the numeric-entry mode 
described in my article, without use of the 
"left" or "right" buttons. Merely use the 
regular "1" and "0", and use any other digit 
(say "9") as the delimiter. There is no need 
to sacrifice the flexibility of function of the 
"left" and "right" buttons for this purpose. 

To respond briefly to Mr. Nadel's remark: 
"Why 12 keys?" Because 12-button sets are in 
mass production, and 16-button sets are not. 

Mr. Nadel's opinions about full alphabetic 
keyboards, and his doubt as to the need for 
alpha input, are matters of opinion. This area 
is best left to market researchers for evalua
tion. IBM's press demonstration in April, of a 
12-button phone input system for high-school 
students' homework, shows that the future of 
the system which I described can't be as dismal 
as Mr. Nadel believes. 

Sir: 
There might be several advantages to 
arranging the alphanumerics in ac
cordance with Hollerith (see Fig. 1), 
thus enabling more direct input to the 
computer or easy reading of unde
coded hard copy. Such inputs would 
be convenient for updating the data 
base and management information sys
tems, without the necessity for special 
devices at a few hotels or corporate 

Ferris Wheel Rotary Files 
without recopying records 

Handling 81 card sizes up to 11" by 8 1h", 
Ferris gives instant access to your present 
records without the cost and error-risk of re-I 
typing cards. Motorized or manual Ferris 
Wheels range from desk-top models to big 
Master Units that place up to 200,000 cards 
at seated operator's finger tips in two sec
onds average tray delivery time. Riding in 
exclusive "Ferris Wheel" trays, cards are 
easily removed for posting or use. Even 
largest capacity units are light, mobile, roll 
out of way when not in use, or into vaults 
at night. Learn how Ferris Wheels speed 
reference jobs, cut fatigue, save money. For 
details or demonstration send coupon. 

,·Wt" VIS I B LE 
Acme Visible Records, Inc. 
Ferris Division 
7506 West Allview Drive, Crozet, Va. 

Please show us how Ferris Wheel Rotaries 
can speed our record reference. cut oper
ator fatigue, save us money. 

NAME ________ TITlE ___ _ 

COMPANY _____________ __ 

ADDRESS, _____________ _ 
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branches throughout the country. To 
one side of the telephone keyboard, 
a list of special characters could be 
printed. Since these would each be 
coded ·with more than two buttons, 
such characters could be designated 
preceding· the entry with a double 
slash. Although cumbersome, this 
would allow an enormous number of 

Fig. 1 
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special symbols to be entered, thus 
suiting every user. 

One human factor that is needed is 
single-character cancellation. Most of 
us discover a dialing error (if we dis
cover it at all) just after making it. 
A mark could be placed after the mis
take by pressing the three Zone but
tons. Thus, if the dialer hit the "9" 
button instead of the "8", cancellation 
could be indicated by adding the three 
zones, or in the case of the "R" (9 + 
Middle), by adding the Left and Right 
buttons. The actual cancellation would 
be accomplished by the computer at 
the receiving end. For visibility checks 
lights behind the button could go on 
when the corresponding code was 
pressed-e.g., pressing button "I" 
would light the "1" on the button and 
addition of Zone 12 would shift on the 
light for "A" behind the button. 
A. K. EMRICH 

Kensington, Maryland 

The author replies: This letter typifies the many 
possible variations which can be developed on 
keyboard layouts. However, his arrangement 
would be of use chiefly to certain small groups 
such as programmers, and might therefore 
best be provided by use of an overlay, rather 
than by expecting that some telephone sets be 
manufactured to this special pattern. He also 
calls attention to the need for a "cancel", 
code. I found that alternate strokes of "left" 
and "right" buttons (four or more in total) 
served this purpose unambiguously. 

Datamation welcomes your 
correspondenc.e concerning 
articles or items appearing in 
this magazine. Letters should 
be double spaced ... and the 
briefer the better. We reserve 
the right to edit letters sub
mitted to us. 
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Automated 
Payroll 
for 
LESS Money! 

Now, you can electronically automate 
complex payroll applications (plus other 
processing jobs) for substantially less 
cost than any other type of automated 
EDP system. 

11500" payroll applications can be 
TOTALLY automatic. It provides each 
employee with a fully protected check 
and an itemized statement of earnings 
and deductions. The payroll journal, 
check register and employee's earnings 
record are all produced automatically. 
So is a distribution detail for direct entry 
to subsidiary ledgers. Even details for de· 
ferred records like quarterly tax reports 
are accumulated and stored for subse· 
quent automatic reporting. 

The NCR 500 System reads and "speaks" 
in any of four EDP languages. Punched 
card. Punched tape. Magnetic ledger. 
OptiGal character recognition. You can 
use anyone - a combination, or all of the 
languages with equal ease. 

Buy or lease only the units of the system 
you need. Expand it as your business 
grows. The price of the "500" System 
will remain modest. 

What can the NCR 500 System do for 
you? What are the probable savings? You 
can find out by calling your local NCR 
office. Or, write NCR, Dayton, Ohio 45409. 

THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY 
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ASI Computer Di"ision-EMR, announces the 
first in the ADVA/VCE 6100 Computer Series 

the paper tiger with teeth ... 
The ~ew 6130 computer system from the ASI Computer Division 
of Electro-Mechanical Research, Inc. is not available for immediate 
delivery. Some win call it a "paper tiger." This computer, 
however, is a formidable one, fully equipped for data 
acquisition systems and other industrial applications. It's designed to 
out-perform all competitive machines in the low-cost area .. 
Check some of the features of the ADVANCE 6130 and you'll see 
it's worth waiting for-

• 16-bit data word plus parity and memory protect bits. 
• 0.9 microsecond me~ory cycle time. 
• Monolithic integrated circuitry . 
• Multiple bus system of organization which allows parallel 

communication and control between central processors, I/O 
channels, peripheral units, and/or various memory modules • 

• Low price, $34,000. 
For more information, contact any of our sales offices or 
our Marketing Department in Minneapolis directly. 

ASI COMPUTER DIVISION p,,'," 
8001 Bloomington Freeway, Minneapolis, Minn. 55420 
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and sufficiently 
precise to enjoy 
the esoteric 
language of the 
computer, 

Id of man. 

Jerating systems, utility systems or 
ns systems. 
lye openings in Sales, Field Systems 
Product PI~nning and Engineering'-
r. E. B. Schultz, Dept. SW -6, RCA 
ita Processing, Bldg. 202-1, Cherry 
New Jersey 08101. 

A n Equal Opportunity Employer M & F 

Most Trusted Name in Electronics 

CRTRMRT.ION 

look~ahead 
A STANDARD SOLUTION 
TO CONVERSION PROBLEMS? 
Newest entry into the hectic computer sweepstakes is 
Standard Computer Corp. of Phoenix. Not to be confused 
with Standard Computers, Inc. (Philly leasing _firm), 
SCC will shortly announce a third generation computer 
(Fairchild CTL monolithic integrated circuits) which 
will handle second generation software (e.g., 7094 
programs will run in machine langu~ge). Several cpu's 
will be available, featuring main storage of 196K six
bit bytes or l31K eight-bit bytes. Internal data 
handling speeds will range from 350 nanoseconds to 
3.5 usec. Tape channels will be able to handle 30, 
60, or 90 KC (800 bpi) tape units. -

The company, formed in March '65, says that 
system rentals will range from $6,500 to -$18K/month. 
The first two systems will be shipped next month; firm 
orders for six more to be shipped this year are in 
house. The new gear might offer an interesting 
solution to the conversion problem (see this month's 
cover feature artIcles), and the cries of "I like 
IBSYS now" heard at SHARE a few months back. 

AIR FORCE RELEASES CAPTIVE 
A report by an ad hoc Congressional committee 
recommending that System Development Corp. be treated 
by the Air Force Systems Command as an independent 
contractor has won official AF approval. 

Thus the company will henceforth bid on AF work: 
there will be no more sole-source procurements. 
Right now, about 82% of SDC's work comes from the Air 
Force. That figure may drop. SDC says it will 
continue to offer its service to "public-serving 
organizations," which in the past has included a CPA 
institute and a state hospital association, as well as 
state and local governments, universities, etc. 

SDC says it will continue to take about a 6% 
"profit" margin, which is earmarked for research. But 
such research in the past has included loaning, for 
free, technical people to, say, a local gov't agency. 
The resulting expertise is used to pursue contracts 
for similar work at other agencies. Whether SDC can 
continue such practices and still compete with lean, 
hungry commercial software houses is the big question. 

THE HARD LIFE OF SOFTWARE 
Some uncertainty about the delivery date of the PL/I H 
compiler is indicated by the April IBM OS/360 
delivery schedule. The H was to have been coded in 
PL/I and compiled by the F (44K?) compiler, but now it 
won't be: the F has run into some snags and slipped 
to an August 31 delivery. COBOL F storage requirement 
has increased from 44K to 64K, meaning users will 
need l28K of core storage to accommodate it. 
Though IBM is trying to decrease this. 

Big systems users feel hardest hit by the slip of 
the control program for multiprogramming (variable 
number of tasks) from Nov. '66 to second quarter of '67. 
Too, model 67's delivered before then will have to 
deal with pre-tested versions of this program and 
of the time-sharing operating system which is promised 
for June '67. 
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Don't read about, AUTOFLOW* 
unless you need 

documentation help 

If you are that one·out·of 31,391 computer users without documentation 
problems-you don't need AUTOFLOW. 

AUTOFLOW,is ADR's Computer Documentation System, designed to 
assist programmers produce accurate flowcharts, automatically, from assembly 
language input. 

The only programmers who need (or recommend) AUTOFLOW are those 
who want an easy to use, easy to learn, no·extra·effort documentation system. 
With AUTO FLOW, the programmer doesn't worry about any graphic considera· 
tions. AUTO FLOW produces the flowchart, allocates symbols, edits, rearranges 
coding, allocates pages and columns, and draws connecting lines. 

And because AUTOFLOW reduces documentation, maintenance, and 
reprogramming costs-management likes it too. (We'll supply 7 more reasons 
if you ask.) 

Operational since early '65, AUTOFLOW has been acclaimed both as 
the significant tool for controlling documentation quality and accuracy, and a 
superior method of establishing program documentation standards and rules. 

The AUTOFLOW-Computer Documentation System is available for 
IBM 1401, 1410, 1460 and System/360; RCA 501 and SPECTRA 70, and 
Honeywell 200. 

Request detailed operational information and modest prices on leasing 
arrangement by completing the ,attached form. . 

You can get out of the documentation doldrums-discover AUTOFLOW 
today! 

~
APPLIED DATA RESEARCH, INC. 

~ 206 Center, Route 206 Princeton, New Jersey 609·921·8850 
Offices in Princeton, Washington, New York and Los Angeles. 
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DYes. I DNo. ' 
Prove that Don't help! I prefer 
AUTO FLOW tedious, expensive, 
can help me, inaccurate documentation 

I am also interested in: 

D Management Sciences 
D Software Development 
D Applications Programming 
o Research 
D Equal Opportunity Employment at ADR 

°Trademark Patent Pending 

Name ___________ _ 

Title __________ _ 

Co, ___________ _ 

Address __________ _ 

City _____ State ___ Zip __ 
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NCR operates in one of the most 
challenging and constructive of 
all business fields. Our chief ef
fort is directed toward helping 
business operate more effectively. 
This is accomplished through pro
viding better and complete data 
processing systems. 

NCR's new product releases dur
ing the past year averaged more 
than one a month, and ranged 
from a major new computer fam
ily to a new line of cash registers. 
The development of NCR's "To
tal Systems" concept has contrib
uted substantially to the compa
nies growth. 

As worldwide sales continue to in
crease, many different skills are 

, presently in demand at NCR for 
the installation of total data proc
essing systems. Current require
ments are in Dayton and other 
locations mentioned below. * 
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look ahead 

UCLA ALMOST 
DROPS THE BALL 

I. C.-COMMUNICATIONS 
BREAKTHROUGH BATTLE LOOMS 

THE NEW LOOK 
AT . AEROFLEX 

June 19.66 

. In the communications area, latest availability 
dates for the telecommunications (queued) control 
programs and I/O support for the 2311 data cell drive 
are supposed to be announced this· month. In the 
meantime, the interim measure -- the Communications 
Coritr()l Application Program, which is independent of 
OS 360 -- is just now in its firial test state, and 
most users are finding they have to modify it. 
Result: a new user's group of about 30 companies has 
been formed; onepurpo~e: to nudge IBM into giving 
CCAP full support and possibly into developing an 
improved version. . 

Other software delays since December: 44K 
Assembler -- 4 months to Sept. '66; 200K FORTRAN IV 
6 months to Dec. '66. On the bright side, a two-man 
SHARE team allegedly reports F assembler offers 10-20 
times the speed of the E, although· one 50 user says 
it's more like 5 times. 

Alumni and friends of UCLA are disturbed at the 
computing situation there. A complex chain of·events 
almost l~d to the loss of a $1.4~millioriARPA
sponsored computer netw()rkstudy. One UCLA spokesman 
blames slow government funding, although dough from a 
previous·ARPAcontract kept the project nominally 
alive for awhile. Then four keyprogra~ers left, 
another six· were dropped or·re~assigned. An order for 
$400K-worth of· high-speed communicating gear was 
cancelled, but the remaining megabuck will probably 
be re-assigned to a modified, reduced network study, 
headed by Clay Sprowls (he gQe~ on sabbatical July 1) ; 
and to the School of Engineering, which will 
instrumeht computers i~ an attempt to measure 
hardware, system and user program performance. 

One far-out hardware designer who labels himself a 
conservative says that the latest integrated circuits 
will make such a big cost breakthrough in the next 
3-5 years that it could spell doom for time-sharing 
and multiprocessing. Says he, the new i.c.'s·, with an 
entire register on a Single chip~ could bring about a 
cheap, small computer ($lOO/month) to be attached to a 
peripheral device. ·The ·combo would offer more' 
capability than a 1401. 

Another hardware expert doubts things will happen 
that fast, points out that reductions in data 
transmission rates could offset such effects of i.c. 

'breakth<ruughs. ·It'sconceivable,· says the second man, 
that with your own satellite, you might be able to 
achieve coast-to-coast transmission ra~es of 5¢/hr • 

. A simple inexpensive photographic system that uses one 
negative to store up to 400 high-resolution images 
all the same size as the negative. The equipment 
andtechniqueS'f'Or such a system have been developed 
by AeroflexLaboratories, Inc., Plainview, N.Y., and 
manufacturers from allover the computer., crt .display, 
document retrieval, camera and other industries have 
bee~ sending their scouts there to find out if and 

. how they can use·it. The method of the Multiplex 
Recording Technique, developed last October, is not 
disclosed, as nine ~atents a~e pending. . 

MRP inventor Clayton Houghton notes that the 
modular system, using a projector which can display 
more than one image from a negative at a time, could 
replace tape units and crt displays in some 

(Continued on page 135) 
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You'd have to be crazy 
to publish a firm -software 
delivery schedule. 
Here's one for· Sigma 7: 

Fourth quarter 1966. Stand-alone package, operating without a monitor in 
minimum storage. Includes SOS standard FORTRAN IV, a standard Assem
bler, a Library of Mathematical and Utility Routines, and a program debug 
package. This package permits you to operate one job at a time - either a real
time or a general-purpose job. 

First quarter 1967 Ii The first level of SOS monitors, called Basic Control 
Monitor. All the stand-alone software is available under the monitor, and you 
can now do two things simultaneously - a real-tiine job in the foreground, and 
a general-purpose job in the background. . 

Second quarter 1967. You step up to Batch Processing Monitor, a much 
more comprehensive monitor, plus this additional software: 

SOS Extended FORTRAN IV, debug version, oriented toward program 
checkout. 

High-Efficiency Extended FORTRAN IV, oriented toward efficient 
object programs. 

Extended assembler (Meta-Symbol). 

ADAPT, an application-oriented package for numerical control of 
machine tools. 

Third quarter 1967. Debug version of PLI I. 
r 

Fourth quarter 1967. Conversational versions of FORTRAN IV and PL/I~ 
standard version of the Universal Time-Sharing Monitor; High-Efficiency ver
sion of PLI I. 

Soon thereafter we will deliver the Extended version of the Universal Time
Sharing Monitor; MANAGE, a management information system which 
inCludes a Report Generator; a generalized Sort! Merge program, and other 
applications packages. 

We're not promising to deliver. a great big musclebound All Sigma 7 software is reentrant. 
mass of all-purpose software all at once. . 

And we're not going to let you sit and wait for software 
after your Sigma 7 is installed. ' 

·.We're gOIng to deliver successive levels of software on 
a firm schedule. Every level is compatible with the next 
one, so that 90u'1l move up to greater capabiiity with each 
new package. 

Sigma 7 softWare gives you a choice of three compila
..tion modes ~ debug, high-efficiency, conversation. 

Sigma 7 software is multi-use. It looks the same regard
less of the mode of use of the hardware. 

All Sigma 7 software has very low overhead. The muscle 
is where it counts. 

All df the delivery dates are firm. We'll be glad. to put 
them in writing. In an order. 

Scientific Data Systems 
1649 Seventeenth Street, Santa Monica, California 
Offices in principal cities throughout the world 
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editor's read$ut 

HIS MASTER'S VOICE 
For those of you old enough, the title above immediately calls forth an image 
of a dog sitting, head cocked in thoughtful attention, before the horn of 
a gramophone. 

But let's 'talk about user groups. In the beginning, a user group was four 
guys with a bottle sitting in a room saying, "They can't do this to us." The -
fact that "they" did do that to "them" shouldn't obscure the fact that user 
groups have been, at times, highly ~seful and productive organizations. User 
groups saved FORTRAN, shaped PL/I, sniped at COBOL. They've served as audi
ences to stirring- confessions about hardware and software slippages. (in time 
and performance). They've tended to keep manufacturers a bit more honest 
than they might otherwise have been. 

But it's doubtful that user groups have accomplished as much as they 
should have. And it's increasingly doubtful that they'll be as effective in the 
future as they have been. For one thing" they're getting just too darned big. 
(COMMON is said to have 1000 members.) A subtle psychology of size makes 
it harder for a man to sound off in front of hundreds than it would be before 
a small group. And the bigger the crowd, the· easier it is for the manufacturer 
to gain acceptance of ideas which might be hacked to pieces by' a handful. 

Too, user groups are tending to broaden the scope' of their machine cov
erage. COMMON, formerly a 1620 user group, looks as if it will offer haven to 
1620, 1130, and 1700 users, plus any 360 users who can't find a home in SHARE 

or GUIDE. Whether any user organization can effectively serve such a broad 
variety of interests is doubtful. 

The fact that user groups (as now constituted) are tied to one computer 
manufacturer inhibits their devotion to problems which cross and rise above 
one company's line of equipment. The costly crimp placed on conversion by 
machine-dependent languages is one example. 

So what about JUG (Joint User Group), which is supposed to pay attention 
to such lofty matters? Well, JUG is an organization of organizations. Which 
means that it's one level removed from the workers, the doers. Square the con
fusion and lethargy inherent in any group of part-time workers who meet 
occasionally, and you get the picture. We're not criticizing JUG; we're merely 
saying "that's human nature." 

Standards, you want? JUG, the voice of the individual user (as distinguished 
from the user as a member of a trade association), has one vote on the 
American Standards Association information processing committee. BEMA, the 
voice of the manufacturer, has 12. 

Still, JUG is trying. With a prod and an assist. from the DEC user group, 
they conducted an administrative workshop for user group executives just 
prior to the '66 SJCC. Termed by those who attended as useful, the meeting 
produced a committee to investigate- the possibility of a common program 
catalog, an idea introduced at JUG over a year ago. Another workshop is being 
planned for November. 

Some folks argue that ACM could be the voice of the user. But why ACM 

should start now to do something it's avoided so far isn't clear. Besides ACM 

doesn't represent small, unsophisticated users. And, points out one man, the 
manufacturer supports user groups . . . might be more responsive to their 
wishes than to a profess'ional society. 

Others have tried to introduce the idea of manufacturer-independent user 
groups, conforming to application interests, not particular machines. One such 
idea was shot down last year by SHARE. 

We don't know the answer. But we do feel that it is'time for user groups 
to review and measure themselves against their goals: Are we really putting 
effective pressure on the. manufacturer? Are we working toward establishing 
common means of measuring system performance, for instance? Are we 
tackling the important problems which go beyond anyone manufacturer's 
equipment? 

The need is clear. The talent and energy are available. All we have to do 
is stop listening to that> damn gramophone and get to work. 
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PROGRAM 
AND FILE 
CONVERSION 
by W. J. CARTLEDGE, JR. 

D 
The prospect of disturbing the status of hun

. dreds of well-running programs and data files is 
not a welcome one for those who have never 

~__ experienced a computer conversion, and it is 
even more fearsome to those who have been through such 
an effort. Careful study of the conversion problem for' a 
given installation will usually lead to this conclusion-it's 
going to be even worse than you thoughtl 

However, conversion can be tackled like any other large 
systems job: break it into pieces and deal with them one 
at a time. Perhaps the following suggestions for dealing 
with these "pieces" will be too idealistic in some cases, and 
may have to be compromised with real life. But if they 
at least provoke managers to serious thinking about the 
details of conversion, they will have served their purpose. 

organization' of resources 
When does conversion begin and end? It may be said 

that conversion begins when people are assigned to' work 
specifically in this area. Conversion is completed when 
people are no longer working with old programs. This 
implies, then, that people must be organized to begin work 
on conversion problems. People are needed to define the 
conversion problems peculiar to the installation; to design 
the standards and policies of conversion; to perform the 
actual recoding and testing; and, of course, to supervise 
the general conversion effort. 

The particular organization of manpower depends on 
the degree of conversion problems for the installation. If 
the installation is largely using COBOL and has data files 
that need little or no conversion, then it is quite possible 
that the existing staff within the current organization struc
ture may be all that is needed to perform the conversion. 

On the other hand, an installation with more complex 
problems may require the manufacturer's assistance or out
side contract programming services, as well as reor
ganization of the programming staff. 

In any case, a, specific organization should be set up: 
either the conversion will be accomplished by the pro
grammers currently responsible for each program, or by a 
conversion team; both approaches have their advantages. 
Conversion by qn assigned team provides better control 
over the conversion effort and certainly enables more uni
form conversion, testing, and documentation practices with 
the responsibility placed upon one group. Also, a team 
will usually be better motivated to keep the conversion 
effort on schedule, or even ahead of schedule if present 
documentation is up to date and complete. A side effect 
of the team approach is that the converted programs will 
be understood by persons other than the currently respon
sible programmers, thus providing an alternate source for 
future maintenance. 

The team approach also allows the best utilization of 
conversion experience because these specialists will be-
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plan your change 
and change your plan 

come quite familiar with the inevitable "unwritten" pro
cedures that' are pert'inent only to the conversion process. 
Many stop-gap measures will be worked out as conversion 
progresses, in order to keep pace with changes in policy, 
equipment configuration, and available software. A small 
group working ,closely together would recognize fre
quently recurring conversion problems that could be solved 
or minimized by a special aid or procedure. . 

Conversion by the responsible programmers within the 
present organization has certain advantages as well. For 
one thing, a heavily patched program which needs to be 
cleaned up during conversion can best be handled by one· 
who knows . the program well. There would also be less 
confusion, since there would be no need for communicat
ing undocumented program functions bet~een program
mers. Thus fewer man-hours would probably be needed to 
convert each program, although this time might be spread 
over a longer period due to the many interruptions for 
current program maintenance, etc., that compete for the 
programmer's attention. A by-product of this type of or
ganization is the experience of coding and testing in the 
new language gained by the programmer so that he can 
handle maintenance more directly and with a better under
standing of the over-all effects of future changes within 
his programs. 

conversion planning and control 
Planning the conversion effort is essential to success. The 

main considerations include: 
1. Knowledge of available conversion aids 
2. Priority schedule of applications to be converted 
3. Conversion policies and standards 

Mr. Cartledge heads the Tech
nical Support section at Hughes 
Aircraft Co., fullerton, Calif. 

,The treasurer of GUIDE Inter
national, he has served as 
chairman of the 5/360 con
version committee and was 
a representative to the IBM/ 
GUIDE/SHARE ioint conversion 
committee. 
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4. Cost accounting procedure 
The user should review the literature o'n conversion 

aids available from the manufacturer and determine very 
carefully whether the aids are really useful or will possibly 
waste more time than they save. 

Many installations have discovered that the generalized 
nature of some conversion aids has defeated their useful
ness when applied to a specific installation. The user may 
determine that it would benefit him more to write his 
own programmed conversion aids. It may also be desirable 
to write some special programs to research any available 

. machine-readable files used by the installation for schedul
ing or operating. These programs could be useful 'in devel
oping statistics on machine usage and file usage, infor
mation which could be valuable in preparing a priority 
schedule· of program conversion. 

The next step in conversion planning is to segregate 
the current applications into: 

1. Those to be emulated and left unconverted 
2. Those to be redesigned 
3. Those applications in which sorts could easily be 

converted now, and tpe rest of the program series 
redesigned later 

4. Those to be converted by recoding or translation 
Those systems which could operate indefinitely under 

emulation should include any programs that are rarely 
used-such as quarterly and annual jobs-and any systems 
which are expected to phase out in the .foreseeable future. 
When· most of the installation workload has been converted 
it may be more economical to discontinue the use of the . 
emulator and execute any remaining old programs with a 
programmed simulator. This would only be economical 
when the additional machine time cost for running with 
the slower simulator is less than the rental of the hardware 
emulator feature. 

Applications that would benefit significantly by taking 
advantage of advanced hardware features and I/O devices 
on the new equipment should be redesigned rather than 
just recoded. Others that might be included in this category 
are programs which are heavily patched or which require 
excessive program maintenance due to obsolete design. 

Other applications which include many programs to be 
emulated, but which perform a great amount of sorting, 
would benefit considerably by direct conversion of only 
the sort runs, particularly if fast direct access devices will 
be used on the new equipment. At a later time, when it is 
more convenient, the rest of the programs related to those 
sorts could be converted. 

Applications that are classified· as convertible should be 
scheduled on a priority basis, taking into consideration 
several factors: 

1. Does the application have to be ready to go when 
the new computer comes in, to meet management or 
contractual demands? 

2. Will conversion of the application be relatively easy; 
is it essentially isolated from other programs, with 
few interfaces? 

3. Do the application prQgrams regularly use a large 
amount of machine time? 

4. Does the application contain a large number of sort 
runs, either modified or unmodified? 

Certainly any programs that must be ready when the 
hardware arrives should be scheduled early in the con-. 
version effort. Those applications that currently use much 
machine time would be profitable to convert in time to 
build up a minimum work load on the new equipment. 
However, it is· suggested that programs that will convert 
easily should be done first to give the conversion program
mers an oppor.tunity to develop a systematic approach and 
gain confidence in their new tools. . 

It may be practical for some users to automatically 
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translate current sort control cards to the new format by a 
special utility program. But there are obstacles to this 
approach. First, it implies that the sort input/output files 
must remain in their current form and, therefore, should 
be essentially compatible. Secondly, if disc drives are used 
as sort work files, the size of the input file must be known, 
to be sure it will fit. If the form and size of these files 
are not known, then an early investigation should be 
started to gather this information. 

A successful conversion plan should include a schedule 
of activities and target dates and a check list of conversion 
tasks. Even though the schedule dates will be subj'ect to 
frequent revision, it is still quite important in order to en
able management to make adjustments in their plans. Be
sides itemizing the convertible applications and programs, 
the schedule should/include: . 

1. Training classes for programmers and operators in 
the use of the hardware concepts, programming lan
guages, and operating systems 

2. Special conversion utility routines 
3. Detail information required from the manufacturer 

regarding equipment and software timing figures, 
specific operating system features to be used, emula
tion functions, etc. 

4. Implementation of the operating system as tailored 
to the installation, which may require major adjust
ments to the installation's job and file numbering pro
cedure 

5. Arrangements for use of remote testing and tape 
conversion facilities prior to equipment delivery 

6. Procurement of tapes, disc packs, and data cells; and 
re-testing of older tapes to be used on higher density 
tape units 

7. Conversion of current files to new media, either by 
converted application or en masse (e.g., 7 -track to 
9-track tapes via tape copy, or tape to direct-access 
device via utility routine) 

A check list for each application and each program 
within the application can help to avoid overlooking minor 
steps in the conversion process, and should be developed 
during the first few programs that are converted. It could 
include such tasks as: 

1. Review of present documentation package 
2. Updating of source deck 
3. Re-assembly of source deck 
4. Program conversion steps 
5. Preparation of file conversion control cards 
6. File conversion test 
7. File conversion operation 
8. Program test 
9. Final documentation steps 

10. Final review 
The user should be sure to provide guide lines for the 

conversion programmers so they may know what conver
sion aids are available for use, what procedure should be 
used in conv~rsion testing and documentation, and what 
policies apply for file conversion and the use. of the new 
hardware (such as main storage limitations, input/output 
device configuration, and integration with other systems) . 

The installation standards that are established are greatly 
influenced by the particular operating system to be used 
with the new equipment. Therefore, those who are re
sponsible for developing programming standards must be
come thoroughly familiar with all of the options and alter
natives of the operating system. They should also become 
acquainted with the particular programming languages ex
pected to be used in the installation. Standards should be 
implemented by indoctrination and enforced by auditing 
of the completed conversion packages. Without some 
type of audit procedure, standards may be useless and the 
converted programs may be just as tangled as the old 
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ones, or even more so. 
Finally, good management requires an accounting of 

the manpower and machine time utilized in achieving con
. version. It may be possible to adjust the installation's 
present accounting procedures to accommodate s!,ecial con
version categories, or it may be sufficient to simply provide 
a manual system. Some users are receiving credit from 
the manufacturer for any computer time used to assist in 
conversion. 

program conversion procedure 
When it has been determined which applications are to 

be converted, then the documentation can be gathered 
for those programs requiring immediate attention. 

The documentation to be compiled should include: 
1. Program description 
2. Application and program flow charts 
3.· Program listings 
4. Record layouts 
5. Test case material 
6. Operating instructions 
7. Symbolic decks 
8. Object program decks 
9. Anyon-line card reader program packets 
Of course, in order to continue production on the current 

equipment it may be necessary to leave the object program 
decks and card reader packets in Operations. In this case 
a listing of these cards (or program tapes) should be 
obtained and all future patches must be carefully con
trolled so that the equivalent functions can be included 
in the converted programs. 

The program functions, interfaces, and data file compo
sitions should be reviewed with a knowledgeable program
mer s·o the conversion approach for each program may 
be determined. 

Some useful information that may assist in conversion 
would include: 

1. Current schedule and running time of each program 
2. Current size of data files 
3. Complexity of interfaces with other applications 
4. Functions of peripheral computer programs (such 

as 1401) that should be incorporated 
5. Essential refinements desired in the converted pro

grams 
Having determined that the application is to be con

verted by a recoding approach, the conversion procedure 
for each program may be one of the following: 

1. Translate the current program by means of a Lan
guage Conversion Program (provided by the manu
facturer or written by the user) if the current pro
gram· is written in a high-level language such as 
COBOL or FORTRAN. 

2. Manually rewrite the current program if the program 
language is mainly machine-oriented. If the new 
computer has enough main storage, it may also be 
possible to combine two or more programs and inte
grate their functions in the rewriting process. 

3. Write sort modifications for the new computer sys
tem in some cases, a single modified sort program 
could replace two or three current programs, par
ticularly where the only outp.ut of a program cur
rently feeds a sort and/or the only input to . a 
succeeding program Gomes from a sort. 

The translation approach has certain prerequisites. First, 
the current source deck must be available and up to date 
and should be essentially free of machine dependent func
tions or data descriptions. Secondly, the data file formats 
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must be acceptable to the new equipment. To verify the 
completeness and accuracy of the current source deck, it 
may be necessary to analyze the object program for any 
patches and then update the symbolic deck accordingly. 
In the case of extensive patching it may be advisable to 
re-assemble and test the updated deck to assure agree
ment with the patched object deck. It may also be de
sirable to adjust the data division for more efficient record 
layout, utilizing special features of the new equipment 
such as packed decimal or binary modes. After the trans
lation by machine has been completed, any further refine
ments to the procedure division or adjustments to the data 
division can be added. Then it is ready for compiling and 
testing on the new system. 

The rewrite approach requires a similar procedure to 
insure the integrity of the current documentation, but 
requires much more manual effort to complete. However, 
it also permits more flexibility in handling the program 
functions. Although it is presumed that the data file re
quirements are already defined, it may be possible or even 
necessary to specify a different type of I/O device for some 
of the files, such as using high speed disc storage instead 
of tape for small work files or using a master table avail
able in mass storage and common to several programs, 
rather than an individual table designed solely for that 
program. 

In some installations the existing record formats may 
have to be perpetuated, but other users may choose to take 
advantage of special packing features available on the new 
computer system and will prefer to redesign the record 
layout. Some current computer systems generate word
oriented tape files which would not be acceptable to the 

. new computer system anyway. So, there would be nothing 
to lose in redesjgning the record layouts for the most 
efficient usage. Extra caution must be used in formatting 
master files that are referenced by several programs: it 
may be necessary to perform file maintenance on both 
old and new files for an extended period, until all related 
programs are converted. . 

After the source deck and record layouts have been up
dated, the program flowchart should also be updated, or 
written anew if necessary. It may be convenient to use 
some of the documentation aids provided. by the manu
facturer for generating automatic flowcharts and cross
reference listings. However, if the current program lan
guage is mostly one-far-one symbolic instructions, it is 
doubtful that any but the most simple programs can he 
effectively and meaningfully flowcharted by machine. 
Since the purpose of the flowchart is to convey intent 
(which is obscure to a computer), this function is best 
performed by a good programmer. On the other hand, 
even a good programmer can appreciate the value of cross- _ 
reference and analysis listings. Some current assemblers 
already provide this documentation but, if not, a pro
grammed documentation aid may be useful in obtaining 
it. 

When the old program is brought up to date, the new 
program may be written in the language provided for the 
new equipment. A point to be considered here is the desir
ability of including all report functions within the new 
program. Whereas it may have been more practical in 
the past to write an unformatted report tape, the- new 
.equipment and new software can handle report writing 
functions quite easily. In some cases, though, as a matter 
of expediency, it may be possible to convert some pro
grams in a shorter period of time if the' report data is 
written in exactly its current form so that current system 
peripheral programs may still print the report under emu
lation, without any immediate report conversion effort 
involved. This is especially true if the program generates 
several report files. 
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Writing modifications in COBOL for the new sort soft
ware will enable some installations to make significant 
throughput gains. In the past, there have been two pre-' 
vailing schools of thought concerning sort modifications. 
Some installations feel that sort modifications are too seri
ous a hindrance to inevitable conversions. Other users have 
proved to their satisfaction that the' machine time saved 
during the life of their current system was worth far more 
than the extra cOst incurred during conversion. Now, with 
the ability to code soit modifications in COBOL, either by 
separate linkage to the sort or by use of the COBOL SORT' 
verb, the needs of both phiiosophies can be met. 

Since the I/O device configuration of the new equip
ment may be quite different from the current computer 
system, the effective capacity of the new sort package 
must be matched against the r~quired record volumes to 
be sorted. Two potentially troublesome situations occur 
on System/360: if the user elects to remain in 7-track 
mode he cannot sort variable length records on tape; also, 
the capacity of the 2311 disc drives may severely limit 
the size of acceptable sort input files. 

Program testing may become quite involved where file 
conversion must also be considered. Since actual record 
format conversion must be tailored to each specific pro
gram and file, it is almost a separate programming effort. 
Therefore, the most straightforward method of testing 
would suggest that tHe newly coded programs be tested 
independently with their own manually prepared test data. 
Then the effects of file conversion can be tested later when 
the functions of the converted program are' known to 
work properly. A separate check list of ~teps for each 
program is particularly valuable during the program test
ing and data conversion 'procedure. 

data conversion procedure 
CUl:rent installation practices, hardware configuration, 

and conversion policies will determine the complexity of 
data file conversion. Installations currently using character
oriented machines (e.g., the IBM 1410 arid 7080), will 
probably have less difficulty in utilizing their current files 
on new equipment such as System/360. But if they desire 
to implement a labeled file environment or make use of 
the packed decimal or binary word features, then they too 
will have file conversion problems. Even if these users 
prefer to retain their existing formats, they will be paying 
for conversion continuously on System/360, since a "com
putational" usage of any input data, like amount fields, 
will require internal conversion from zoned decimal to 
packed decimal format, and back again for output. 

Machines like the IBM 7070 usually generate word
oriented files. Even certain types of 7070 fixed length 
records will be unacceptable, as is, to System/360. Since 
fixed length on a 7070 refers only to a fixed number of' 
words, a change in mode from alphanumeric to numeric 
in any given word from one record to the next wiil change 
the dlaracter length of the record, and will therefore not 
be considered "fixed-length" by System/360. Also the oc
currence of change-mode characters (deltas) between rec
ords may affect the record length. Similarly, 1000\.~-mode 
records with word marks created by the 1410/7010 
may be unacceptable to System/360, because of the vari
ance in record lengths. 

There are several reasons for file conversiOn besides the 
need to provide a compatible format. The files may require 
the new volume labels or they may require character trans
lation to be acceptable to the character set of the new 
computer. The user may also wish to put the files on 
disS ,or mass ',' storage~ It ,may " be desirable ~o rearrange 

;::certain'dahi fields . .to group them for more efficient move
ment within the computer. Re-formatting to take advantage 
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of packed decimal fields may be advisable if,the file is to 
be stored or sorted on disc, since the effectively shorter 
length will permit a greater capacity. 

The actual format conversion may be accomplished by 
a utility conversion program, or even a specially coded 
program where necessary, for an original conversion of 
existing files, such as a one-time interface between a con
verted program and an unconverted program. If an inter
face file will be generated repeatedly and converted in
tiefinitely, then "dynamic" subroutines performing the 
conversion "on-line" within the converted programs would 
be more efficient. However, the use of such subroutines 
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may increase the running time and complicate the testing 
procedure. Such a hybrid program will require attention 
later to remove the subroutines when the unconverted 
interface program is converted. 

Each data conversion task must be as thoroughly tested 
as a converted program. Whether a utility program or 
tailored conversion routine is used, manually prepared 
test data should be used to check the conversion program. 
The test output then ought to be used in a test on the 
receiving program, whether it is a neW converted pro
gram or an old program which will be emulated. 

Adequate control checks are important in any data 
conversion procedure: 1;tecord counts, at least, and perhaps 
control totals by record type should be a required output 
of the conversion program. One rule to keep in mind 
in data conversion is this: if anythip.g can go wrong, it 
probably will. 

library conversion 
Many installations that are planning to, emulate cur~ 

rent programs indefinitely will choose to copy their active 
library files into 9-track mode. This is a challenging task, 
but will be necessary to permit efficient use of the packed 
decimal mode in re-:formatted files. Also, System/360 Sort 
requires 9-tnick drives to write checkpoint records and to 
handle variable length records on tape. Although this kind 
of record form could be sorted on disc, the input file size, 
is much more restricted: a 6-tape (1600 bpi) sort can 
handle four Hmes as large a file as a 2311 disc sort. 

Since several hundred hours of machine time would be 
consuined in duplicating all of the tapes in a large library, 
a more practical procedure would involve selection of those 
files that will be scheduled to be read shortly after instal
lation of the new computer, and duplication of them any
time after their last use on the old equipment, but before 
actually needed on the new; Careful analysis of the oper
ating schedule would thus allow the user to spread this 
task over a period of time exten~ing from about a month 
before use of the new computer system to a month after, 
even though a peak load would still occur near the cutover 
date. 

The user should determine well in advance whether he 
wiil be able to use his existing magnetic tapes on the new 
tape drives, or must replace some reels with new ones. If 
the current library is usable, then it should be possible to 
carry out the duplication procedure (without having to 
purchase many new tapes) by rotating the current stock. 
In other words, as an old tape is copied into its new mode" 
theoldreel itselfmaynow be used asa "scratch" tape fOl: 
theriext reef to be duplicated. ' ',.' . . 

However, it may be necessary to add enough new reels 
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to provide a pool of scratch tapes labelled in accordance 
with the new operating system, because any tapes proc
essed under emulation will, still require the old system 
labels (if any). Since the library could contain three kinds 
of tapes-7 -track, 'emulation mode 9-track, and new sys
tem 9-track-the user should make some provision for 
quickly identifying the kind of label that is recorded on 
any tape, such as ordering the new tapes on unique colored 
reels, numbering the reels in a different series, or placing 
a colored sticker on the reels. 

The hist suggestion is the most flexible, as it permits the 
use of any reel (no mattet where it comes from) in either 
emulation mode or "native" mode of operation, simply by 
recording the appropdate label, ,and affixing the corre
sponding sticker. Two utility routines should be written, 
which would simplify this "scratch" conversion consider
ably: 

1. Read the old system label, in 9-track mode, and 
write back a dummy new system label (this would 
execute under the new operating system) 

2. Re~d the new system label and write back a 9-track 
old system label (this could function either under 
emulation or' under the operating system, or both, 
to provide the greatest operator convenience) 

A complete documentation package for a converted pro
gram would, of course, be as comprehensive as any newly 
designed program, but it is important that all of the old 
program documents be retained as well, preferably in a 
separate package to avoid confusion during future. main-
tenance. In addition, the check list of conversion tasks and 
the file conversion documents and test results should be 
kept with the program documents, This would include data 
conversion control cards, test tape prints, and any console 
logs. The value of this documentation should not be un~er
estimated: in a previous conversion experience, a program 
"bug" discovered two years after the program was con
verted was traced to a fault in the dynamic file conversion 
routine. 

hug~es-fullerton conversion 
At Hughes-Fullerton, we are converting an installation 

of IBM 1460's arid a 7074 to System/360 model 30's and 
a model 65 with 2311 disc drives and 1600 bpi tape units. 
The model 30's are already in, but are operating entirely 
in 1401 compatibility mode. The model 65 will be deliv
ered in November, with the 7074 emulator feature. We are 
co'nstantly revising our conversion plans as new problems 
coine to light, but our current approach includes the 
following policies; 
. Whereas our programming. commitments for at least a 
year would not permit us to divert many of' our people 
into full-time conversion, and since very few had any COBOL 

training, we organized a "revolving" conversion team. This 
consists of two or three IBM systems engineers, one of 
our supervisors, and two or more programmers who are 
familiar with the application programs currently being 
converted. Then, when their task 'is completed, these pro
grammers are replaced by people who know the next 
application on the conversion schedule. 
This type of organization has several advantages: 

1. Programmers familiar with the applications are par
ticipating in the conversion. Consequently, confusion 
about intended program functions is' minimized, the 
documentation is more easily interpreted and up
dated, and functional refinements can more conven
iently he added. Since the responsible programmers 
are aware of what transformations have occurred to 
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their application, they are· much better prepM'ed to 
relate future maintenance to the appropriate program 
and section of coding. 

2. Our programmers are being trained in the COBOL 

language, in the procedure for testing, and in the use 
of the new operating system features as they partici
pate on the' conversion team. This tends to make 
them more capable when they start designing ~ew 
applications for the new computer system. 

3. The permanent conversion team supervisor and the 
IBM persormel build a background of experience, 
which is valuable in guiding the "revolving" pro
grammers through the conversion procedure, and' in 
developing tools to solve recurring conversion prob-
lems. . 

4. Pertine~t information from IBM is quickly brought 
into play by having' the IBM people directly in
volved. 

The only apparent drawback to this combination team 
approach is the difficulty of scheduling convertible appli
cations to' agree with the "uncommitted time" of the re
sponsible programmers. Even then, a programmer may be 
called off the conversion project to meet an emergency on 
some current program. 

After scheduling the earliest application to be converted, 
we began analysis of the first one. A closer look at the re
quirements revealed that it was not suited at all for con
version but should be redesigned instead. So, back on the 
shelf it went, and we scrutinized the second group of pro-
grams, which fared :r:nuch better. ' 

We also began looking for sorts that could easily be 
converted, either with or without modification. From pro
gram . documentation and cu.rrent operating records we 
compiled a list of our sorts, listing the machine time used 
per month, the file size, the record length and form, and 
the extent of modifications. This list was matched against 
a table of sort capacities (by record length) to determine, 
which runs could be handled by tape sort, disc sort, or 
not at all (i.e., on our equipment 'configuration without 
major data conversion). 

The conversion team early discovered that testing could 
not proceed without a detailed working procedure for 
linking modifications, written in COBOL, to to the sort 
program. Another aid that needed to be developed was 
a satisfactory' Test File Generator. Both of these needs 
were met by the joint efforts of the IBM systems engineers 
and our team supervisor: . 

Concurrent with the organization of the conversion team 
and the selection of convertible' applications, 'basic stand
ards and ground rules were being developed and pub
lished. These included System/360 record layout stand
ards, COBOL features pertinent to our installation, guide
lines for the general conversion effort, control numbers for 
the accounting of conversion man-and-machine time, a 
completely new job and file numbering scheme (to be 
compatible with Operating System/360), and special 
considerations of operating in compatibility mode. 

. Since all System/360production programs are being 
written in COBOL, it was decided that a COBOL pre-proc
essor program could reduce the manual effort and errors in 
coding and keypunching, and would serve as a means of 
implementing features not actually available in COBOL, 

such as a skeleton table-handling procedure. The pre
processor permits shorthand clauses in the Identification 
and Data Divisions and data name abbreviations in the 
Procedure Division, besides the standard functions of list
ing apd conversion of the five "dual" special characters 
from BCD to EBCDIC form. 

We have adopted a programming policy of definIng 
report data files (created by converted programs) in the 
same format used by the current 7074 programs. This will 
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permit us to contmue using the existing 1401 programs, 
running in compatibility mode, to print the reports from 
these files. In this way, we can devote our time to con
verting more 7074 programs without having to analyze 
the editing and processing functions performed by several 
hundred 1401 programs. Later, when more sophisticated 
report-writiilg features are available in our COBOL proces
sor, we will write the report images . directly from the 
converted programs .. 

Since we expect a major upheaval in our machine oper
ating techniques, we are planning to expand a model 30 
to a configuration equivalent to the model 65 a few months 
in advance of the bigger systems' delivery. This will enable 
us to explore the Job Control procedure and the various 
Operating System features and routines (especially the 
data conversion subroutines), at the same time that we 
are testing the converted programs. In this way, we expect 
to be much better prepared for immediate cutover to the 
model 65 when it arrives. 

Library conversion may be our toughest problem to 
solve successfully. Each 7-track file to be read under 7074 
emulation must be duplicated to 9-track 1600 bpi after 
its last use on the 7074. This is not difficult for monthly 
and semi-monthly files, but can become critical for weekly, 
daily, and special files. Out of more than 5000 library 
tapes, we anticipate that about 600 will have to be dupli-
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cated in a 50-hour period during the first week of opera
tion of the 360/65. 

To help ease this burden, we are going to keep the 7074 
in operation for one month after startup of the model 65. 
This additional security will permit some slack. in our 
duplication schedule, which is especially important in the 
case where a given tape is used as input to the 7074 
during the peak-load duplication period, or in the event 
that the model 65 does not become operative as soon as 
expected. In a few instances, it may be necessary to save 
the original 7 -track tape until after the 9-track copy is 
actually used; large master files or input tapes to critical 
runs would be included in this group. 

summary 
The importance of an early analysis of you~ conversion 

load cannot be overemphazised. The number of alternative 
plans from which you can choose decreases as the day of 
delivery approaches, until finally, only a brute force, 
crash program remains, leaving chaos in its wake. . 

"Plan your change,. and change your plan" will be a 
recurring theme during conversion. Nevertheless, planning 
is a prerequisite to getting the job done. And the sooner 
the job is done, the sooner we can start using those "new 
generation" data processing techniques we have been 
promised. • 

ge goes ge 

FOR CONVERSION 
by MARIO V. FARINA 

In May, 1965, the first GE-625 computer was 
delivered to the huge Schenectady plant of the 
General Electric Company. The large-scale com
puter was to replace five other computers of 

vari~us sizes and makes. This article describes the training 
program set up to help in converting old programs .to the 
GE-625 and to help computer users plan important new 
programs. 

the environment 
In order to understand the tremendous problems of 

transition, something should be said about the organization 
of the Schenectady plant. In an area of about 730 acres· 
are located aQout 25 separate company components, which 
are semi-autonomous businesses. These range from small
scale, employing several· hundred people, to very large
scale, employing thousands. 

Most, if not all, of these businesses use computers, some 
having used them for over 10 years. Historically, each 
business obtained and operated its own computer. A few 
years back, all the major computers in this plant were 
placed under the control of a new organization called 
Telecommunications and Information Processing Opera
tion (TIPO). Computers, for the most part, remained at 
widely scattered locations, but their control was central
ized. The users of computers became internal ~ustomers 
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of TIPO.With the advent of the GE-625, plans were made 
to phase out the older computers. 

how conversions are being made 
Many Schenectady computer users began to plan for 

conversion a year or more before the new computer ar-

Mr. Farina has been an fu;lu
cational specialist at GE Sche
nectady since .1964 and for 

, the preceding five years was 
a scientific techniques pro
grammer with GE;· He has 
written 30 training texts in 
carrying out his responsibil
ities of preparing and teach
ing computer course's. 
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rived. The conversion plans are almost as varied as the 
businesses involved. 

One large product department is an example. As one of 
the earliest computer users in Schenectady, many of its 
original programs were written in machine language. Later 
it developed its own compiler language called TASMIN. 

For several years, programs' for the department were writ-
'ten almost exclusively in that language. Management de
cidedthat a' feasible' way to solve many of that depart
ment's conversion problems was for TASMIN to be im
plemented on the' GE-625. This implementation was 
undertaken by TIPO. The people of the department are 
also learning how to write COBOL, FORTRAN IV, and GE-625 
machine language for possible programming use. 

Another example of how conversion problems are being 
met in Schenectady is illustrated by a second department. 
This department is responsible for company~wide account
ing functions. In connection with these functions, it main
tains almost 700 programs and many master files. Its files 
often contain hundreds of thousands of records. ' 

For many years the computer used by' this department 
has been a dependable old-timer~ Although more than 
adequate in its day, it is now ready for retirement. Con
version to the GE-625 computer is taking two forms: one, 
by rewriting programs in COBOL; the other, through interim 
use of a simulator. The. simulator was written by TIPO 

personnel and is now beginning to see service. 
A third example of how conversion problems are being 

handled is illustrated by the plans of a third large product 
department. This department consists of three operating 
components, each of which is semi .. independent. Complete 
new systems are being designed by them. The new com:" 
puter will permit the department, in three to four years, to 
complete sophisticated real-time systems, using remote 
terminals, time-sharing equipment and elaborate display 
devices. 

rlPo's education function 
The complexities and varieties of transition problems 

made it apparent to TIPO management even before the G.E-
625 computer 'arrived that a computer training program 
should be initiated in TIPO. 

Organizationally, .TIPO'S education and training function 
is one of the responsibilities of the Software Systems and 
Techniques U'nit. I have been a member of this unit for 
two years and am responsible for the education and train
ing function. It is my responsibility to ascertain customer 
training requirements, plan computer courses, and teach. 
Qualified people often are used from both within and 
without TIPO to conduct some of the planned courses. 

The goals of the TIPO education function are two-fold: 
first, to enable programmers to cope with the immediate 
difficulties of conversion; second, to better prepare Schenec
tady computer users for the challenges of the future. 

The GE-625, being a large-scale binary computer, is 
different from those computers most Schenectady program
mers had been used to. Fqr example, many of the program
mers had used only character-oriented machines and 
had no~ idea what ''bits'' were. Other programmers had 
lived with computers of small 2000-word mempries. 

There was little question, therefore, whether an educa
tion and training program should be begun, but rather 
how intensive it should be; TIPO decided to undertake an 
intensive 'program since it had a vital interest in how 
efficiently the new computer was used. Their approach 
to the training requirement was to offer a steady stream 
of computer courses, repeating them as often as there was 
demand for them. ' 
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And demand there wasl The stream of courses became 
a torrent. Many different computer subjects were covered. 
Classes were usually large; in some cases, very large. Forty 
and 50 students per class was nqt unusual. In one, case, a 
FORTRAN IV course was given to over 100 engineers. The 
largest available classroom was booked, a room which is 
actually an auditorium. Except for a somewhat more for
mal lecture approach than usual and the use of a lapel 
mike, the course was essentially the same as that used in 
classes containing fewer people. Despite some initial mis
givings, the course was a success, and a small army of 
engineers began "speaking" FORTRAN. 

Courses are announced through 110 Schenectady-area 
education specialists. These specialists, who are responsible 
for education functions in their own components, circulate 
announcements among managers and collect the names of 
persons wanting to take TIPO computer courses. 

courses offered 
Courses offered are not only the familiar standbys

FORTRAN IV, COBOL, TASMIN, and machine language, but 
also a basic computer course for managers, an introduction 
to computers (for technicians), FORTRAN IV for engineers 
and basic courses in data communications. 

The TASMIN and FORTRAN courses are 32~hour courses 
spread over 8 weeks, two' 2-hour meetings per week; 
COBOL is a 40-hour course given over ten weeks. The other 
courses mentioned are shorter, varying from 12 to 20 hour!! 
each. All of these courses are also conducted in the even
ing, one session per week. Evening courses are, therefore, 
spread over a longer period of time. Courses require text,
book study, homework problems, and lab work in the 
form of actual programs on computers. 

Response to course offerings, even after two years, is 
enthusiastic. In many instances courses are oversubscribed, 
causing TIPO to open additional sections. No opportunity 
for giving users computer knowledge is overlooked. In 
some cases, small groups of users have requested special
ized training 'and have been given crash courses. 

Since mid-1964, when this intensive education and train
ing program was initiated, almost 2,000 people have re
ceived some form of computer training in oyer 100 com
pleted courses or seminars. 

correspondence courses, too 
Particularly successful has been a correspondence course 

in FORTRAN IV. This course was originally written in 33 
lessons in 1964 and was offered to a small group of in
dividuals who couldn't attend regular classes. Students 
read text material and mailed lessons to TIPO for correc
tion, pro~eeding at their own pace. The course required 
that. students write and actually debug four programs on 
a computer. Though I seldom met the students personally, 
I got to know theIIl from correspondence and phone coI1-
versations. , 

This . correspondence course has been rewritten several 
times using actual experiences with it as a guide to im
provements, and has evolved into an informal, easy-to-read 
text, avoiding much of the rigorous language found in 
some publications. It exists currently as a 40-lesson course 
in bound form. Early this year a version of the book wa~ 
made available internally to General Electric plants. 

courses for managers 
To acquaint, leaders in the Schenectady plant with com

puter challenges of the future, courses for managers were 
developed. One of these is Basic Computers for Managers. 
Its purpose is to acquaint managers with what computers 
are, how they are programmed, and their applications. 
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The course is offered frequently and is always filled 
quickly. To date over 300 managers have gone through the 
six evening sessions required for this course. Written lec
tures for this course include such subjects as "What Is A 
Computer and What Can It Do Well?", "The Nature Of 
Computer Applications" and "Is There A Computer In 
Your Future?" Documenting the managers' course has 
proven valuable because managers are not always able to 
attend every session of a course. However, they are able 
to read while on planes, or during odd moments. They can 
thereby keep up with the rest of the class. 

In 1965, another course for managers' was designed. 
This one was called "Computers In Action For Managers." 
It was set up for those managers who had completed the 
Basic Computers course and who wanted to know more 
about how computers are used in Schenectady and else
where. Each week for six weeks a different expert speaks 
to this class. 

It was not difficult to find experts from the many vari
ous businesses in the Schenectady area. On occasion lec
turers. from outside the company have been invited to 
participate, such as a professor from a local university and 
the data processing manager of a near-by airline. 

Courses for managers have been so successful that an
other course called "FORTRAN IV for Managers" is being 
initiated. This is a greatly abbreviated version of the stand
ard FORTRAN IV course. The idea behind it is to give 
managers a quick look at FORTRAN IV so that they can 
learn to use computers more effectively. The course re
quires managers to write and debug one simple program. 

This new course is not intended to teach managers to 
program, but simply to give them an insight into pro
gramming problems. The FORTRAN IV language was se
lected because it is simple to use and is representative of 
other compiler languages. It is expected that managers 
will benefit from the course even though their people use 
COBOL, TASMIN, or other languages. Managers should be 
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able to communicate better with programmers regardless 
of programming language used. In addition, managers 
should be better prepared to ascertain the feasibility of 
contemplated computer applications, to estimate their costs 
and to determine how soon the applications could be 
implemented. 

operator training 
An important facet of the program is the training of 

TIPO computer operators. The GE-625 is a versatile ma
chine and requires highly skilled operating personnel. To 
help provide a supply of such 'personnel, the General 
Electric Computer Equipment Department gave a pilot 
operators' course in 1965 to a group of six skilled GE-225 
computer operators. Some of these operators were selected 
by management to prepare and to teach additional GE-625 
operators' courses. I conferred with the selected men and 
offered advice on how to prepare effective sessions. These 
men willingly took over the responsibility of preparing lec
tures and gave creditable performances. The operators' 
courses have been successful and I believe that operators 
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training themselves is an optimum way to meet this critical 
need. 

teaching methods 
The TIPO training specialists are encouraged to docu

ment courses because a lecture once written satisfies many 
needs. For example, those who cannot attend formal class

. es can learn by studying the written material. Furthermore, 
if a person misses a class for so'me unavoidable reason,. he 
can make it up easily by outside reading. 

The publications generated' by TIPO instructors include 
complete courses in FORTRAN IV, COBOL, and machine-lan
guage programming. Instructors have also written scores 
of shorter pamphlets on' such computer subjects as binary 
arithmetic, how computers work, what computer languages 
are and what techniques are used in computer program
ming. These documents are offered to TIPO users and are 
widely accepted. Some of the publications· are published 
as technical reports and are offered to computer users 
throughout the company. In 1965 over 1800 copies of 
such publications were distributed, not only in the United
States, but also in Canada, Mexico and France. One of 
these publications was recently translated i~to Spanish by 
GE personnel and is being used in Mexico at a field office. 

Education techniques in the classroom have included 
experimental use of recorded lectures. The FORTRAN IV lec
tures were recorded on tape and were played in the class
room. A clerk operated the recorder and, at preplanned 
times, mounted for display the poster-size exhibits associ-
ated with the lectures. ' 

Results have been mixed. Experience has shown that 
recordings must be carefully planned to obviate .unantici
pated questions and to provide pauses now and then. for 
student reHection. 

Work is continuing on the development of recorded lec
tures in the hope that some courses can be taught without 
the presence. of an instructor. If such lectures can be suc
cessfully developed, instructors would, of course, be free 
to perform other tasks. Further, students could take courses 
at hours convenient to them. 

Most of the TIPO people who teach computer subjects 
are not primarily teachers, but programmers. Typically, 
such programmers have attended pilot courses conducted 
in Schenectady by the General Electric Computer Equip
ment Department. Now, on a part-time basis, they teach 
the subjects which they have learned. Those who teach 
have discovered that one never learns a subject so well as 
when he has to teach it himself. Therefore, they usually 
welcome the opportunity to learn by teaching. The Com
puter Equipment Department is always available, of course 
should training requirements exceed those which can be 
handled by TIPO personnel. 

summary 
The problems of transition are being solved by TIPO 

users in a variety of ways. Users are free to make their 
own conversion plans but TIPO helps them by providing 
assistance such as computer simulators and the implement
ation of compilers. It is also helping them make conversions 
by supplying the computer education and training they 
require. 

In the area of computer education, TIPO plans to con
tinue offering basic and specialized courses. The emphasis 
will shift from training for conyersion to training to meet 
the challenges of a computer-oriented future. Several ave
nues for providing support will be maintained. Computer 
courses will be offered both during the day and in the 
evening. Self-teaching texts, correspondence courses and 
pamphlets will be available. Experiments to find effec
tive ways to teach wili.be continued. • 
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ECONOMIC 
CONSI DERA 11 ONS 
OF CONVERSION 

through the minefield 

by D. M. BAKER 

[--J Perhaps some Datamation readers fit this profile: 
You are a member of management at a progres
sive company making a fairly reasonable profit 

--- and serving your customers as much as possible 
to their satisfaction. You have a sufficient volume of busi
ness and are a sufficiently progressive company that you 
have a room full (be it a large or small room) of com
puting equipment. Further, your company has run onto 
some good times and your computer room has been made 
into a real showplace, sitting there behind glass panels 
for all the world to see. The. problem is, your computers 
are last year's models, they're getting a little dusty and, 
besides, all your friends are talking about the new ones. 
Therefore, you have received approval to redecorate your 
computer room with the latest equipment, thereby enhanc
ing your company's image at the next users group meet
ing-and incidentally, the new machinery just might give 
you a little better utilization. If this description even hints 
at your situation, you can spend the next fifteen minutes 
drinking another cup of coffee and counting your some
what questionable blessings rather than reading further. 
You, my friend, needn't be concerned about the economics 
of conversion. You've got it made-at least until you change 
a major cog in your top management gear. 

But then there are the rest of us. We seem to fall 
roughly into three categories. 

First there are those who haven't yet made the decision 
to convert to the new equipment. "After all," you may be 
saying, "We aren't using our current equipment to its capac
ity, so why spend a lot of money converting to some that 
will give us more capacity still?" An excellent viewpoint. 
You are obviously a person who has pretty well identified 
the factors that add up to the total cost of conversion and 
discovered, as have so many others, that it will require a 
lot of months of, hopefully, reduced rental and/or better 
utilization to break even. To you; the comments that fol
low may offer some reassu·rance that you have, indeed, 
identified all the cost factors and may reinforce that feel
ing of satisfaction you must have. 

Secondly, there are those who, by s9me quirk of fate, 
have found the new equipment thrust upon them-possibly 
by an increase in business volume, or perhaps the need 
for 'computerizing an application which isn't feasible on 
your present equipment, or perhaps, and this is the case 
more times than the computing industry cares to admit, as 
a status symbol. At any rate, the copy of the equipment 
order is in your top desk drawer staring at you each morn
ing, and now you have to deal with the problem-some
how get your installation converted at as small a cost as 
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possible. But what is the cost? How can you be sure you. 
haven't overlooked a major portion of the expense? For 
you, this article will attempt to cover both the major items 
of cost that readily show themselves and some of those 
that may be lurking. in dark corners, ready to pop out 
and gobble up what remains of your already too small 
budget. 

Third, there are those ~nstallations that have completed 
a thorough study of the factors involved in conversion. 
They have estimated the costs involved, offset these costs 
with the savings from anticipated increased performance 
and possibly chosen a configuration that will require a 
lower monthly rental than is now being paid-or at least 
a lower rental per unit of work. These installations are in· 
an enviable position~maybe. The field of data processing 
changes so rapidly that few studies concerned with con
version are valid 90 days after they are written. It is hoped 
that this article may offer some aid in re-evaluation of the 
status of existing studies. . 

what are the costs? 
Any discussion of the economics of conversion to a new 

line of equipment must cover the cost factors themselves 
in some detail. Many are immediately obvious· to those 
making even a cursory study of conversion. Thus much of 
the following may seem elementary. However, some of the 
cost factors mentioned here may be new to the reader or 
some of the comments may evoke a new approach to ana-
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lyzing the costs. No attempt has been made to affix a dol
lars-and-cents value to the elements of cost in this discus
sion. Differences in accounting and cost structures among 
organizations, in the computer manufacturers under consid
eration, the scale and cost of the hardware to be installed 
and the degree and quality of support offered preclude 
being specific about actual costs expected. The purpose 
here is to point out to the reader some of the conversion 
activities that produce costs and offer some thoughts to
ward techniques to minimize them. 

There are certain costs of conversion that are common 
to any, organization and difficult to separate by function. 
The one that stands but the most clearly is the cost of 
,management planning. A great deal of management time 
is usually involved in planning the hardware configurations' 
programming approaches, software configurations and, of 
course, the ever present justification to higher management. 
In some organizations it is not unusual to have at least 
one staff person involved full time in nothing but status 
reporting and justifications. Since these people are typically 
highly paid, this cost over a period of'a year or more can 
be considerable. 

A second non-functional cost is that of training. Many 
companies have discovered that launching ,a project as 
major as conversion without doing a considerable amount 
of previous training is folly. In' the lines of computers 
that are currently offered, training is not a luxury; it is 
an absolute necessity. Those who have been in data proc
essing for several years can remember when a programmer 
was handed one manual, given a place to sit and assigned 
a programming job. That one manual may have composed 
his entire training program. The study of the mountain 
of manuals presently available on, for instance, IBM's 360 
line would be a career in itself for an ambitious student 
and there are constant revisions. 

Too often it is assumed that management personnel can 
be overlooked in training programs since they have years 
of experience. Intelligent decisions regarding the new 
lines of computers, as sophisticated as some of them are, 
cannot be based upon the same knowledge that bred de
cisions back in the 402/604 days. Management must ac
cept the fact that, if they are to do justice to their com
pany, they must be retrained-and this costs a great deal 
of money. An associated expense which is often overlooked 
involves travel to' and from training sessions, seminars, 
meetings of user groups and the like. 

training-more th~n ever before 
Let us assume then that we can agree that the train

ing effort involved must not be overlooked, and that by 
virtue' of its volume and complexity it will be expensive, 
applied to systems designers, programmers, and, operators, 
as well as management. 

New computer logic, new main frame capabilities and 
functions, new input-output devices, new storage devices 
and display equipment must all be familiar items to an 
'efficient data processing specialist. It would not be un
reasonable to apply several hundred hours of the time of 
key personnel to training, and only somewhat less to that 
of lower level personnel. The training of machine operators 
is becoming more and more critical as hardware sophistica- ' 
tion increases. Production reruns are becoming more and 
more expensive and in most installations economic consid
erations make them virtually intolerable. 

Well-trained machine operators, control personnel, those 
individuals concerned with job setup, data file librarians
all must have some amount of familiarizati8n with the new 
hardware so that, if for no other reason, it does not 
appear to be a' "black box" to them. 

Another area of training that is sometimes overlooked is 
that of the data processing center's customers within 
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the company. The training of at least the management in 
these areas, and preferably extended somewhat below the 
management level to key personnel, is very desirable. Cus
tomers cannot be expected to understand how they 
can be served if they have no idea of the philosophies 
of the trade. The training of these customer personnel is 
a very real item of cost involved with the conversion to 
new equipment. 

Some installations operate in an open shop environment. 
In some companies there are as many as several hundred 
programmers scattered about the company, writing pro
grams for one or more computers,' Obviously, the training 
of these open shop programmers is a necessity and, when 
as numerous as in these instances, this training will be
come very expensive. 

In all three areas discussed, data processing, their cus
tomers and open shop programmers, time away from the 
job for training could require overtime to keep up with 
the nonnal day-to-day work. If the cost of training pre
paratory to, conversion is a part of conversion cost so, too, 
is the cost of the resultant overtime. 

new internal procedures and forms 
The internal p~ocedures and preprinted forms currently 

in use will probably not be adequate during and after 
conversion. Procedures typically are written by either man
agement or management staff personnel and a great deal 
of time may be involved in rewriting procedures and de
signing new forms. The cost of writing, typing, editing, 
reproducing, binding and distributing should be included 
as a conversion cost. The procedures will cover the areas 
of standards in system development, programming tech
niques, 'machine operating procedures and documentation 
standards. Typical fonns that may require redesign are 
record fonnat sheets, console run sheets, coding sheets and 
How chart forms. Virtually every preprinted form should 
be reviewed to determine whether or not it will be affected 
by conversion. (Considerable savings can be effected by 
watching supplies of current preprinted fonns and avoiding 
reorders of more than necessary. In some organizations 
the ordering of forms is handled by a group that is some
what removed from the conversion planners. The automat
ic ordering by this group of 50,000 1401 run sheets 30 
days, before the 1401 is to be replaced by a new com
puter could occur.) Some companies have spent many 
thousands of dollars in developing well documented data 
processing standards manuals and forms. While some of 
the previous effort can be salvaged, a considerable amount 
of additional cost will probably be encountered to update 
this material. 

cost of re-evaluating systems design 
The amount of re-evaluation or re-d~finition of data proc

essing systems that will be required depends to a great de
gree upon the approach to conversion. Some companies, 
in an effort to simplify the conversion effort, have elected 
to reprogram all systems without any redefinition what
ever. This approach reduces the conversion cost, but will 
probably result in higher operational costs over a longer 
period of time since the facilities of the new hardware will 
not be efficiently utilized. Other companies have elected 
to either simulate or emulate current data processing 
programs, thereby eliminating even the need for repro
gramming to some degree. Again, the result is an im
mediate reduction of the cost of conversion, but in virtually 
every case, operational costs will be higher than if the sys
tem were redesigned to take advantage of the new hard
ware. 

In a typical installation many data processing systems 
could stand some degree of updating to include improve
ments requested by the customer or deemed desirable 
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by the data processing c,enter. The temptation is to make 
these changes or improvements at the same time that con
version is taking place. This approach, of course, makes 
good sense. However, the cost of improvements made at 
this time is not realistically a part of conversion cost, even 
though the changes would not have been made had conver
sion not been under way. Generally, then, the costs in
volved in re-evaluating the current 'systems to take ad
vantage of the new line of hardware, the documentation 
of these changes and coordination with the customer are 
a very real and sometimes very expensive part of 'conver
sion. 

what about reprogramming? 
One of the most obvious costs in conversion is repro

gramming. This is not only 'one of the most obvious but 
also one of the most expensive items. An installation that 
has anticipated conversion, or for some other reason has 
done a great deal of programming in a higher level 
language such as COBOL or FORTRAN may, in many cases, 
minimize the cost of reprogramming. Most major manu
facturers supply some sort of software to aid in the con
version of, say, an existing COBOL program, to meet the 
requirements of their COBOL compiler. For example, IBM 
has developed the Language Conversion Program, which 
will convert programs written for their current COBOL com
pilers into a format acceptable to the S/360 COBOL com
piler. The amount of help that this type of program may 
offer depends a great deal upon the complexity of use of 
the current COBOL compiler. Estimates have been made 
all the way from. 20% to 80% for the amount· of pro
gramming time saved by the use of conversion software 
of this type. Aids are very good; however, a considerable 
amount of programming time will probably be involved 
regardless of the use of conversion aid software. 

Most installations find themselves faced with the prob
lem of re-coding at least some of their programs. into the 
new equipment's' specific language. Due to the differences 
in the current hardware and the new hardware, repro
gramming may take as much time as the writing of the 
original program. However, even in the lower level 
languages most major manufacturers offer some sort of 
software to aid in conversion. 

The reprogramming effort, no matter how it is ap
proached, will also require documentation changes-,- In 

some organizations documentation is extremely expensive 
and the changes necessitated by conversion are a major 
portion of the conversion expense. 

Machine time for program assembly and test, parallel 
production runs, a~d any machine time required for sup
porting activity such as special listings, etc. can become 
a major factor in the cost of conversion. The time taken 
from the normal work flow for these runs may cause sched
uling problems in the machine operations, leading to 
overtime for operators plus' extra shift rental. In plan
ning conversion, many installations intended to arrange at 

, least some checkout on a computer at another installation. 
This may be at a data center, a service bureau, or in a 
company that has converted previously. In some cases, 
trips to and from these locations may become frequent 
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and rather expensive. It seems as though, no matter where 
you get time for this "remote" checkout, it's always in the 
wee hours of the morning. (Who gets the prime shift 
hours, anyhow?) As a consequence, overtime and extra 
meals are often involved. ' 

In order to avoid some of the scheduling problems in 
both the machine room and the programming group, some 
installations are examining the possibility of "farming out" 
some .or all of their conversion to one of the many serv
ice organizations. This approach has the advantage of mini
mizing the interruption in the current workload and re
moving the necessity for "staffing up," eliminating much 
of the overtime that may be required, and relieving the 
usually tight machine room schedule of an additional 
load. However, as with most plans, there are some definite 
disadvantages. Very few installations have documentation 
of their programs sufficient to turn over to a service bureau 
for conversion. Therefore, quite a bit of the time of key 
personnel may be involved either in updating documentation 
or in explaining unclear areas to service bureau personnel. 
Further, due to the great number of service bureaus that 
have sprung up in the past few years, the quality of 
the work of some of them is unknown. If this approach 
is being seriously considered, a reasonably accurate esti
mate of the cost of this type of service, including the in
volveme'nt of in-house personnel, adequacy of the docu
mentation 'and of the resultant product may be obtained 
by allowing a Hkely looking serVice bureau to produce 
their product on a "typical" program or system before 
the entire contract is let. Another approach to the use of 
a service bureau is to turn over enough of the new system 
development to them to relieve in-house personnel for the 
conversion effort. This approach has the definite advantage 
of using personnel familiar with the current systems to con
vert them. Regardless of which way the service bureau is 
considered for use, a careful cost estimate should be m~de 
and included in the conversion cost plans. 

data file conversion may be expensive 
The cost of converting data files to be acceptable to the 

new computing equipment can be a major one. Some in
stallations are planning an off-line conversion only once for 
each data file and reconversion to the old format if nec
essary to allow the data file to be used in unconverted' 
systems. Others will prefer conversion each time a file is 
used. Still others will prefer the use of inline "dynamic" 
conversion during the running of one cycle of a program. 

No matter what method is used there will be some 
amount of machine time required. The measurement of 
this machine time, and consequently the cost, is relatively 
easy to determine if off-line data conversion is planned. 
However, the "dynamic" technique masks the amount of 
time required for file conversion with the normal running 
time of the program and makes the cost difficult to deter
mine. Expenses related to data file conversion include the 
design of new record formats, the writing and implementing 
of new' label handling standards, i-.ew procedures related 
to the physical handling of data tapes, disc packs, data cells, 
as well as the actual machine time to effect the conversion. 

equipment installation 
Since the subject of conversion obviously implies that the 

new equipment is replacing some existing equipment, we 
must assume that any installation planning conversion has 
a computer room in which the new equipment will be 
installed. There may be some amount of refurbishing of 
this room necessary to accommodate the new equipment. 
It may have to be made larger or smaller; air conditioning 
requirements may be increased or decreased. Thermostatic 
and hydrostatic controls may require some modification. 
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However, our friend mentioned at the beginning of this 
· article may' decide to repaint the walls, make the win

dows larger, or recarpet his machine room Hoors. These 
obviously are not conversion costs. It is sometimes difficult 
to distinguish between "necessary" and "desirable" modi
fications of the physical facilities. The simplest criterion 
seems to be, "Would we have done it if we weren't con
verting?" If you would have, it's not a conversion cost. 

A conversion cost that is sometimes overlooked is the 
cost of freight for the new equipment. This cost varies 
among manufacturers. A manufacturer's representative 
should be contacted and the policy regarding freight de-
termined and the cost established. . 

software conversion' 
It has been said that the third generation computer 

would not be practical were it not for the ability of 
third generation software to administer its conduct. I 
rather imagine a self-confident programmer would dis
agree with this viewpoint since he would probably feel 
that with whip and chair (manual and coding sheet) he 
could tame the unruly beast. And well he might-from his 
standpoint. However, the tremendous expense, duplication 
and confusion involved in every programmer using his 
own approach with a limited amount of coordination of 
his efforts with those of his comrades would be overwhelm
i~g. The better programmers would ultimately develop 
monitors, control programs, compilers, assemblers, sort/ 
merges and all the rest of what we generally refer to 
as software. However,. as today's computing hardware de
velops more sophistication, the software must keep, not 
only technically in close step, but almost exactly synchro
nized in its intricacy.·· It has been reported that IBM has 
spent more_ money in the development of its Sys
tem/360 software than in all the research and develop
ment and the manufacture of the hardware itself. Software 
is becoming more and more an integral part of computers 
and the days of browsing casually through a list of soft
ware packages· offered by a manufacturer to find some that 
look interesting (the "cafeteria technique") are almost as 
far gone a!? those in which each programmer wrote his own. 

A major and increasingly important part of the planning 
!' for the installation of a new computer must be devoted to 

the examination of available software and the selection of 
· the components that will most nearly fill the needs of the 

installation. This selection can make the difference between 
a well-ru,n computer room and mass' confusion, between 
productive systems analysts, programmers and operators 
and those bogged down with trying to "second guess" 
the system, between a profit and loss for. the computer 
installation itself. 

. Careful consideration must be given to Qoth the ade
quacy and the accuracy of the software considered. In 
determining adequacy, some questions that should be an
swered are: 

1. What functions are performed by our current soft
ware? 

2. Which of these functions will be required· of our new 
software? 

3. How many of these functions a~e built into the soft
ware under consideration? 

Those functions required but not built into the new 
software will have to be supplied, either by negotiation 
with the hardware supplier for addition to the software 
offered, by purchase from a software supplier or written 
"on site" by the installation's own programmers. Obviously 
the first alternative is the least expensive, but the last is 
more likely to satisfy specific requirements while provid-' 

· ing the fastest response to change. 
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The accuracy of the software selected is as important 
economically as any other factor in conversion. One 
major error in the software can, in certain instances, cause 
every program to malfunction or not to function at all. It 
can bring the production of the computer installation to 
a complete and abrupt halt until. the software program
mers diagnose the problem, correct it, test the corrections 
and follow up on the resumption of production. This 
process may take anywhere from an hour to several days 
and the costs can be considerable. To illustrate, let us 
brieHy discuss a situation that occurs in some instances. 

It's midnight in the computer room. A new applica
tion is being run for· the first time and the deadline for 
production is tomorrow morning. The computer stops, 
indicating a program error. If it is not apparent that the 

. software is at fault, the application program,mer is called 
in to inspect his program for the ~bug" -overtime may 
be involved. If he cannot find the problem, the software 
programmer, typically, is called ~n next - perhaps 
more overtime. It is 8;00 a.m. now and management is 
called into the situation to begin warding 
off the customer who is, by now, pounding on the door. 
If this is a particularly elusive problem the computer 
engineers may begin looking at the hardware at this point 
to be sure the problem was not caused by an erratic 
transistor. Now it is approaching noon, the application 
programmer has gone home to get the sleep he missed, 
the software programmer (by now probably plural) is work
ing on this problem rather than his normal project and 
the computeris spread all over the machine room Hoor, ob
viously non-productive. Sound like an exaggeration? It 
happens more often than most people like to admit and 
the cost is staggering. Dependable software can do a great 
deal to avoid this kind of situation. Past experience with 
the software of a given supplier is probably the best 
indication of what can be expected in the future. 

The study and selection of software will require consid
erable time from the most experienced personnel. Time 
for training" for gaining familiarity with existing internal 
procedures, for planning a basic approach to the solution 
of data processing problems and, probably, several alterna
tives. This is slow, frustrating work-frustrating because 
nothing seems to hold still long enough to "draw a bead" 
on it. And the people assigned this responsibility should be 
the most experienced available, and consequently relatively 
highly paid. But, assuming the job is well done, money 
could not be better spent. One large company with 
which the author is familiar has formed a "task force" of 
its best data processing talent. This effort has involved up 
to 19 people over a period of 10 months and is expected 
to continue for some months to come. The cost of an ac
tivity of this scale is tremendous---,but, properly managed, 
is money well spent. Most smaller companies, of course, do 
not require this' extensive an operation. However, the 
recognition of its importance, and the intelligent manage
ment of such a plan on whatever scale is appropriate, 
may reduce the cost of conversion considerably. . 

can we really afford conversion? 
We have seen some of the more common areas where 

conversion cost is accumulated. The next question is, "How 
can these costs be minimized and what c'an be done to 
use our resources to best advantage?" 

First of all, the probability of achieving success ~n con- . 
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ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS 

version can .be improved by taking the same approach that 
you would if walking through a minefield. Plari carefully, 
take your time and train personnel thoroughly before they 
begin..· . . 

The plan should be developed as thoroughly as possible. 
Every known aspect of conversion should be included. Some 
of these considerations, those that liave the most direct effect 
on the costs of conversion, have been discussed earlier. 
Most computer manufacturers offer excellent check
lists for conversion planning which can be used to advan-

, tage. You wilt probably find one or more articles in this 
issue of Datamation which will be of considerable help. 
The plan. should . be thorough and formalized. Do not 
make the mistake, made by so many, of allowing only one 
person or a very small group to develop a conversion 
plan Without a great deal of contact with (1) the manu
facturer's representatives (2) systems analysts (3) program
ming experts (4) machine operations personnel (5) manage
ment personnel (6) data processing customers (for an in
dication of further requirements) and (7) other companies 
pian~ing conversi~n. A plan that is formally developed 
and documented before action upon it is begun, and up
dated as .necessary changes arise, has the greatest likeli
hood of success and the least likelihood of causing 
restarts or rework of the effort that is expended. Restarting 
of effort in data processing is without a doubt one of the 
greatest causes of accumulation of unnecessary expense. 

Take your time in conversion. Granted, there are some
times unusual circumstances which necessitate haste, but 
these are not the most common circumstances. Formulate 
the entire conversion plan before establishing hardware 
delivtlry dates; and then leave them flexible. Some hard
ware' salesmen are a little overzealous and will oversimplify 
conversion considerations to assure early delivery-don't 
allow yourself to be pressured. 

Your own personnel may tend to take a cursory look at 
some problems and develop an approach to the solution 
based upon too little examination of the factors involved 
and without sufficient consultation with the seven groups 
of people mentioned-assure yourself of thoroughness in all 
studies. More time will be required, but· less than neces-
sary to do it over again. . 

Train your personnel thoroughly and early. Training 
that comes after development of the project nearly al
ways results in a re-evaluation of progress and either re
starting or reworking a good portion of it. 

timing of conversion 
The timing o{ conversion is one of the major areas of 

possible cost saving. As mentioned earlier, rushing into 
conversion can prove to be extremely expensive if it re
sults in redoing work done previously. Another considera-. 
tion in timing the conversion is the maturity of both the 
hardware and software offered by the manufaCturer. Our 
little "drama" regarding software dependability above may 
well have been caused by·hardware and/or software that 
was too young' and not sufficiently debugged. Even if the 
manufacturer "picks up the· tab" for soIIie expenses in
volved here, the damage done to. the installation in the 
eyes of its customers and the personnel expens~s accrued 
which are not paid. by the manufactllr.er can be costly. 
There will always .be an unusual amount of expense in,. 
volved in conversion as a result of lack of familiarity with 
the equipment and a certain number of hardware or soft
ware bugs. However, beginning. conversion before these 
bugs are minimized as much as possible can increase the 
expense tremendously I 
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In most cases there is a reduced rental plan offered by 
a mamlfacturer\Yhen replacing computing equipment with 
that of the same mailUfacturer. A careful timing of the de
livery of the new equipment can result in considerable sav
ings in machine rental for quite a period of time. 

Considerable savings can also be effected by taking ad
vantage of free or special price checkout time offered by 
the manufacturer. Again, a thorough plan linked with care
ful timing of the conversion can take advantage of these 
plans and result in almost free chekcout time for the pro
grams being converted. 

The company considering conversion to new equipment, 
whatever it may be, must exercise very careful judgment 
In making estimates of anticipated costs. The effects of a 
poorly planned conversion may be felt in areas somewhat 
removed from the act of conversion itself .. Missed sched
ules in the development of new projects, a disproportionate 
amount of errors due to unfamiliarity with the new philoso
phies and equipment and lower than optimum efficiency in 
early systems can be expected; but the related costs can 
be minimized by careful consideration of the original 
plan for conversion. The situation should not be allowed t~ 
arise which is best expressed by the oft-heard quotation, 
"Why is it there's never time enough to do. it right, but 
always time to do it over?" There is information available 
and talent available on which to draw. The careful study 
of every known problem area followed by the searching out 
of hidden problems; the learning of everything possible 
from as many different sources as possible; and above all, 
the development of a formalized plan-these are the best 
assurances of a successful conversion at the lowest possible 
cost. ~ 
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Digitek's new generation SIMSCRIPT compiler has been delivered on time to General Electric 
for the GE-625 and GE-635 computer systems. Check: use in both batch and conversational environments / double 

precision, complex and logical arithmetic / binary input output / 1500 statements 
a minute compile speed / 24K instructions / 8Kmax phase size / high object code efficiency / gets and puts 

compiled open / good diagnostics at compile and object times / debugging 
aids / compiles direct to binary / uses FORTRAN IV loader and library / warranted for two years / bargain. 

ItIGITEI~RPORAT'ON 
6151 WEST CENTURY BOULEVARD, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90045, (213) 670·9040 
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THE design augmented by computer 

D AC-I . SYSTEM 
by GERALD S. DEVERE, BARRETT HARGREAVES and DENNIS M. WALKER 

D 
The General Motors Research Laboratories DAC
I System is an experimental facility for studying 
methods for incorporating a computer in the de
sign process. 1 The computer aids the designer 

by performing many of the routine non-creative tasks. 
The object of the designer-computer team is to reduce the 
costs and time required to complete a design cycle. 

Since experimental operation of the DAC-I System be
gan, the graphic display hardware and software have been 
used for nearly two shifts a day. Users have been at the 
console for as little as 30 seconds and as much as 8 hours 
at a time. A wide variety of graphic display techniques has 
been tested. 

This paper deals with the conclusions drawn from our 
DAC-I experience. It is written primarily for the computer 
specialist who may be writing specifications or programs for 
a conversational computer graphics system. The discussion 
covers: 

1. Requirements of graphic display hardware and S9ft
ware. 

2. Fundamentals of graphic display programming. 

hardware and software requirements 
If the computational speed of the computer is to be ef

fectively combined with the experience and reasoning abil
ity of the designer, it is essential that a communication me
dium be established in which the language employed is 

. graphics, the language of the designer. It is further essential 
th<:tt the designer have complete control of the course of the 
design operation. These two criteria for effective designer
computer communication distinguish on-line designer-com
puter communication from batch processing. 

The graphical language imposes a new set of problems 
for the programmer. The formatting of data to and from 
subroutines often becomes more of a problem than the com
putational requirements. It is no longer sufficient to think 
in terms of printing out answers which a man cari 
ponder at his leisure. It is necessary to generate a graphic 
display immediately recognizable and usable by the man 
at the console. The graphic display software b~comes user 
oriented to the point where the programmer must accept' 
human factors such as infonnation density, physical dex-

1 Jacks, E. L., "A' Laboratory for the Study of Graphical Man.Machine 
Communication," Proceedings, Fall Joint Computer Conference, 1964. 
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terity, positive action-reactiQP, etc., as part of his job. The 
programmer must also plan the graphical language to allow 
for changes to the graphics as demanded by the user com
munity. 

The second· criterion-complete user control of program 
execution-is also an extremely interesting problem from a 
programming standpoint. In batch processing, the program
mer organizes his core storage, subroutine sequencing and 
data flow to maximize efficiency for one pass through the 
program. In computer graphics with man-machine com
munication, the program must have some form of dynamic 
program and data storage allocation since the man at the 
console will insist upon being able to process forward, back
ward (to recover from a bad decision) and even laterally 
(from one approach to another). These random data and 
program requests make the use of a random access memory 
a necessity. 

Summarizing the difference between program control in 
batch processing and man-machine communication, one 
concludes that in batch processing the programmer specifies 
and implements his own control sequence, while in man
machine graphical communication the programmer provides 
the man at the console with a means for complete program 

Mr. Devere, a member of the 
SHARE Ad Hoc Committee on 
Graphic'Requirements, is as
sociate senior research engi
neer at GM Research Lab's 
Computer Technology Depart
ment ill Warren, Michigan. He 
received a BME from Univ. of 
Detroit. 
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control. The latter process implies more interesting and de
manding responsibilities for programmers. 

Our experience with DAC-I has been that a graphical, 
rather than a grammatical, language and complete user 
control of program sequencing are necessary for a workable 

Fig. 1 
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man-machine system. In this discussion, emphasis will be 
placed upon software planning parameters which have 

. proven to be fundamental to successful computer graphics 
in the DAC-I system. The following description of the 
DAC-I system is important because it will help the reader 
to understand the environment of DAC-I computer graphics. 

DAC-I hardware 
A functional configuration of the DAC-I hardware is 

shown in Fig. 1. An IBM 7094 supplies the basic comput
ing. The 64K core storage has memory partition and pro
tect capabilities which are used to divide core into two 
32K halves for simultaneous residence of batch operation 
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Univ. of Detroit. 

and DAC-I programs. Two disc storage units and three 
drum storage units can be reached by either of the two 
resident programs. Subroutines are compiled and stored 
on the disc from the batch processing side. DAC-I pro
grams can be executed in the batch mode, witho~t console 
interaction, if console load is high. 

The DAC-I 7960 graphic console and image processing 
hardware, which were designed and built by IBM to GM 
Research specifications, are tied to the 7094 through a 
modified IBM 7909 data channel. The channel has a com
mand repertoire which allows simultaneous execution of 
. CPU instructions and data channel commands. This multi
programming is an essential part of an economic man
computer communication system. 

The display buffer in the DAC-I system is part of main 
core. Although the buffer size is variable, room for 3,000 
to 4,000 straight line vectors is generally provided. The 
image display requirements frequently exceed 4,000 vectors 
but flicker on the CRT then becomes the limiting factor. 

The DAC-I graphic console is shown in Fig. 2. The two 
essential parts of this console are the 10 x 10-inch CRT 

Fig. 2 

display and the voltage pencil stylus. Experience by many 
users over the past three years has led to the conclusion 
that the voltage pencil is an extremely effective stylus for 
communication from man to computer. Its fast reaction time, 
its instant readiness without an off-on switch, and its ability 

Senior research engineer in 
the Computer Technology Dept. 
of GM Research Laboratories, 
Mr. Hargreaves is responsible 
for DAC-I applicationexperi
mentation. A former ACM 
chapter chairman, he holds a 
BSEE from Michigan State Univ. 
and an M'SEE from Wayne State 
Univ. 
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latest generation tape maker 
This is the most you will ever see of the new top-secret production area at Memorex. However, you 
will be seeing plenty of what it produces: Precision Magnetic Tape. 

This super-clean facility was built to assure, for all your present and future applications, the smooth
est, cleanest and longest-lived tape available. With Memorex magnetic tape, because it is manufac
tured and tested to exceed the most critical requirements, you know that al/ your information has 
been retained. 

With the original Memorex production lines, several new generations of tape-making techniques 
and equipment came into being. Now, there is another new generation, further proof of Memorex's 
deep commitment to excellence. You will continue to benefit, with tapes that retain and recall al/ 
your data reel-after-reel-after-reel. 

Ask your Memorex salesman to give you information about 
tape for your application. See Memorex at DPMA Booth #411-413. PRE CIS ION MAG NET leT APE 

Memorex Branch Offices in Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Washington. Atlanta. Orlando. Dayton. Chicago. Detroit. Dallas. Los Angeles. San Francisco; Offices and 
Affiliates in London. Cologne. and Paris. 
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to point to void areas of the display screen make the volt
age pencil a comfortable tool for a console user. 

Another important part of the graphic console is the 
program control facilities. Thirty-six function keys and 
program-controlled function lights along with an ex
changeable overlay have proven to be an effective man
computer communication medium. A standard mode of 
operation is to have the program define allowable control 
options by turning on appropriate function lights. The over
lay is an easily exchangeable transparent plastic sheet ~ith 
function button labels. 

Experience has led DAC-I toward a completely graphi
cally-oriented control mode. Whenever possible, control 
options are displayed on the CRT and response is made 
with the voltage pencil. Alphanumeric selection is also 
provided whenever possible at the display screen. This 
has the advantage of immediate feedback to the user of 
his alphanumeric selection and it keeps the user in an operat
ing mode centered around the display CRT and the volt
age pencil. 

The DAC-I image processor shown in Fig. 3 has a dual 
film train output recorder for making microfilm copies 
of line images. The image is available for review within 30 

Fig. 3 

seconds at the 20 x fW-inch projection screen. In the DAC
I system, the image processor recorder output is mounted 
in aperture! cards and then printed xerographically. The 
DAC-I user has found the image processor valuable as an 
off-line recorder or as a means of documenting his steps 
as he progresses through a graphic design activity at the 
console. The recorder plays a very active role throughout 
the design cycle in the areas of evaluation and documenta
tion. 

DAC-I software 
More than 90% of the DAC-I software is programmed 

in NOMAD, a modification of the Univ. of Michigan MAD 
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compiler. The advantages of compiler language utiliza
tion over assembly language programming have proven to 
be even more dramatic in man-machine graphics than in 
a batch operating mode. The problems of maintenance, 
documentation and modification become more critical be
cause of the larger variety of uses put to display codes 
in a graphic system. By using NOMAD we have been 'able to 
react quickly to the constantly changing needs of display 
program requirements as dictated by an experimental 
graphics laboratory. 

Another key software aspect of the DAC-I graphics sys
tem is dynamic program and data allocation. Without a 
dynamic storage scheme, console systems which allow a 
user unrestricted call on a large library of subroutines are 
not feasible. In fact, the only alternative is enough core 
space to house all programs, and enough buffer space 
to contain aI1 data which may be required at anyone time. 

A complete description of the DAC-I dynamic storage 
system has been described elsewhere.2 As used in our ex
perimental graphics laboratory, a procedure change, rec
ognizable as an overlay change, results in the "outing" of 
all except ~ few universal subroutines. Programs required 
by all functions of the particular overlay are then loaded 
from disc and stacked above the universal subroutines. 
As functions are requested by the user, more subroutines 
are loaded. When more space. is required, these latter sub
routines are declared "not in" by a control program. Dy
namic storage is thus effected on three levels, the first two 
being essentially preplanned, the third a completely dy
namic operation. 

In the development of a display-centered design sys
tem, two points soon become apparent. First: the differ
ence between a feasibility study and a usable production 
operation lies in those facets of the system which, when 
examined in detail, seem trivial, yet the composite are es
sential for a working system. Second: the potential graphic 
system tIser must be an integral part of the system devel
opment if the optimum problem solution is to be achieved. 
The computer programmer's inherent "feel" for the ma
chine must be transferred to the designer in a manner 
which is wholly compatible with the intended user's cur
rent or conventional mode of operation. What has proven 
to be fundamental to a graphically-oriented design sys
tem will be discussed under the following categories: 

1. Feedback 
2. Control 
3. Scale and Shift Requirements 
4. User Nomenclature 

feedback 
The designer, when using the graphical design sys

tem, must always be sure that the computer is either re
sponding to his last request, working on someone else's 
request (in the case of time-sharing), or waiting for the 
user to take action. This is most often done by way of dis
play signals. These display signals can be broken down into 
"action-reaction" signals and "love and security" messages. 

Fig. 4 is an example of the "action-reaction" signal. The 
message at the top of the screen shows the designer that 
the last function key he depressed was DELETE A POINT. 

This type of message reminds him of his current mode 
of operation and reaffirms that the action of the computer 
was indeed the action he wanted. The box around a point 
in Fig. 4 indicates that the designer has selected this par
ticular point on a line for deletion and that the computer 
is aware of his choice. The word RESET amplifies the fact 

2 Cole, M. P., Dorn, P. H., Lewis, C. R., "Operational Software ih a Disc 
Oriented System," Proceedings, Fall Joint Computer Conference, 1964. 
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One of a series on topics of importance to data processing management 

What's an operating system? What can it do? How much will it cost? Why should you use one? Today 
"operating systems" - the generic term applied to software packages aimed at improving computel 
operating effectiveness - are a key topic of interest among users of data processing equipment 
Operating systems, in one form or another, have been in use over the past decade. However, today'~ 
new generation of computer performance has done much to highlight the significant role an oper, 
ating system can play in harnessing the full potential of a new generation data processing system 
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HONEYWELL REPORT ON OPERATING SYSTEMS 

New generation computers, such as Honeywell's Series 200, have the potential to do more work in less time; to 
perform individual operations faster, to perform multiple operations at the same time. Yet even the most 
casual observer will quickly realize that a new computer, by itself, is no guarantee of increased data process
ing efficiency. Thus the interest in operating systems - those impressive, if nC!t mysterious, software pack
ages that appear to "guarantee full computer performance when used as directed." This report describes 
Honeywell's progress in the development of operating systems, illustrates important design concepts, and 
offers several criteria for determining how successful an operating system will be in meeting your particular 
operating needs. 

WHAT IS AN OPERATING SYSTEM? 
An operating system can be viewed as a framework 
within which all of the user's data processing jobs can 
be scheduled and performed. More specifically, an op
erating system is a comprehensive set of language 
processing and service programs executed under the 
supervision and coordination of an integrated group of 
control routines. 

From a management standpoint, however, the value of 
an operating system should be measured not in terms 
of what it is, but rather in terms of what it can do. The 
following list indicates how major data processing ob
jectives can benefit from the use of an operating system. 

Objective 

n Minimize turnaround 
time - the interval be
tween submittal of a job 
for processing and return 
of processed results. 

~. Maximize through
put - the total amount of 
work which the system 
can perform in a given 
period of time. . 

3 provide flexible and 
orderly growth potential. 

41 Make optimum use 
of computer memory and 
peripheral devices. 

Operating System Benefits 

All required operations receive maximum 
automation; the extent of human participa
tion is limited and controlled. 

Delays are eliminated through automatic 
processing of jobs from beginning to end on a 
single system. 

All available system resources are effectively 
allocated. 

Idle system time and job setup time are re
duced to an absolute minimum. 

Job.to·job transition is handled automatically. 

Standards imposed by the operating system 
assure orderly expansion of functions and 
program compatibility. 

The user's programs and data files .can be 
consolidated into a unified system together 
with manufacturer-supplied utility programs. 

Through multi programming, an operating 
system can use central processor memory and 
peripheral units to maximum advantage. 

Programs can be device independent, giving 
great freedom in selection of· input/output 
media: . . 

DIFFERENT DESIGNS FOR DIFFERENT NEEDS 
The functions that can be performed by an operating 
system range from relatively simple clerical tasks to 
highly complex operations such as dynamic allocation 
and control of system resources for multiprogram op
eration. In fact, a listing of all the functions which could 
be performed by an operating system would include 
dozens of entries. Yet extensive as it might be, such a 
list could not indicate how efficient a particular operat
ing system would be in performing these functions. 

In order for an operating system to do an effective job 
in meeting your operating requirements, it must be de
signed to be most efficient in those activities performed 
by your computer most of the time. This means that the 
basic design of an operating system is an important con
sideration because efficiency can come only by design, 
not by accident. 

Realizing that one operating system design is not suffi
cient for handling the wide range of functions required 
by the users of Series 200 computers, Honeywell has de
veloped an operating system which is divided into three 
models. This division reflects the fact that the operating 
requirements of a small-scale computer, such as 
Honeywell's Model 120, are better handled by an operat
ing system with a basic design that is attuned to these 
r~quirel'!lents than by one designed to fit the require
ments of a large-scale Model 4200. 

Each model is designed to fit a specific range of core 
memory and system environment features. Further
more, each model offers unique capabilities which re
flect the needs of users at various levels of system de
velopment. For example, a major and important differ
ence between Mod 1 and Mod 2 lies in the control of 
input/output functions. Mod 1, designed primarily 
for the smaller user, reduces equipment overhead to a 
minimum by decentralizing input/output control func
tions. Mod 2, designed to achieve maximum throughput 
efficiency, uses centralized control to permit greater 
flexibility in the larger equipment configuration~ The fol
lowing table shows the relationship between the models 
of the operating system and the various .. Series 200 
computers. 
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Series 200 
Computers 

8K 16K 32K 64K 128K 256K 

Main Storage Capacity (K = 1.024 characters) 

512K 

HARDWARE DESIGN AFFECTS ROLE OF 
OPERATING SYSTEM 
In order for a computer to solve a user's problems it 
must first be able to solve its own problems. The com
puter's problems involve knowing what to do next and 
how to go about doing it. In computers, such as the 
members of Honeywell's Series 200, which can perform 
several input/output operations concurrent with com
putation, the magnitude of the computer's own problems 
is significant. Thus the way in which the computer 
solves its own problems is significant too. 

An important design feature of every member of Series 
200 is the ability to control all simultaneous input, out
put, and computational activities via automati~, bui~t-in 
hardware. By building all basic control functIOns Into 
the hardware, the following significant advantages are 
realized: 

n The computer, large or small, in no way depends 
on an operating system as the basic form of system 
control. This eliminates the undesirable situation of 
having a potentially large memory overhead .for the 
purpose of enabling the computer to solve Its own 
problems. 

~ With all basic control functions handled byauto
matic hardware, the operating system can devote 
its full attention to the area of greatest importance 
to the user: the efficient application of the com
puter's resources to the solution of the user's prob
lems. 

gn The overhead imposed by the operating system 
can be held to an absolute minimum, since it per
forms only those functions required by the user, not 
by the computer itself. 

HOW MUCH DOES AN OPERATING SYSTEM COST? 
On the surface, operating systems appear to be free of 
charge. The computer manufacturer can supply one at 
no extra cost to the user. However, in actual operation, 
an operating system can be quite costly in terms of the 
equipment it uses and the time it takes to perform its 
functions. Here again, the basic design of the operating 
system and its ability to fit the user's requirements play 
an important role. 

In order for the computer user to tolerate the overhead 
imposed by an operating system, it is imperative that the 
overhead yield significant advantages which could not 
otherwise be attained. In the case of a Honeywell 
Model 4200 user, for example, an operating system over
head of 32,000 characters out of a total memory of 
262,000 characters is tolerable if such a trade-off en
hances the responsiveness of his on-line real-time 
management information system. On the other hand, a 
Model 200 user applying the same operating system to 
his simple stacked job processing operations, may find 
the memory overhead to be intolerable because the level 
of performance offered by the operating system does 
not justify the cost of the memory overhead. 

Honeywell has made it possible for the smaller user to 
avoid a major operating system overhead by offering an 
operating system model especially designed to fit his 
requirements. The following table lists the equipment 
necessary for the various operating system models as 
an indication of what it really costs to use them. 

Minimum Input/Output 
Operating Memory Requirements 

System Overhead For Program 
Model (K = 1,024) Execution 

1 card reader 
or 

MOD 1 1.4K char. 1 magnetic tape 
or 

1 mass storage unit 

MOD2 I7.SK char. 3 magnetic tapes 
1 console 

MOD8 64K char. 1 mass storage unit 
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THREE GENERATIONS OF OPERATING 
SYSTEM EXPERIENCE 
The following timetable of developments highlights 
Honeywell's role as a major innovator in the design and 
production of operating systems. 

1957 Honeywell creates its first operating system fo r 
the D-1000 computer. Containing a monitor program 
and extensive program testing facilities, it was the first 
operating system of its kind to employ file updating tech
niques for program checkout operations. 

1960 Honeywell releases the Executive System, the in
dustry's first multiprogram operating system. Developed 
to fully automate the simultaneous execution of up to 
seven programs, the Executive System provided several 
important features for job scheduling, equipment alloca
tion and supervision of program execution. 

1963 The operating system concept is expanded sig
nificantly by the introduction of the Admiral operating 
system. Offering a dynamic scheduling facility, Admiral 
enables the user to stack job requests in a queue and 
obtain automatic processing with optimal utilization of 
all system components. 

Today Models of the Series 200 operating system com
press all of the necessary and desirable features for 
automated multiprogramming operations into the small
est possible amount of core memory. The Series 200 
operating system is modular in design, enabling it to 
control a wide range of operating environments; includ
ing real-time, data communication, and random access 
file processing. 

The experience gained from the development of three 
generations of operating systems has enabled Honey
well to offer users at all levels a full complement of auto
matic operating functions with truly minimal equipment 
requirements. 
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HOW TO GET TO A HONEYWELL 
OPERATING SYSTEM 
Honeywell's unique Liberator concept makes it possible 
for users of IBM 1400 series equipment to automatically 
translate existing program libraries into Series 200 pro
grams which operate under operating system control. 
Specifically, 1401, 1440, and 1460 programs can be trans
lated into Series 200 programs which operate under con
trol of Mod 1. Programs written for the 1410 can be trans
lated to operate under control of Mod 2. In addition, 
users of small scale Series 200 computers in moving up 
to large equipment can take advantage of the extensive 
capabilities of Mod 2 without major reprogramming. 

CHECKLIST FOR EVALUATING AN 
OPERATING SYSTEM 
The tremendous disparity in operating speeds between 
computer hardware and its user magnifies the impor
tance of allowing the computer to control itself, by itself, 
with the aid of an operating system. The following check
list summarizes the\major points to considerwhen evalu
ating operating systems. 

o Check the functions performed by the operating sys
tem. How many of your operating requirements does it 
meet? 

o Check all equipment requirements. How much 
memory does the opera~ing system require? How many 
peripheral devices must be reserved for use by the op
erating system? 

o Check the experiences of current users. Find out how 
the operating system has helped them. 

o Determine to what extent reprogramming will be re
quired to enable existing programs to fit into memory 
left after insertion of the resident portion of an operating 
system. 

o Determine what additional expenditure will be re
quired to provide hardware necessary to move up to a 
more comprehensive operating system. 

WRITE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON SERIES 200 
OPERATING SYSTEM CAPABILITIES 
For more detailed information on how major data 
processing objectives can be attained with the aid of an 
operating system, send for the publication listed in the 
coupon. 

Honeyw-ell 
ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING 
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. that a point has been selected and allows the designer to 
negate his last action by pointing at the word RESET with 
the stylus. 

Occas~onally the computer cannot respond to a design
er's . reqi)est immediately. In these instances a "love 
and secufity" message is required. For example, if the de
signer re·cluests a recording on a film train which is cur
rently being processed, it is not sufficient to simply ignore 
his request until the film train is through processing. 
Rather a message should be displayed indicating that the 
film train is busy at the present time. 

Two other forms· of feedback which are very useful, as 
well as economical, are sound and lights. Sound can be 
used to indicate to the graphic console operator that the 
CPU is working on his problem .. In the case of the time
consuming request, sound may very often serve as the 
aforementioned "love and security" message: It has been 
our experience that sound used as an indicator is not just 
a frill, but that console users, once exposed to sound, come 
to rely on it heavily and evidence displeasure when for 
some ·reason the sound is shut off. 

Properly programmed lights can perform a great many 
feedback functions. For example, a light labeled PROBLEM 

IN PROGRESS may be used to indicate that the CPU is 
acting on the user's request. Lights ·on function keys may 

Fig. 4 

be used to indicate to the designer a subset of operations 
which are now available to him after his last request. Fig. 
S shows three lit function keys. Here the user has just 
made a recording on one of the film trains. He may 
now take another recording [REPEAT], process film or con
tinue on to another phase of his problem. 

control 
In discussing program control, as in discussing other 

aspects of a graphically-oriented system, many of the fun
damental points seem trivial in retrospect. Yet these funda
mentals are not always evident in the planning stages and 
appear obvious only after implementation. 

The first fundamental under control is pre-selection. 
Many problems, design and otherwise, which can be solved 
in a display console environment are iterative. That is, a con
sole user may be led to the same set of options many times 
in a short period of time. If the designer must repeat his 
selections each time he reaches this stage, considerable 
time can be lost. 
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The program can usually make an initial guess as to 
what options are desired at any given time. A m·ore so
phisticated program will "remember" the designer's last 
selections and offer them to him as initial choices at any 
subsequent re-entry in the program sequ~nce. When this 

Fig. 5 

mode of operation is followed, the designer need only 
indicate changes to his selections as opposed to whole
sale selections every time a set of options is encountered. 
It is also important to allow the designer to answer as 
.many questions as possible in one display rather than gener
ate a separate display for each question. It is faster from a 
real-time standpoint to answer many questions with one 
display, but more important, the user can see how he is 
~nswering questions with one display, which may relate to 
each other instead of being forced to remember his answers, 
which he must do if individual· choice displays are used. 

There is a definite advantage to displaying control op
tions on the screen with the line display. In general, the 
designer has an affinity for his design and feels more com
fortable making decisions which affect this design while 
viewing it, rather than making these same decisions while 
trying to remember what his design looked like. An equally 
important advantage to this mode of operation is that the 
line display does not have to be regenerated as often. As 
a result of this, time and costs are reduced. Fig. 6 is an 
example of this where the upper and lower screen borders 

Fig. 6 
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are used as either message fields or control areas. The 
user is told that he is in the LINE DELETION mode and that 
he should SELECT A LINE for deletion. Having selected a 
line, he is now given three options, anyone of which he 
may exercise by pointing at the appropriate field. 

The ability to recover rapidly from a mistake or simply 
to change one's mind is a definite requirement in any graph
ic system. The computer has two courses of action with re
gard to any user ,request. The request may be processed 
immediately with a reset facility readily available or a dis
play may be generated which informs the user as to 
what effect this particular action will have on his over-all 
solution. The time or cost required to perform the action 
in question and the ease with which a reset can be per
formed are the determining factors in deciding which course 
of action the software should provide. An example of the first 
alternative is when points are deleted from a point set as 
the designer selects them, but may be added back into the 
point set by simply pointing at the word RESET. Here we 
can see that the deleting of points or their subsequent 
restoring constitute a fairly easy task involving little time 
or cost. 

A typical use of the second approach to user action/ 
computer reaction is illustrated in Fig. 7. Here the console 
user has built up a drawing consisting of many lines, 

Fig. 7 

points, and labels and now wants to store this drawing on 
the disc. The computer is informing the designer that on 
a particular date another drawing of the same name was 
stored by him, which may have taken a long time to gen
erate, and does he really wish to destroy this previous 
drawing of the same name by storing over it. ' 

The context in which a display is presented to the user 
is very important. It is desirable to display a large num
ber 'of items such as lines or points which may be used 
as a background or frame of reference by the user and at 
the same time allow him to make rapid changes in a dis
crete area of his display. One such method is pictured in 
Fig. 4. Here the designer has selected a particular line as 
his "work line" which appears in the display as a series of 
X's rather than as a solid line. Actions as point addition or 
deletion, movement of points or . various line fitting 
techniques, may be applied automatically to the "work 
line" without the need for the designer to specify a line 
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of interest with every action he takes. Because his display 
contains more than one line, .he can see immediately the 
effect of his design modification on the total problem. This 
idea of automatic identification exemplified by the display 
of the "work line" as X's can be extended by simply choos
ing a different display mode (crosses, dots, dashes, etc.) 
for a particular display entity. 

When developing a graphic display system. a great deal 
of care must be taken. to insure that all the' power of this 
system is available to the user with the minimum of delay 
and cost. This means, for example, that the designer can 
switch from one major function to another major func
tion without going through an involved initialization or 
sign-on procedure. It has been our experience that a user 
who has become familiar with a graphical operation 
will register displeasure when a major function change 
requires the depressing of more than one function· key or 
takes more than five seconds. ' 

scale and shift requirements 
A large set of problems arises as a result of the need to 

scale and/or shift the display on the graphic console screen. 
Unfortunately, none of the hardware currently available 
offers any solution to the scaling problem. Any display 
changes (normally enlargements) must be handled by the 
software. These scaling problems not only pertain to lines 
and points, but also to any alphanumeric characters or 
special symbols such as labels and dimensions which are 
an integral part of the design., Character generators cannot 
be used to handle these characters or symbols as charac
ter generators do not produce displays which are a func
tion of the size of the design in real space. We have found 
that a limited fixed set of scales (which would allow com
plete use of a character. generator) is not sufficient to 
handle the total display scaling problem. Character gen
erators, however, are quite useful as message generators 
wherever .the messages are not a part of the design. 

Depending on the design in question, work may be per
formed on ~ display in which the width of the graphic 
console screen represents 200 inches or 0.002 inches. Since 
design evaluation must be done on a 10 or 12-inch screen, 
it is very important to know the relationship between what 
one is viewing and what this same design would look like 
in real space. One way to handle this problem is always 
to display a message of the form SCREEN = xx.xxx inches 
with any line display. A second solution is to display a grid 
of known spacing with the design display. 

A great deal of time and cost may be saved by pro
jecting the spatial data (especially in the case of non-ortho
graphic or perspective displays) into a viewing plane, stor
ing the projected data on some relatively high speed device 
such as a drum, and then using this projected data to modify 
the display. Many design problems can be worked on using 
only the projected data. The software manipulating the 
design data need reference the three-space coordinates only 
when modifying the input data itself or when generating 
a completely new projection. 

Within the DAC-I system there are three general methods 
utilized to either change the scale of a display or shift a 
display. Fig. 8 (a) through 8 (c) indicate these methods. 
In Fig. 8 (a) pointing at the words INCREASE or DECREASE 

will modify the display by a factor of 2 about the center of 
the current display. Pointing anywhere else on the screen 
will shift that point to the center of the new display with 
no change in scale. In Fig. 8 (b) a box has been displayed 
around a point selected by the stylus. The size or the loca- . 
tion of this box may be changed by appropriate ac
tion with the alphanumeric keyboard. In Fig. 8 (c) the 
designer has circled an area of interest which will appear 
full screen when the stylus is lifted from the screen. 
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The number of vectors being displayed should be an 
influence on which method is to be used. For a large num
ber of vectors the methods depicted in Fig. 8 (b) 
or 8 (c) are best as the program need only perform one 
set of computations prior to arriving at the desired final scale 
for display. On the other hand, the method presented 
in Fig. 8 ( a ) is best for sparse data as it requires less 
actiop by the console user. 

Fig. 8A 

Fig. 8B 

Fig. 8e 
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user nomenclature 
In order to make a computer display system really 

useful and helpful to the non-programmer user, we have 
found that it is imperative to communicate with the user 
at his level, and in his language. It is not enough to merely 
enable someone to do something with a computer that he 
can already do without a computer; he must be able to do 
it easier, given normal economic considerations. A graphic 
console, . not properly programmed, can be very frustrating 
to the person who uses it as a tool every day. Thus octal 
numbers, core snapshots, computer instructions, etc., which 
are very dear to the professional programmer, are less 
than meaningless to the average designer. If he puts a line 
into the computer, he wants to see a line, not a list of 
numbers, octal or decimal. If he makes a mistake, he wants 
to know where it occurred, why it occurred, and what he 
can do· about it. And, he wants to know in English, in 
terms he is familiar with. Thus, much of our effort in 
DAC-I has been to experiment in creating a meaningful 
graphical man-machine interaction. 

As an example of communicating graphically, consider 
the problem of showing a person the direction of a unit 
vector he has stored in core. The three numeric direction 
cosines define this, of course, but it is much superior to 
show a picture of this vector. This is especially true since 
this vector may be displayed in context with other perti
nent information. 

DAC-I did not leave out the programmer entirely, how
ever. Any table on the disc file may be recorded or dis
played in numeric form-octal and decimal. Facilities are 
also available to change program and data constants at the 
console. These facilities have proven to be a great aid in 
the continuing checkout of the evolving DAC-I system. 

Our experience has been that a graphic console can 
help the programmer, but it is essential to the non-program
mer who wishes to use the computer in his everyday work. 
It is the responsibility of the programmer to make the com
puter as accessible as possible via a graphic console. The 
challenge to the programmer is to make using a graphic 
console as acceptable and natural as any other design tool. 

summary 
In both hardware and software, it is essential that plan

ning and evaluation of a display program or device be 
made not only by the provider of the program or device, 
but rather by both the provider and the eventual user. 
Although this has been generally attempted in other modes 
of computer operation, it is essential in man-computer 
graphics. The individual who will spend hours at a graphic 
console attempting to complete a task will without excep
tion be uncomfortable with a display program as first 
presented by the programmer. This is because the graphic 
system requirements are not completely understood until 
after intense and extended contact between the user and 
the display program. In drawing up the specifications for a 
display centered system, the following fundamentals must 
be considered: 

1. A conversational mode as opposed to a monologue 
mode must be established. through the proper use of feed
back displays. 

2. A flexible gni.phic display system is based upon an 
effi~ient core management procedure which affords the 
user all the power of the system with the least amount of 
effort or time wasted on his part. 

3. Wherever display evaluation is required or large 
amounts of graphical data are to be handled, the system 
must include versatile scaling provisions. 

4. The computer display system must be at the level of, 
. ~nd in the language of, the non-programmer user. i. 
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HUNG UP BY AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMING? 
You say all your senior programmers just joined the Peace Corps? You blew $50K on an automatic programming wizard 
who flowcharted his way out the side door and got run down by a truck coming to deliver that time-sharing computer 
you're not ready for anyway? Your OR group got their simulator scrambled up with payroll and EDP sacked all the 
corporate Vee pees and gave the janitor a $25,000 bonus? And now your best prospect just phoned to say you'd better 
have PL/I working by next Friday even though you're still trying to debug FORTRAN? Sure, it's a rotten streak of luck. 
But no reason to get your overhead in an uproar as long as there's IDC. Who's IDC? Well, let's put it this way: 

• IDC is the kind of company that competitor:s would like to buy, and that the best software specialists are trying 
to ioin, and that computer manufacturers and computer users alike are calling on for software results. • IDC is' the 
kind of company that if you asked for the man who has developed 20 compilers, they've got him; along with other 
top professional talent for executive routines, monitors, assemblers, report generators, simulators, hybrid, on-nne, 
realtime, and management information systems •• IDC is the kind of company that routinely beats out the 'giants; 
like when one company needed a compiler in a hurry, IDC delivered one of the . 
most efficient systems ever written in less than four months. That's IDC ••• fast INFORMATION 
growing, dynamic, capable, personalized,. thoroughly experienced in every DEVEL'OPM ENT 
phase of systems p.rogramming. Sound like a company that could help you? 
For an improved perspective on your software management problem, contact COM PAN V 
IDC now. 1621.East 17th Str~et, Santa Ana, California. Phone: (714) 547-8861 

SOFTWARE PERSPECTIVES 

CIRCLE 23 ON READER CARD 
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COMPUTER
ASSISTED 
WRITING 

start ~:~ para ~I~ i ~:~ void ~l< 

by ROBERT A. MAGNUSON 

THIS ARTICLE WAS PRODUCED BY MEANS Of THE SYSTEM IT 
tiESCRIBES. THAT SYSTEM WAS DESIGNED AND IMPLEMENTED BY THE 
~UTHOR. ITS PURPOSE IS TO SPEED UP ENORMOUSLY THE ITERATIVE 
PROCESS OF WRITING ANY SORT OF DOCUMENT. THE SYSTEM USES COMMONLY 
AVAILABLE DEVICES AND ITS COST COMPARES FAVORABLY WITH USUAL 
'MANUAL' METHODS. 

IN THE SYSTEM WE USE A KEYPUNCH INSTEAD OF A TYPEWRITER. THE 
FIRST DRAFT OF THE EMBRYONIC 'OOCUMENT IS KEYPUNCHED ONTO CARDS 
ALONG WITH INTERSPERSED 'EDITING INSTRUCTIONS'. THESE EDITING 
JNSTRUCTIONS BEING ENGLISH-LIKE ARE EASY TO LEARN BUT ARE DESIGNED 
SO THAT INSTRUCTIONS AND TEXT ARE NOT CONFUSED.' DURING THE 
KEYPUNCHING OPERATION THE TYPIST DOES-NO COMPOSING. I.E., SHE 
IGNORES ENDS OF LINES AND PAGES. THE CARDS AUTOMATICALLY FEED AS 
SHE TYPES AND SHE .PAYS NO ATTENTION TO CARD COLUMNS. FOR THESE 
REASONS THIS TYPING IS EASIER THAN EITHER THE USUAL TYPING OF 
DRAFTS (ONTO PAPER) OR THE USUAL KEYPUNCHING OF DATA tONTO CARDS). 
SINCE THE KEYPUNCH (BESIDES PERFORATING THEM) PRINTS ON THE CARDS. 
THE CARDS THEMSELVES (OR A SIMPLE TABULATING-MACHINE LISTING) MAY 
BE SCANNED FOR THE INITIAL PROOFREADING. 

AS PART. OF THE SYSTEM THE AUTHOR HAS WRITTEN AN IBM 1401 
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PROGRAM WHICH WILL PRODUCE A DOCUMENT FROM SUCH A DOCUMENT DECK. 
THE DOCUMENT IS FORMATTED -- LINES AND PAGES COMPOSED -- ACCORDING 
TO BOTH THE PROGRAM'S BUILT-IN LOGIC AND TO THE EDITING 
INSTRUCTIONS ENCOUNTERED (IF. ANY). THE COMPUTER PRINTS THE 
DOCUMENT ON ITS HIGH SPEED LINE PRINTER AT A SPEED OF FROM TEN TO 
FIFTEEN SECONDS PER AVERAGE PAGE. 1401'S ARE QUITE AVAILABLE -
THERE BEING OVER TEN THOUSAND IN THE COUNTRY -- AND TIME CAN BE 
BOUGHT FROM THIRTY DOLLARS AN HOUR UP. THE DOCUMENT MAY BE 
PRjNTED ON INEXPENSIVE PAPER FOR USE AS A WORKING DRAFT. WHEN THE 
DRAFT IS CONSIDERED FINAL THE LINE PRINTER'S OUTPUT MAY BE 
PHOTOGRAPHED TO PRODUCE A PLATE FOR THE MASS PRINTING PROCESS. IF 
NO REDUCTION IS OESI~ED THE DOCUMENT MAY BE PRINTED DIRECTLY ON 
PAPER MASTERS. 

LARGER PRINT CHAINS ARE AVAIlBLE FOR THE 1401 (AS WELL AS FOR 
THE fORTHCOMING 360 COMPUTER SERIE~). THESE CAN CONTAIN ANY 
CHARACTER DESIRED -- INCLUDING UPPER AND LOWER CASE LETTERS. THE 
PARTICULAR 1401 ON WHICH THIS ARTICLE WAS RUN HAS UPPER CASE ONLY. 
THE PRESENT SYSTEM MAY BE REGARDED BOTH AS A PRODUCTION SYSTEM AS 
WEll AS A RESEARCH PROTOTYPE. 'WE ARE WORKING TOWARDS THE USE OF A 
SLUG-FREE PRINTING SYSTEM IN WHICH ANY CHARACTER SET IN ANY STYLE 
AND SIZE CAN BE OBTAINED BY PROGRAMMING (AND AN EXPANDED SET OF 
EDITING INSTRUCTIONS). 

THE SYSTEM IS BEST EXPLAINED BY ILLUSTRATING ITS USE. HERE 
IS A VERBATIM LISTING OF THE CARDS COMPRISING A FRAGMENT OF A 
SAMPLE DECK. 

·PARA*WE HEAR THE PHRASE 'INFORMATION EXPLOSION' QUITE OFTEN THESE DAYS. 

IT SUGGESTS tHAT WE ARE DELUGED BY DOCUMENTS AND THAT THIS LARGE NUMBE 

R OF DOCUMENTS IS HARMFUL. WE ARE IN THE MIDST OF A TECHNOLOGICAL EXPLO 

SIaN AND WE ACTUALLY HAVE AN INFORMATION SHORTAGE -- NOT A SURPLUS. THI 

NK OF ALL THE COMPUTER SYSTEMS, OF ALL THE MANUFACTURING,TECHNIQUES, OF 

ALL THE NEW METHODS TO READ FASTER, ETC •• WHOSE DOCUMENTATION EITHER LAG 

S FAR BEHIND THE INVENTION/IMPLEMENTATION OR DOES NOT EXIST. *VOID**OK* 

NOTE THAT THE FIRST CARD BEGINS WITH '*PARA*', AN EDITING 
INSTRUCTION WHICH CALLS FOR A NEW PARAGRAPH. (ALL EDITING 
INSTRUCTIONS ARE'EMBEDDED IN ASTERISKS.) THE FIRST CARD ENDS WITH 
A PERIOD. AS SOON A~ THAT PERIOD W~S TYPED, THE SECOND CARD ' 
AUTOMATICALLY FED INTO PLACE READY TO RECEIVE THE TWO SPACES 
THAT FOLLOW THE PERIOD. THE SECOND CARD HAPPENS TO END IN THE 
MIDDLE OF THE WO~D 'NUMBER'. HENCE. THE THIRD CARD CONTINUES THAT 
~ORO. THE LAST CARD HAS SOME SPACE lEFT OVER FOLLOWING THE TWO 
SPACES AFTER THE PERIOD. THESE COLUMNS ARE VOIDED BY MEANS OF THE 
'*VOID~·-·.OK*· INSTRUCTION PAIR. 'NEITHER THE '.VOID*' NOR THE 
'*OK.' NOR ANYTHING IN BETWEEN IS PRINTED. A VOIDED AREA MAY BE 
EXTENDEO OVER ANY (LARGER) NUMBER OF COLUMNS OR CARDS AND FORMS 
THE BASIS FOR CORRECTING DECKS AT THE KEYPUNCH. 

THIS SEVEN-CARD DECK WAS EXACTLY DUPLICATED A NUMBER OF TIMES 
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USING AN EAM REPRODUCER. THUS WE WIll SEE HOW THE SAME MATERIAL 
CAN BE RUN IN A DIFFERENT NUMBER OF FORMATS -- WITHOUT RETYPING 

AND HOW IT CAN BE MODIFIED. HERE. FOR EXAMPLE, IS THE RESULT 
OF RUNNING THAT DECK UNDER ONE SET OF CONDITIONS. 

WE HEAR THE PHRASE 'INFORMATION 
EXPLOSION' QUITE OFTEN THESE DAYS. IT 
SUGGESTS THAT WE ARE DELUGED BY DOCUMENTS AND 
THAT THIS LARGE NUMBER OF DOCUMENTS IS 
HARMFUL. WE ARE IN THE MIDST OF A 
TECHNOLOGICAL EXPLOSION AND WE ACTUALLY HAVE 
AN INFORMATION SHORTAGE -- NOT A SURPLUS. 
THINK OF ALL THE COMPUTER SYSTEMS, OF ALL THE 
MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES, OF ALL THE NEW 
METHODS TO READ FASTER, ETC., WHOSE 
DOCUMENTATION EITHER LAGS FAR BEHIND THE 
INVENTION/IMPLEMENTATION OR DOES NOT EXIST. 

NOTE THAT THE POINTS OF DIVISION OF THE MATERIAL INTO LINES WERE 
NOT CONTAINED WITHIN THE DOCUMENT DECK. 

LET US RUN THE SAME MATERIAL AGAIN UNDER A DIFFERENT FORMAT. 

WE HEAR THE PHRASE 
'INFORMATION EXPLOSION' QUITE OFTEN 
THESE DAYS. IT SUGGESTS THAT WE ARE 
DELUGED BY DOCUMENTS AND THAT THIS 
LARGE NUMBER OF DOCUMENTS IS 
HARMFUL. WE ARE IN THE MIDST OF A 
TECHNOLOGI~Al EXPLOSION AND WE 
ACTUALLY HAVE.AN INFORMATION 
SHORTAGE ~- NOT A SURPLUS. THINK OF 
ALL THE COMPUTER SYSTEMS, OF ALL THE 
MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES, OF ALL THE 
NEW METHODS TO READ FASTER, ETC., 
WHOSE DOCUMENTATION EITHER LAGS FAR 
BEHIND THE INVENTION/IMPLEMENTATION 
OR DOES NOT EXIST. 

THESE FORMATS ARE OBTAINED BY PRECEDING THE' CARDS WITH A CARD 
SPECIFYING LEFT AND RIGHT MARGINS AND WHERE PARAGRAPHS BEGIN. 
HERE, FOR EXAMPLE, IS WHAT SUCH A CARD MIGHT HAVE ON IT. 

YOU WIll NOTE REFERENCES TO THREE TAB STOPS, ~I~t·O'.AND tJ', AT 
WHICH THE MARGINS AND PARAGRAPH-START WERE SET.',' THESE ARE THREE 
OF THE 26 SYM80LIC TAB STOPS WITHIN THE PRESENT SYSTEM. THE PRINT 
POSITION THAT ANY OF THESE SYMBOLIC STOPS REFERS TO CAN BE RESET 
AT ANY POINT IN THE DOCUMENT DECK BY MEANS OF ANOTHER EDITING 
INSTRUCTION. THERE ARE ALSO EDITING INSTRUCTIONS WHICH SKIP 
LINES, SPECIFY HOW MANY LINES' TO A PAGE, TAB TO A TAB STOP, CALL 
FOR A NEW PAGE AT ONCE, PUNCH A PORTION OF SELECTED LINES ONTO 
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CARDS, HANDLE SPECIAL CHARACTERS AND INDICATE THE END OF THE 
DOCUMENT DECK. 

NOW SUPPOSE WE WISH TO MODIFY THE ABOVE PARAGRAPH. WE WANT 
TO ADD SOME MATERIAL AND ALSO TO BREAK IT UP INTO TWO PARAGRAPHS 
AS FOLLOWS. 

WE HEAR THE PHRASE 'INFORMATION 
EXPLOSION' QUITE OFTEN THESE DAYS~ IT 
SUGGESTS THAT WE ARE DELUGED BY 
(***INSERT.l*.*) DOCUMENTS AND THAT THIS LARGE 
NOMBER OF DOCUMENTS (***INSERT.2*.~) IS ' 
HARMFUL. (*-*INSERT.3* •• ) WE ARE IN THE MIDST 
OF A TECHNOLOGICAL EXPLOSION AND 
(***INSERT.4***} WE ACTUALLY HAVE AN 
(***INSERT.5***) INFORMATION SHORTAGE -- NOT A 
SURPLUS. (**-INSERT.6.*.) THINK OF ALL THE 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS, OF ALL THE MANUFACTURING 
TECHNIQUES, OF ALL THE NEW METHODS TO READ 
FASTER, ETC., WHOSE 'DOCUMENTATION EITHER LAGS 
FAR BEHIND THE INVENTION/IMPLEMENTATION OR 
DOES NOT EXIST. 

(INSERT 1) 

(INSERT 2) 

. (I NSERT 3) 

( I NSERf. 4) 

(INSERT 5) 

(INSERT 6) 

AN EXCESS OF 

LIKE THE LARGE NUMBER OF PEOPLE SUGGESTED 
BY 'POPULATION EXPLOSION' 

IF YOU TH'INK ABOUT THIS CAREFULLY YOU' WILL 
AGREE WITH ME THAT 

THAT 

ACUTE 

*PARA* 

WORKING ENTIRELY AT THE KEYPUNCH, USING ITS DUPLICATING 
ABILITY TOGETHER WITH THE EDITING INSTRUCTIONS, WE TRANSFORM OUR 
ORIGINAL SEVEN-CARD DOCUMENT DeCK INTO THE FOLLOWING FIFTEEN-CARD 
DECK. 

*PARA-WE HEAR THE PHRASE 'INFORMATION EXPLOSION' QUITE OFTEN THESE DAYS. 

IT SUGGESTS THAT WE ARE DELUGED BY AN EXCESS OF *VOID. 

*OK*DOCUMENTS AND THAT THIS LARGE NUMBE 

R OF DOCUMENTS LIKE THE LARGE NUMBER OF PEOPLE EXPRESSED BY 'POPULA 

TION EXPLOSION' 

-OK*IS HARMfUL. IF YOU THINK ABOUT THIS CAREFULLY YOU WILL A 
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-3M TASK FORCE Reports: 

In a previous report, the 3M Task Force 
(a group of systems development peo
ple at the 3M Company) wrote about 
microfilm developments in electron 
beam recording technology. Because 
this is such a wide area to explore, you 
may want to discover how EBR relates 
to engineering drawings on microfilm 
and to high speed computer printing. 

Microfacsimile for 
remote engineering 
drawing retrieval 
Perfection of the microfilm aperture 
card concept has met a need for efficient 
storage, maintenance and distribution 
of engineering documentation. In these 
systems, low-cost duplication makes it 
possible to maintain satellite files nearer 
to the point of use. Going a step further, 
a hard copy facsimile transmission sys
tem could theoreticallyprovideimmedi
ate documentation dissemination to 
any point and eliminate the need for 
duplicate local files. Unfortunately, en
gineering files include drawings of a 
size aQ-d quality which has exceeded 
the capability of any hard copy facsim
ile system. 

Now, electron beam recording tech
nology is making possible the direct 
electron. beam scanning and recording 
of microimages at resolutions exceeding 
150 lines per millimeter. Drawings up 
to 'E' size in any 35mm aperture card 
file can be transmitted on demand and 
recreated at the requesting point on a 
duplicate 35mm aperture card for view
ing or hard copy reproduction. 

corders. A transceiver can provide two
way transmission using only a single 
terminal unit. 

CENTRAL 
DOCUMENT 

FILE 

I 
SCAN CARD 

PRINTER 

I 
APERTURE CARD 

SCANNER 

I I I 
I I 

EB CARD EB CARD EB CARD 
RECORDER RECORDER RECORDER 

I I I 
I I 

1 -I 
I 1 

PAPER 

1 
CARD -I COPIES COPIES 

Transmission time for a 'D' size draw
ing might range from a few seconds to 
a few minutes depending on available 
band width. Film developing time can 
be as low as one or two seconds if new 
3M electron recording films are used. 

High speed 
computer printing 
Banking and many other business EDP 
systems require the high speed produc
tion of customer statements and other 

A typical system includes an aperture transaction documents. Today's me
card scanner, wide.:.band transmission chanical printers are unable to keep 
link, and one or more aperture card re- I pace with this increasing demand. 

C I RC LE 24 ON READER CARD 
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Electron beam technology provides 
impactless printing to produce full 
sized hard copy at the needed speeds 
The high energy of the electron beam 
makes it possible to use special inex 
pensive papers which produce an 
instantly available image without pro 
cessing or require only heat for devel 
opment of a stable print. 

DIGITAL 
SOURCE 

I 
PRINTER 
CONTROL 

I 
ELECTRON 

BEAM 
PRINTER 

I I T 
I J 

STATEMENTS ORDER FORMS TRANSACTION 
DOCUMENTS 

Alphanumeric printing can proceed at 
normal tape transfer rates. Font and 
format can be varied according to the 
needs of a specific application. 

The direct, electronic recording of 
modulated signals onto paper at infor 
mation rates up to ten megacycles is 
possible. A unique paper transport and 
recording head permits all operator 
functions including paper loading to be 
accomplished at normal room pressures. 

For more information about electron 
beams and microfacsimile reproduction, 
get in touch with Rolf Westgard (612-
733-4995), 3M Co., 
Building 209, 
Dept. FDJ-66, ~m 
St. Paul, Minn. 55119. ~CDmpANY 
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At Seaway, SYSTEM/360 pays for SYSTEM/360 ... 
SYSTEM/360 showed Seaway 
Foods, Inc. a way to cut their frozen 
food inventory by 15%. That was just 
two weeks after it arrived. 
A couple of months later, the system 
was handling all the billing, helping 
control inventories, computing 
advertising allowances and 
generating management reports. It 
was saving money for Seaway. 

If you've ever installed a computer 
system, you know how remarkable 
this kind of speedy performance 
really is. Usually there are 
unexpected problems and delays. 

But Seaway was prepared. 

Bernie Peters, Seaway's Manager of 
Data Processing, had sent his 
programmers to an IBM Education 

Center to learn SYSTEM/360 
ASSEMBLER language-one of five 
programming languages available 
for SYSTEM/360. 

When they got back, they started 
writing and testing their computer 
programs with help from IBM System 
Engineers and the IBM Datacenter 
in Cleveland. SYSTEM/360 operated 
smooth Iy right from the start. 

For a while it ran in parallel with 
Seaway's existing 1401 computer. 
But as it turned out, that really wasn't 
necessary. SYSTEM/360 performed 
better than Seaway expected. 

Seaway has completed the first 
phase. Now they are writing programs 
for payroll, accounts receivable 
and accounts payable. 

After that, they will tackle 
SYSTEM/360's IMPACT program for 
scientific inventory control. 

When all these applications are 
on the air, there will still be room 
for more. 
Seaway is pleased with SYSTEM/360. 
They like its performance, 
its reliability, its cost efficiency. 

So do many hundreds of other 
companies in all kinds of industries 
who are solving problems with 
SYSTEM/360 and getting more work 
done faster. 
And why not? After all, that's the way 
we designed SYSTEM/360. 

IBM® 

and a lot of groceries, too. 



mODO 
DIGITAL TAPE TRANSPORT 
COMBINING UNPARALLELED OPERATING 

DEPENDABILITY WITH THIRD GENERATION 
COM~UTER SYSTEM PERFORMANCE FOR 

ADVANCED DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS 
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M I D\NESTERN 
D~®lf~M[R!A]~~lf® 
SUBSIDIARY OF THE TELEX CORPORATION 

How does 
Midwestern 
Phrovi del 7/9 c anne . 
convertibility at no . 
extra cost? 
All M4000 digital tape transports are designed and 
manufactured for direct field conversion between 7 and 
9 channel IBM tape formats. Head cables, data modules 
and interface connections are factory wired and tested 
for 9 channel operation. 

Field conversion between 7 and 9 channels is accom
plished by simply plugging in the circuit boards for 2 
additional read/write channels and replacing the read/ 
write head assembly. 

The uniquely engineered "Midwestern unit head com
bines factory aligned head cartridges, tape guidance and 
precision mounting in a rigid, pluggable assembly. All 
head assemblies are mechanically and electrically inter
changeable with all other 7 and 9 channel assemblies as 
well as with all M4000 transports. Static write head 
deskewing for 800 bpi recording is provided by direct 
exchange of "a factory aligned circuit board at no addi
tional cost. 

For more information on the M4000, write or call Ralph 
P. Bohn, Digital Tape Products Division, P. O. Box 1526, 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74101. Our phone number is 918-627-1116. 

CIRCLE 26 ON READER CARD 
ORTRMRTICJN 
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GREE WITH ME THAT -VOID* 

*OK*WE ARE IN THE MIDST OF A TECHNOLOGICAL EXPLO 

SION AND THAT *VOID* 

*OK*WE ACTUALLY HAVE AN ACUTE *VOIO* 

*OK*INFORMATION SHORTAGE NOT A SURPLUS. *PA 

NK OF ALL THE COMPUTER SYSTEMS, OF ALL THE MANUFACTURING TeCHNIQUES, OF 

ALL THE NEW METHODS TO READ FASTER, ETC., WHOSE DOCUMENTATION EITHER LAG 

S FAR BEHIND THE 'INVENTION/IMPLEMENTATION OR DOES NOT EXIST. *VOID**DK* 

NOTE HOW THE VOIDED-AREA CONCEPT ALLOWS US TO EASILY ACCOMPLISH 
THE EQUIVALENT OF WHAT IS ACTUALLY IMPOSSIBLE, E~G., TO INSERT 
MATERIAL BETWEEN ADJACENT CARD COLUMNS. YOU CAN SEE THE SECOND 
CARD OF THE ORIGINAL DECK IN THE SECOND AND THIRD CARDS OF THE 
CORRECTED DECK, THE THIRD CARD OF THE ORIGINAL DECK IN THE fOURTH, 
SIXTH AND EIGHTH CARDS OF THE CORRECTED DECK, ETC. WE HAVE A 
COMPLETE FACILITY TO ADD, DELETE, CORRECT OR MOVE PARTS AROUND 
WITHIN THE DOCUMENT. THESE MODIfICATIONS ARE ACCOMPlISHEbAT THE 
KEYPUNCH, AWAY FROM THE COMPUTER, WITHOUT THE NEED TO COUNT PAGES, 
LINES AND CHARACTERS IN ORDER TO WRITE SOME MODIFICATION ORDERS. 

NOW LET US SEE HOW THE PROCESSING 1401 PROGRAM UNDERSTANDS 
THE CORRECTED DOCUMENT DECK. YOU WILL NOTE HOW SMOOTHLY THE 
CHANGES HAVE BEEN INCORPORATED INTO THE NEW COpy WITH THE LINES 
COMPOSEO ANEW. 

WE HEAR THE PHRASE 'INFORMATION 
EXPLOSION' QUITE OFTEN THESE DAYS. IT 
SUGGESTS THAT WE ARE DELUGED BY AN EXCESS OF 
DOCUMENTS AND THAT THIS LARGE NUMBER OF 
DOCUMENTS LIKE THE LARGE NUMBER OF PEOPLE 
EXPRESSED BY 'POPULATION EXPLOSION' -- IS 
HARMfUL. IF YOU THINK ABOUT THIS CAREFULLY 
YOU WILL AGREE WITH ME THAT WE ARE IN THE 
MIDST OF A TECHNOLOGICAL EXPLOSION AND THAT WE 
ACTUALLY HAVE AN ACUTE INFORMATION SHORTAGE 
NOT A SURPLUS. 

THINK OF ALL THE COMPUTER SYSTEMS, OF ALL 
THE MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUE~, OF ALL THE NEW 
METHODS TO READ FASTER, ETC., WHOSE 
DOCUMENTATION EITHER LAGS FAR BEHIND THE 
INVENTION/IMPLEMENTATION OR DOES.NOT EXIST. 

YOU CAN EASILY SEE THAT A DOCUMENT DECK MAY ACQUIRE MANY 
VOIDED AREAS AFTER ·IT HAS GONE THROUGH A LARGE NUMBER OF CHANGES. 
THE AUTHOR HAS WRITTEN ANOTHER 1401 PROGRAM WHICH COPIES A 
DOCUMENT DECK, SQUEEZING OUT THE VOIDED AREAS IN THE PROCESS. IN 
ADDITION, THIS PROGRAM SEQUENCE PUNC~ES THE NEW CARDS IN COLUMNS 
THAT HAVE BEEN SET ASIDE FOR JUST THAT PURPOSE. THE FOLLOWING IS 
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It only takes a split second 
to access mortgage records at 
First Federal Savings and Loan 
Association of Miami. 

Bell System Data-Phone* 
service is the vital link. 

All of First Federal's 96,000 savings 
accounts at seven branches are 
"on line" with the association's 
central computer. A debit, credit or 
inquiry made at a teller's window 
can be handled in 5 to 10 seconds 
-complete with printout. 
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This real-time, input/output 
operation is performed on business 
machines connected to 
Data-Phone data sets and to the 
computer via telephone lines. 
The operation is simply to 
enter the account number and type 
of transaction. The computer 
answers immediately. 

Mortgage records are stored 
on magnetic cards, 112 records 
to a card, and any 
single record can be accessed 
at random. 

To trial-balance the entire 
mortgage portfolio takes just 
17 minutes. 
(It used to take days.) 

So fast is the new system, 
that First Federal has computer 
time for automating other 
operations. 

When you think of data 
communications, think of us. 

* Service mark of the Bell System 

@ Bell System 
- American Telephone & Telegraph 

• and Associated Companies . 

DATRMRTION 



HOW OUR CORRECTED PARAGRAPH'S FIFTEEN-CARD DOCUMENT DECK COMES OUT 
OF THE SQUEEZING PROCESS AS A TEN-CARD DECK. 

*PARA*WE HEAR THE PHRASE 'INFORMATION EXPLOSION' QUITE OFTEN THESE DAYS. 

IT SUGGESTS THAT WE ARE DELUGED BY AN EXCESS OF DOCUMENTS AND THAT THI 

S LARGE NUMBER OF DOCUMENTS LIKE THE LARGE NUMBER OF PEOPLE EXPRESS 
I 

EO BY' 'POPULATION EXPLOSION' IS HARMFUL. IF YOU THINK ABOUT THIS CA 

REFULLY YOU WILL AGREE WITH ME THAT WE ARE IN THE MIDST OF A TECHNOLO~IC 

AL EXPLOSION AND THAT WE ACTUALLY HAVE AN ACUTE INFORMATION SHORTAGE --

NOT A SURPLUS. *PARA-THINK OF ALL THE COMPUTER SYSTEMS, OF ALL THE MANU 

FACTURING TECHNIQUES, OF ALL THE NEW METHODS TO READ FASTER, ETC., WHOSE 

DOCUMENTATION EITHER LAGS FAR BEHIND THE INVENTION/IMPLEMENTATION OR 00 

ES NOT EXIST. *VOID* 

THE SYSTEM HEREIN DESCRIBED USING KEYPUNCH, EAM 
EQUIPMENT AND SMALL COMPUTER IS BELIEVED TO BE SUPERIOR TO 
MANY OTHER SYSTEMS IN THIS FIELD. IT IS VERY INEXPENSIVE TO USE. 
THE TYPIST DOES NOT HAVE TO SIT AT A TYPEWRITER WHILE THE PREVIOUS 
VERSION OF THE DOCUMENT IS AUTOMATICALLY TYPED OUT A 
CHARACTER AT A TI~E AND WAIT FOR"THE POINT(S) OF CORRECTION 
TO ARRIVE. NO HEAVY INVESTMENT IN EQUIPMENT IS REQUIRED TO TRY OR 

\ TO USE THE SYSTEM SINCE 1401'S ARE SO AVAILABLE. ALL THAT IS 
NEEDED IS A KEYPUNCH. THE SYSTEM IS ALSO HERE, NOW. IT HAS A 
GOOD REPERTOIRE OF EDITING INSTRUCTIONS AND IS CAPABLE OF EASY 
MODIFICATION. 

WE MAKE REFERENCE HERE TO A DETAILED MONOGRAPH, 'AUTOMATED 
DOCUMENTATION', WRITTEN BY THE AUTHOR (USING THE SYSTEM, OF 
COURSE) DESCRIBING THE SYSTEM. IN DETAIL, GIVING'THE 1401 PROGRAM 
LISTINGS, ETC. THIS MONOGRAPH WAS COPYRIGHTED IN 1964 BY RESEARCH 
ANALYSIS CORPORATION AND GIVEN A SMALL INITIAL DISTRIBUTION. THE 
FIRM IS PRESENTLY DECIDING HOW TO PUBLISH THIS DOCUMENT. 

June 1966 

A member of the Advanced 
Research Div. of Research 
Analysis Corp., McLean, Va., 
Mr. Magnuson has been en
gaged in software develop" 
ment and programming for 
more than 10 years. He has 
been associated with RCA1s 
Systems Engineering staff, Sys
tem Development Corp., Gen
eral Electric, and Laboratory· 
for Electronics. He holds an AS 
in math from New York Univ. 
and has done graduate work 
at NYU, Stevens Institute of 
Technology and Yeshiva Univ. 
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NATURAL
LANGUAGE 
PROCESSING 
by R. F. SIMMONS 

The eventual goal of language-processing re
search is the development of highly sophisticated 
question-answering systems. These would ac
cept and analyze natural-language questions, 

search a multilingual library for pertinent factual text, 
translate from that widely separated text and generate es
says that answer the question at any desired level of detail. ' 

The first step toward this goal was the concept of 
Memex, in 1945, Vannevar Bush's dream of a computer 
system that would remember what people recorded of 
their associations when reading or browsing through a 
microfilmed library, then guide subsequent readers'down 
interesting paths and byways. Memex was a magnificent 
imaginative extrapolation form 1945's technology. 

Fifteen years later we began to envision-instead of a 
Memex-a Synthex. This would be a general language
processing system that could read and understand text in 
ways analogous to the human capability and store whole 
libraries of material. When asked a: question Synthex should 
extract relevant texts, relate them to' the question, and 
synthesize an answer or an essay. 

How all this was to be accomplished was in no sense as 
clear as the envisioned result. But by 1959 we had decided 
optimistically that if a problem could be formulated sym
bolically, it could almost 'invariably be programmed and 
perhaps solved on a computer. It took quite a while for 
us to realize how difficult symbolic formulation of natural
language problems was. However, by the late fifties, 

The research reported in this paper was sponsored by the Advanced Re
search Projects Agency Information Processing Techniques Office and was 
monitored by the Electronic Systems Division, Air Force Systems Command 
under contract AF 19(628)-5166 with the System Development Corporation. 

* The names of many researchers and their systems are mentioned in 
this paper. The survey references at the end provide detailed descriptions 
and citations. 
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where it stands now 

several researchers were working on various language
processing devices. 0 

where we are now 
Today computers can deliver answers to questions. For 

example, a system called Protosynthex was asked the fol
lowing: 

HOW STRONGS IS A SPIDER'S WEB? Within a second 
it searched a small encyclopedia, scored potential answers 
in terms of how highly their words correlated with the 
question's words and responded: SCORE = .99 

++SPIDERS ARE WONDERFUL ENGINEERS. 
THE WEBS THEY SPIN ARE STRONG. IN FACT, 
SPIDER SILK IS STRONGER THAN STEEL WIRE 

Dr. Simmons is head of the 
language processing and re
trieval staff at System Devel
opment Corporation. He has 
been with SOC since 1955, 
when it was a part of the 
RAND Corp. He holds SA, MA, 
and PhD degrees in psychology 
from USC and is a lecturer at 
USC and UCLA. 
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NATURAL·LANGUAGE 

OF THE SAME SIZE. SOME WEBS ARE BEAUTI
FUL,TOO. 

Some programs make logical inferences. Raphael in an 
MIT thesis gave his program the following information: 

TIlERE ARE 5 FINGERS ON EVERY HAND 
THERE ARE 2 HANDS ON A PERSON 
A BOY IS A PERSON 
TOM IS A BOY 
DICK IS A BOY 
HARRY IS A BOY 
TOM HAS 9 FINGERS 
DICK HAS 1 HAND 

He then asked four questions to which the program re
sponded as below: 

HOW MANY FINGERS DOES TOM HAVE? 
Computer response: THE ANSWER IS 9. 

HOW MANY FINGERS DOES DICK HAVE? 
Computer response: THE ANSWER IS 5. 

HOW MANY FINGERS DOES HARRY HAVE? 
Computer response: THE ANSWER IS 10. 

HOW MANY FINGERS DOES JOE HAVE? 
Computer response: I DON'T KNOW WHETHER 

FINGER IS PART OF JOE. 
Another program is able to solve algebra word problems 

at least at the high school level. Dan Bobrow's system 
developed at MIT can handle this one: 

MARY IS TWICE AS OLD AS ANN WAS WHEN 
. MARY WAS AS OLD AS ANN IS NOW. IF MARY 

IS 24 YEARS OLD, WHAT IS ANN? 
The computer's answer was: 

ANN'S AGE IS 18. 
Perhaps even more striking, considering problems that 

plagued us as high school students, is parsing or syntactic 
analysis of sentences. A program developed by Oettinger 
and Kuno at Harvard finds several an~lyses for the 
sentence: 

TIlEY ARE FLYING PLANES. 
One of them is equivalent to the following tree structure: 

SENTENCE 

/ ~ 
SUBJECT VERB PERIOD 
PHRASE PHRASE 

COPULA / ~ NOUN I CO~PLEf.1ENT 

PRONOUN BE2 ATT~TE \OMPLEMENT 

I I I N°T 
THEY ARE FLYING PLANES 

Several other mechanical parsers do almost as well. 
Using an automatic syntactic' analyzer of his own de

sign, Klein, at Carnegie Institute of Technology, analyzed 
a paragraph of text and used the resulting analysis as 
input to an essay-writing program that generated the 
following loose paraphrase: 

JOHN WHO MARRIED PENNILESS MARY MET 
HER . CLEVER JOHN WAS A BUSINESSMAN . 
HE LOVED FRIENDLY HELEN. HE PLAYED 
GOLF . HE WANTED HELEN .. JOHN WHO 
KILLED A BUDDY LIKED PENNILESS MARY. 

The linguistics Research Center of the University of 
Texas has a mechanical translation system that translated 
the following German clause 

DAS ANWENDUNGSGEBIET DER SPEKTRAL
ANALYSES 1ST SEHR GROSS UND MANNIGSF AL
TIG ... into: 

THE AREA OF APPLICATION OF SPECTRAL 

6.2 

ANALYSIS IS VERY LARGE AND VARIED ... 
Moving to the college freshman level, a program by 

Darlington of MIT takes selected text, translates it into 
symbolic logic, and tests for consistency. The example be
low was successfully managed by this program. 

THERE IS A PROFESSOR WHOM EVERY 
STUDENT WHO LIKES SOME PROFESSOR 
LIKES . EVERY STUDENT LI:[(ES SOME PRO
FESSOR . THEREFORE THERE IS A PROFESSOR 
THAT ALL STUDENTS LIKE. 

A system developed by Kirsh at the National Bureau 
of Standards accepts drawings of simple geometric figures, 
recognizes these, and is able to say whether statements 
such as the following are true or false: 

EACH POLYGON SMALLER THAN THE BLACK 
TRIANGLE IS A SQUARE. 
A . BIG BLACK POLYGON WHICH IS ON THE 
LEFT ,IS A TRIANGLE. 

A similar . system by Simmons and Londe recognizes 
two or more drawings and generates such statements as: 

THE SQUARE IS ABOVE AND TO THE LEFT OF 
THE TRIANGLE. 

THE BOY IS BESIDE AND ON THE RIGHT OF 
THE GIRL. 

On-line consoles on which a scientist or programmer 
interacts with a computer hold spirited conversations 

. typified by the sample below: 
Computer: 

User: 
Computer: 

User: 
Computer: 

User: 
Computer: 

User: 
Computer: 

User: 
Computer: 

User: 
Computer: 

TIMESHARING IS ON THE AIR. 
LOGIN 0300 JG035 LOAD SYNTHEX 
WAIT 
NO LOAD DRUMS FULL 
DRUM 
WHAT? 
DRUMS 
26,800 WORDS AVAILABLE 
LOAD SYNTHEX 
LOAD OK ON 17 
GO 
INPUT QUESTION ... (ELSE '.'). 
I STATUS 
WAITING FOR INPUT 
etc. 

Granted, the language is telegraphic, but it seems at 
least to be a form of English. 

Such information retrieval systems as MITRE's ADAM 
and SDC's LUCID accept statements couched in a 
limited parody of English. Questions such as the following 
are successfully understood and answered. 

ADAM Query: FOR DESTINATION BOSTON. IF 
ORIGIN NAME EQ LOS 
ANGELES, PRINT FLIGHT, 
DURATION , IF NONSTOP . 

LUCID Query: PRINT (FLIGHT NUMBER) 
(SPACE AVAILABLE) ,MAX 
( SPACE AVAILABLE) MIN 
( SPACE AVAILABLE) WHERE 
DATE EQ (21 DEC 65) 
WHERE AIRLINE EQ ( PAC) . 

It is apparent from these examples that today's com
puters can answer simple questions, accomplish easy 
logical deductions, solve high school level algebra word 
problems, write poor essays, translate (not very well) from 
one language to another, generate simple sentence in re
sponse to nonverbal stimulation, and accept and under
stand verbal commands to. action. The examples too are 
only a sample. Many programs have been written to allow 
computers to understand specialized aspects of English; 
to answer questions about baseball; to build family trees 
from sentences about family relationships; to find a path 
of verbal relationships between pairs of words; and to 
learn to parse sentences, to mention' a few more. Such 
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areas as stylistic and content analysis of text have also re
ceived attention. 

With all these accomplishments, one might assume that 
the day of the automatic library is near-when we can give 
a carefully worded question to a computer system that 
can synthesize pertinent material from a library and write 
an essay tailored to our needs. But this will not be possible 
for a long time. 

These examples of linguistic gadgetry are analogous to 
experimental prototypes of vacuum tubes, photoelectric 
scanners, cathode-ray tubes, power packs, one-tube radios, 
and other such simple electronic devices. The problem of 
language processing, however, is analogous to that of pro
ducing television on a commercially feasible scale. In short, 
although many language-processing devices exist in the 
experimental prototype stage and some primitive language 
processing is even used in commercially useful systems, not 
enough components are available. Those available are un
reliable and usually highly specialized. They don't yet fit 
together into a meaningful whole. Furthermore, if they 
did, to day's computers are not yet large enough to contain 
them or inexpensive enough to make their use attractive. 

the theoretical situation 
When Fleming and DeForest invented the vacuum tube 

there was a significant body of electromagnetic theory 
available. Today in language work there exist some fairly 
coherent structures of linguistic theory, a fragmentary un
derstanding of semantic structure, and a body of psycho
logical constructs that loosely delimit the idea of meaning. 

Linguists have defined and classified many elements of 
language structure-phonemes, morphemes, word forms, 
syntactic structures, kernels, transformation rules, sememes, 
etc. Multilevel theories of how the elements of language 
interact have proved highly predictive and useful. Of 
particular benefit is recent transformational theory, which 
provides increasingly clear definitions of the· mechanisms 
by which words can be combined into phrases and phrases 
can be transformed from one form to another. At the 
syntactic level of language there are fairly -strong and rea
sonably complete theoretical descriptions of how structural 
elements of natural languages fit together. It is worth not
ing, however, that grammars-the actual formal rules of 
structure-are remarkably incomplete for all natural lan
guages. 

At the lowest level of meaning-the semantic structure
there exist more problems and ignorance than theory. The 
purpose of syntactic analysis in language processing is to 
make explicit the structure of interrelationships among the 
words and phrases making up a sentence. Similarly, in 
semantic analysis the goal should be to make explicit the 
relations within and among the meaning structures that 
comprise the sentence. A first goal of semantic analysis is to 
discover the meaning in context of a word, a phrase, a 
clause, or a sentence. 

Considering words alone, the typical English word 
"strike" has several dictiona'ry definitions-to hit, a work 
stoppage, the result of a pitched ball, a rich find-to men
tion a few. The first problem is to separate o.ut and choose 
one definition that fits the word's usage or context in the 
paragraph. If this can be accomplished, the next problem 
is to combine the meanings of two or more words such 
as "Saturday" and "noon" into the meaning of the phrase, 
"Saturday noon." Assuming the definition "seventh day of 
the week" has been selected for "Saturday," and "middle 
of the day" for noon, the combined meaning becomes 
"middle of the seventh day of the week." 

How we as humans accomplish these semantic feats is 
not wholly clear. How to accomplish them on computers 
has only recently become an area of study. However, the 
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germs of theory .have been developing in recent years. 
Fodor and Katz have outlined a plaUSIble structure in 
which to encode meanings so that semantic analysis might 
become feasible. Quillian and Karen Sparck-Jones have 
each contributed experimentally as well as theoretically 
in the area. However, it is painfully apparent that when 
it comes to semantic analysis we know neither what is 
required nor how to accomplish it. 

Assuming we could get dictionary meanings for words 
and phrases as a result of analyzing sentences, there re
mains yet a significant gap between a meaning structure 
and what can be accomplished with it. The psychological 
idea of meaning is largely a pragmatic one that is con:
cerned with what results from a person's hearing or read
ing of a sentence. A semantic analysis that resulted in a 
single dictionary type definition for an entire sentence is 
not in itself a useful meaning. The comparison of how 
closely two definitions resemble each other or the dis
covery of other strings of words that can generate the 
same definition are useful meanings and would both be 
examples of psychological or pragmatic meanings of the 
sentence. Thus the question, "Is sentence A a paraphrase 
of sentence B?" might be answerable by measuring some 
distance function between their two definitions or in some 
manner generating strings of words from A, until B is 
derived. How such measurements can actually be made 
is not obvious although Quillian and Sparck-Jones have 
each shown that the distance of definitional paths between 
words tends to be less in proportion to the similarity of 
their meanings. 

Other aspects of using meaning include the require
ment of somehow mapping from the semantic structure of 
a question or a command onto the structure of a set of 
functional subroutines and perhaps a data base to accom
plish such tasks as question answering or -command con
trol. A few techniques for the analysis of meaning in the 
pragmatic sense can be glimpsed in some of the existing 
devices, but none of these seems general enough to sug
gest a path to a clear understanding of the problem. 

Of course there is much more of theory than can be 
described here, but the three areas of syntax, semantics, 
and pragmatics show a rapid progression from the fairly 
well-formulated syntactic theories to the only dimly per
ceived pragmatic aspects of meaning. Available theory is 
useful and suggestive but far more is needed~ 

syntactic problems of language processing 
On the practical level we can gain a great deal by 

looking at specific problems and how they've been avoided 
-or even occasionally solved-in the various extant lan
guage-processing systems. One of the first things that one 
notices in working with words is that the same word oc
curs in many different forms with only minor changes in 
meaning. Thus for some machines, "farm," "farmer," 
"farming," "farms" can be treated alike; ignoring their 
differences in meaning provided they can be recognized as 
alternate forms for the same root, "farm." This particular 
aspect of morphology-the rules for combining root forms 
with suffixes-is well understood by linguists and is ex
pressible as a small, neat set of rules. As a consequence 
several programs exist in various laboratories across the 
country that can strip suffixes and recognize root forms 
of words. Nevertheless, many of the language-processing 
devices do not include them-to these a word is a par
ticular combination of characters that allows for no devia
tion. The human. user of an interactive time-shared com
puter system may fret and fume when he asks "DRUM" 
and a system responds "WHAT?" instead of recognizing 
that he meant "DRUMS." In today's more complicated 
data retrieval systems which depend on a completely de-
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New 8+8 Total Surface Tested tape is 
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saves man hours, lost data, computer time, 
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compatible systems in 200, 300, 600, 900,1200 
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and tape manufac-
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5. Possibility of yes yes 
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particles 
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undetected permanent 
dropouts 
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fined query vocabulary, such a restriction is particularly 
galling. Ironically, although at the research level, the prob
lem of dealing with alternate forms of words has been 
solved, the solution has not yet been generally adopted in 
practical systems. 

Syntactic analysis is another practical problem area. As 
a prerequisite to understanding' a query or a sentence it is 
necessary to make a syntactic analysis. Approaches to 
syntactic analysis are fairly well understood; as a first step, 
one looks up each word in a sentence in a dictionary to 
find its part of speech. Later steps combine the part of 
speech into such phrase structures as noun-phrase, verb
phrase, clause, or sentence. Final steps may include dis
covering the simple kernel sentences and the transforma
tions they undergo to produce the complicated English 
sentence that is being analyzed. 

. In looking up parts of speech for each word one may 
'. encounter a few difficulties. The word may not be found 
in the dictionary-it may be a new word or it may be 
misspelled; if found it is most likely to have more than one 
part of speech associated with it. Thus, "like" may be a 
verb, an adverb, a preposition, a noun, or an adjective. 
Resolving these ambiguities is an important first step in 
analyzing a sentence or question. 

Errors in spelling can sometimes-riskily-be taken care 
of by clever little programs that relate letter' combinations 
to frequent errors or' introduce some small amount of 
phonemic logic. Using them is rather risky because the 
program has no way of knowing whether the word is 
a legitimate one that it has not previously experienced or 
whether it is just misspelled. If the purpose is only syntactic 
analysis, the fact that a word is not in the dictionary for 
whatever reason can just be ignored. Since multiple-part
of-speech assignment is the rule rather than the. excep
tion, the word may simply be assigned "noun," "verb," "ad
jective," "adverb" classes and the analysis may continue. 

However, the ambiguity of these part-of-speech or 
word-class assignments must still be resolved or at least 
minimized if the. analysis is to be useful. This can be ac
complished by computing the word class that is actually 
being used in the context of the sentence. This computation 
is accomplished by developing a set of frames that record, 
either from a linguist's knowledge or from a program's 
experience with text, the permissable combinations of word 
classes. Thus, in the frame "art-noun" and adjective, a 
present participle, or a past participle may occur between 
the article and the noun. All of these may usually be 
treated in that frame as 'an adjective. Many frames will 
allow more than one word class. For example, the frame 
"noun-adverb" wiil allow a noun, a participle, a verb, a 
preposition, or another adverb between the noun and the 
adverb. If the word's possible parts of speech are "adjec
tive" and "adverb," a simple intersection procedure shows 
that in this context it can only be an adverb. Later more 
complex interrelations of words in the sentence, such as 
the requirement of noun and verb to correspond in num
ber, may be used to reduce ambiguity further. If all else 
fails, and the particular system requires a single interpreta
tion-right' or wrong-probabilities based on frequency of 
previous occurrences have occasionally been used without 
disastrous consequences. 

However, the problem of ambiguous' syntactic analyses 
is one of the great still-unsolved difficulties of language 
processing. Using word classes and structural information 
alone, as all existing syntactic analysis systems do, the prob
lem cannot· be solved. The solution depends on knowing 
the. meaning of the word and how the meaning of words 
in a phrase relate to each other. Thus the problem of 
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ambiguity of syntactic analysis depends for its solution on 
the development of techniques for semantic an'alysis. In 
some cases such as "I saw the man with the telescope on 
the hill" there is no way to resolve either the syntactic or 
semantic ambiguity without introducing additional context 
from preceding and following sentences. _ 

Today's syntactic analyzers usually offer several presum
ably valid syntactic analyses. In fact, deperiding on the 
completeness and accuracy of the dictionary and the gram
mar, one or more of these may be false, the several may 
be unlikely and/or the intuitively correct analysis may not 
be included. Thus, although automatic systems for syn
tactic analysis have been under study for almost tEm years 
and are certainly among the best-understood components 
of a language-processing system, they still leave much to 
be desired. 

While language-processing researchers have not yet 
been able to solve the gamut of syntactic problems, they 
have shown their real cleverness in the means they've used 
to avoid them. By selecting a small subset of English words 
and restricting the structure of the language to be handled 
to the simple English subject-verb-object sentence, they 
have built many interesting devices, and the researcher has 
freed himself to deal with the often more interesting prob
lems associated with discovering the meaning of sentences 
or questions. 

problems of meaning 
Every attempt to deal with meaning. depends on some 

form of dictionary. An early machine by Lindsay had a 
dictionary that included a small number of words that 
pertained to family relations such as "father," "mother," 
"sister," "brother," "cousin," "aunt," etc. On. the basis of 
an analysis of the syntactic relations of these words to prop
er names in a sentence, the meanings of the words were 
interpreted as connective relationships among human 
names in a family-tree structure. ' . 

A much more ambitious system by B. Green developed 
a dictionary of more than a hundred terms that could be 
used in asking ques~ions about baseball games and their 
scores. Meanings of words in the baseball system ranged 
from purely syntactic word-classes to complicated series 
of subroutine calls. The question analysis had the un
enviable task of trarislating from English into an appro
priately ordered set. of calls to subroutines that would re
trieve information from the data base. The researchers 
were able to solve this analysis task, for a fairly general set 
of simple English questions. The magnitude of their 
achievement can be estimated from the fad that such 
questions as the following were understood and answered 
correctly: , 

HOW MANY GAMES DID THE YANKEES PLAY 
IN JULY ? 

WHO WON THE GAME BETWEEN THE RED 
SOX AND THE CARDINALS ON AUGUST 15 ? 

WHAT TEAM WON TIlE MOST HOME GAMES 
IN AUGUST? 

The difficulty of the achievement can really only be ap
preciated by a personal attempt to build systems that can 
understand questions. But the fact of three years of effort 
by a topflight team of four or five researchers gives some 
measure of the problem's recalcitrance. 

Of course this problem of understanding the meaning of 
questions and of text can be avoided too. One of,the more 
effective systems for finding answers to simple questions is 
the author's Protosynthex I. This system uses a deep in
dexing of all the content words in the text as its main cue 
for understanding. The index shows the sentence and 
paragraph location of each content word. Answering a 
question. involves looking up each of its content words in 
the index and finding the sentence or paragraph in which 
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Burroughs sets the pace 
for the computer industry 
The new B 2500 and B 3500 are the latest 
Burroughs 500 Systems to be developed for 
business, scientific, and data communication 
tasks. In every measure of hardware and soft
ware performance, they far outpace other com
puter systems in the low- to medium-price 
range. 

Two major factors are responsible for the 
exceptionally high performance-to-price ratio 
of the B 2500 and B 3500. The first is a design 
principle common to all Burroughs 500 Sys
tems. In 1960, Burroughs Oorporation deter
mined that, in the future, computer perform
ance would depend as much on software as on 
hardware. Events have proved this to be true. 
For this reason, every Bl,lrroughs 500 System 
has been designed from the beginning by teams 
of engineers and software experts. 

Many economies result for the user. For 
example, the Master Control Program for the 
B 2500 and B 3500 not only performs many 
more useful functions than other automatic 
operating systems, but also reduces by a factor 
of 10 the amount of main memory that must 
be set aside for its exclusive use. Other gains 
are made in compiling times, programing ease, 
and speed and efficiency of operation. In short, 
the teamwork approach to computer design 
has allowed Burroughs to build a better bridge 
of communication between the B 2500 and 
B 3500 and their human users. 

A second major factor is the use of mono
lithic integrated circuitry in construction of 
virtually all logic and the two control memo
ries. The Burroughs B 2500 and B 3500 make 
use of complementary transistor logic, plus' 
some use of array"monolithics-two proven 
design concepts at the forefront of this newest 
logic technology. The results are smaller, 
faster, more reliable circuits at lower costs
and operating speeds measured in billionths of 
a second. 
. Like the other Burroughs 500 Systems-the 

larger B 5500 and the very large B 8500-the 
. two newest systems can handle a variety of 
input/ output activities ~imultaneously- as 
many as 20 at a time with the B 3500-while 
the processor continues its work. They multi
process many unrelated jobs at one time, keep
ing the whole system fully utilized and greatly' 
speeding the turn-around time for jobs. And, 
since no human being could manage and schedule 
their multiple split-second operations, .they are 
self-managing through their control programs. 
All this, in the low- to medium-price range. 

No wonder Burroughs is regarded as the 
pacesetter for the computer industry. 

Burroughs 
Corporation 

Detroit, Michigan 48232, 
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the greatest number of words from the question intersect. 
A complicated scoring system gives weights for the infor
mative value of words, for ordering of words, and for rel
ative conciseness of the answer, thus measuring how 
relevant the retrieved material is to the question. By re
trieving the text which scores highest relevant to the 
question, Protosynthex often delivers good answers to 

. questions. 
, But avoiding the problem is only a temporary measure. 
Direct attacks on the computation of meanings promise 
a far greater eventual reward. Karen Sparck-Jones at 
Cambridge Research Center has been studying methods 
to build a thesaurus by automatically using cluster-analysis 
techniques to group sets of synonyms. At, the same time 
she has developed the beginnings of a semantic analysis 
technique that traces verbal paths through a synonym dic
tionary for any pair of words. It appears from her research 
that the words of a sentence tend very strongly to be inter
related by very short paths through such a dictionary. 
Quillian at Carnegie Tech has made the similar finding 
that the dictionary path between two words shows how 
their meanings interrelate. 

Fodor and Katz at MIT have developed the beginnings 
of a formal structure for a semantic theory. They suggest 
a fonnal method for coding the various aspects of mean
ing for words showing also the limitations and possible com
binations for each. Such logicians as Darlington and Boh
nert have spent much effort in attempts to translate from 
simple English structures into the formalisms of the rela
tional and propositional calculi. In these attempts the 
meaning of the sentences must be made explicit in a logical 
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formalism without distorting the English sense. But a 
strong indication from the work of these logicians is that 
the relational calculi are so far less rich in structure than 
natural languages that only a tiny fraction of English is 
expressible in them. In general, the attempt to translate 
from English into logical calculi does not appear to be a 
promising approach. 

Some of the more exciting work with meaning squarely 
. confronts the requirement of a highly specialized diction
ary. Such a dictionary must make explicit things we or
dinarily take for granted when we look up a word. The 
conceptual dictionary of the author's Protosynthex II is an 
example. In this dictionary, each noun is defined by a set 
of simple English statements that show what it is, has, 
and does. Fig. 1, (p.. 69) shows examples of input state
ments, questions, commands, and the system's responses. 

While Protosynthex II directly attacks the question of 
meaning, it deals syntactically with only simple English 
sentences and thus temporarily avoids the pitfalls' of 
syntactic ambiguity. However, the direct study of answer
ing questions from a well-coded dictionary has brought to 
light a whole series of problems. One of these is the shock
ing realization that understanding a question is quite a 
different matter from understanding a declarative state
ment. A question contains a command, a limiting state
ment and a clue as to what the answer 1)lust be like. A 
question uses English words partly as commands to action, 
e.g., "count," "name," "how many," "difference," etc.; part
ly as syntactic and semantic cues to the structure and nature 
of the answer, e.g., "where," "when," "which animals," 
"how many kinds," etc.; and partly simply as retrieval in
dicatof!l, e.g., "Where do ducks migrate in winter?" "When 
was George Washington born?' In fact the analysis of 
questions and commands promises to prove worthy of be-
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If you consider the cost 
and the performance. 
and the versatility .. 

• • 

• • 

• 

• 

you won't consider any other. 

For this is CEC's DR-3000 - the 
first truly universal digital mag
netic tape system. It offers un
equalled performance and versa
tHity - at the lowest cost of any 
comparable digital tape system 
available today. 

The DR-3000 series is designed to cover 
the full range of tape speeds and com
puter compatibility. 

The following advantages sum up the 
reasons why this system has become the 
obvious choice for so many digital data 
processing requirements. 

Compatibility. The DR-3000 will guar
antee complete machine compatibility 
with any other DR-3000, or with any 
IBM-compatible tape system operating 
within IBM specifications. A complete 
selection of IBM-compatible accessories 
is available. 
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Operator convenience. The DR-3000 
is the easiest of all to load due to a 
straight tape-loading path which re
quires no threading. 

The entire operation takes less than 10 
seconds. CEC's patented self-locking 
reel hubs with quarter-turn action pro
vide fast, positive reel retaining. Front 
access only is required for all normal 
maintenance. 

Formats. 7-channel 729 series or 9-
channel 2400 series formats I are stan
dard, reading and writing at 200, 556, 
or SOO bpi - plus 1600' bpi phase-en
coded format available on special order. 

Versatility. High, medium, or low speed 
units feature major interchangeability 
of parts. The most compact system 
-made, it will mount 2 or 3 to a rack
even fit through a submarine hatch. It 
is available in horizontal or vertical 
cabinets. Rugged construction for semi
mobile environments. It provides a com
plete selection of input/output logic 
levels. The DR-3000 is the ideal unit 
for most commercial or laboratory data 
processing systems. 

Reliability. Only field-proven design 
concepts are used. Dual capstans with 
rugged drive actuators provide positive 
accurate drive. There are no belts or 
mechanical linkages to cause tape slip
page or creep. Tape drive actuators are 
self-aligning for minimum skew and do 
not need adjusting. CEC-built all metal
front-surface read/write heads have 
achieved over 12,000 hours operational 
life in field environments. All electron
ics are modular and solid state. 

Performance. The DR-3000 assures the 
most performance per dollar available 
today. Fast start/stop characteristics 
provide complete unrestrictive program
ming, high speed ,rewind. Air bearings' 
virtually eliminate tape friction. Aver
age steady state tape speed variations 
are less than ± 0.5%. 
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556, 800 bpi NRZ or 1600 bpi phase
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-less than 4 msec • Stop time -less than 
3 msec • Rewind - 2400 feet in less than 
2~ minutes • Bit dropout rate less than 
1 in 107 • Maximum total skew - within 
full IBM machine-to-machine compatibil
ity at all speeds • Average tape speed ac
curacy - within ± 0.5% of absolute • 
Cycling rate - 200 commands-per-second 
without programming restrictions • Power 
-lkva • Size - 19" x 24~" x 13~" • 
Weight - 135 lbs. 

For complete information about the 
DR-3000, call CEC or write for Bul
letin 3000-XS. 
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Fig. 1. Examples of Control Statements, Questions, and An
swers from Protosynthex II. 
ENTERCCCHORSE • NOUN)CIS • ISVB)CANIMAL • NOUN)CLIVE • VERB) 
CON. PREP)CFARM • NOUN)CSTRONG • ADJ)CPULL • VERB) 
Cl'JAGON • NOUN)(MOST·. ADJ)(ARE • I SVf\)( EAT • VERB)(HAY • NOUN) 
CALL. ADJ)CRED • ADJ)CMANY • ADJ)CHAVE • HAVB)CLONG • ADJ) 
CMANE • NOUN)CSOME • ADJ)CPERSON • NOUN)CRACE • VERB») 

DICTIONARY 
PLURALSCCCHORSE • HORSES)CANIMAL • ANIMALS)CFARM • FARMS) 
Cl'JAGON • \'JAGONS)(MANE • MANES)(PERSON • PEOPLE») 

Ol{ 
STARTC) 

READY 
A HORSE IS AN ANIMAL / HORSES' LIVE ON A FARM / STRONG HORSES 
PULL WAGONS / MOST HORSES ARE STRONG • 

LEARNED 
READY 

HORSES EAT HAY / ALL HORSES ARE RED / MANY HORSES HAVE LONG 
MANES / SOME PEOPLE RACE HORSES • 

LEARNED 
READY 

FORGETCCALL HORSES ARE RED» 
FORGOTTEN 
READY 

WHAT IS A HORSE ? 
HORSE IS AN ANIMAL 
READY 

~JHAT DO HORSES DO ? 
HORSES LIVE ON A FARM AND EAT HAY'/ STRONG HORSES 
PULL ~JAGONS 
READY 

WHAT DO STRONG HORSES DO ? 
STRONG HORSES PULL ~JAGONS 
READY 

DO MANY HORSES HAVE LONG MANES ? 
YES 
READY 

DO ALL HORSES HAVE LONG MANES ? 
TO MY KNOWLEDGE- NO 
READY 

DESCRIBE HORSES ? 
HORSES ARE AN ANIMAL / MOST HORSES ARE STRONG / MANY 
HORSES HAVE LONG MANES / HORSES LIVE ON A FARM AND EAT 
HAY / 'STRONG HORSES PULL WAGONS I SOME PEOPLE RACE HORSES 
READY 

WHAT DO HORSES EAT ? 
HORSES EAT HAY 
READY 

FROM 10 TO 

d ellJ Ill..e-
MA6NETOSTRICTIVE 
DELAY LINES 

10,000 I-tS 

Deltime, with over a decade of experience in precision 
magnetostrictive delay line technology, offers models to fill 
virtually every delay requirement. Complete input-output circuit 
modules for carrier and RZ or NRZ digital systems ... torsional, 
longitudinal, tapped and adjustable models as well as high 
vibration and shock withstanding delay lines for airborne 
applications are included in the standard line. 

If your application requires a signal delay or extremely 
economical delay line memory element, contact us, our application 
engineers are at your service ... or write for our complete 
technical catalog. 
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coming a whole discipline itself. Finding and recogmzmg 
the answers after understanding the question is yet an
other problem. 

This latter problem becomes partly manageable by stor
ing the text that has been read in a carefully organized 
structure. Since a successful syntactic analysis resolves the 
elements of a sentence into some form of a simple tree 
structure, and since trees map perfectly onto lists with 'sub
lists, it is usually a list structure that is used to store simple 
sentences of text. Collecting all sentences about a given 
sllbject into a single more complicated list and then cross
referencing the subject word to other sentences in which 
it appears serves the double pupose of organizing and in
dexing the text that has been read. 

Fig. 2, (p. 71) shows how a paragraph of English is re
organized into a convenient though complex list structure. 
The list labeled HORIZONTAL shows other subjects under 
which word, Bolivar, is included. 

Answering a simple question such as "Where was 
Bolivar born," resolves into a process of analyzing the 
question into a comparable structure and matching its 
components against the structure of the stored sentences. 
A more complex question such as "How many times did 
Bolivar go to Europe?" requires much more difficult opera
tions to resolve it into a structure such as the following: 

(Count routine) (Bolivar) do 

(
9

0 

) went 
traveled 
sailed 

(

Europe ) 
En9~and 
Spain 

etc. 

The count routine' counts the number of times elements 
of the right-hand structure of the example match the data 
base. In the end, finding and recognizing an answer re
solves into matching given and derived elements of the 
question against the elements and structure of the or-
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six Illonths ago we developed the first 2 1/20 stack. 
everybody else is still six Illonths behind. 

why -vvait? 

Everybody's talking about 21/2D stacks. electronic 
We're delivering them. • 

Write or phone for the complete story. memOrIeS 
Memory systems, stacks and cores for commercial, military & space applications 
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ganized data base. 
The problem of using a dictionary to "understand" lan

guage plunges us again into the difficult problems of ex
plaining what is meant by "understand." At the dictionary 
level, one aspect of understanding is to discover the word 
sense or particular definition that applies to each word in 
the context of a particular sentence .. It means also to find 
the antecedents for any pronouns or pronoun-like expres-

Fig. 2. An Example of Text Structuring by Protosynthex II. 
(BOLIVAR (POS , NOUN) 

(PL , BOLIVARS) 
CISI ««HERO) (A) (GREAT> (OF «AMERICA) NIL (SOUTH»») 

(SIMON) » 
(DO ««WAS BORN) NIL (IN «VENEZUELA) NIL NIL» NIL NIL» 

(SIMON» . ' 
««WAS SENT> NIL (TO «SPAIN) NIL NIL» NIL NIL) 

«GOT> 
NIL (AT «NINETEEN) NIL. NIL» NIL «EDUCATION) (AN) NIL NIL» 

«MARRIED) NIL NIL NIL «GIRL) (A) (BEAUTIFUL SPANISH) NIL» 
«TOOK) 

(BACK) NIL NIL «HER) NIL NIL (TO «VENEZUELA) NIL NIL»» 
«WENT) (AGAIN) (TO «EUROPE) NIL NIL» NIL NIL» NIL» 

(I S2 . «HEARTBROKEN) NIL» 
(HORIZ (GIRL FAMILY>)) 

(GIRL (POS , NOUN) 
(PL·, GIRLS) . 
(DO ««DIED) (LATER) NIL NIL NIL) 

«DIED) (LATER) NIL NIL «MONTHS) (A) (FEW) NIL))) 
«OF «BOLIVAR) NIL NIL»») 

(HORIZ {BOLIVAR») 

(VENEZUELA (POS • NOUN) 
(lSI ««PART) NIL NIL (OF «COLONY) (A) (BIG SPANISH»») NIL» 
(DO ««WAS RULED) NIL (BY «SPAIN) NIL NIL» NIL NIL» NIL» 
(HORIZ (BOLIVAR))) 

Note: FOS means Part ot Speech 
PL " Plural. 
NIL " Blank 
ISl and DO are Verb Classes 
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sions in the sentence and to substitute for them the mean
ings of their antecedents. It probably also means to com
bine the definitions of words into a single definition for a 
phrase, for a clause, and for a sentence. Assuming the 
achievement of a single definition for the meaning of a 
sentence, "undestanding" implies further that this defini
tion will be stored in a convenient structure that links it 
to similar definitions, however they may be expressed in 
words. 

Research on these problems of meaning h(ls only just 
begun. Useful and practical results are undoubtedly still 
years away. 

mechanical translation a·nd other applications 
Certainly the most widely publicized application of 

language processing has been mechanical translation. 
IBM offered a display at the New York World's Fair that 
gave reasonable translations from Russian to English. The 
Air Force is actually using mechanical translations to help 
them. But as years pass researchers in this area speak less 
about mechanical translation; they have all become re
searchers in .basic linguistics and language processing. 
Generally their publications deal with syntactic analysis, 
linguistic structures of English, Chinese, Russian, etc., and 
with other basic linguistic studies. Actually there still 
exist several strong research projects whose primary goal 
is to develop automatic translation. IBM, Bunker-Ramo 
and the University of Texas are notable leaders in the area. 
But their problems are the language-processing problems 
discussed earlier plus the unique problem of transforming 
meaning structures derived from one language into the 
structures and symbols of another. Just as the problem of 
question-answering introduced a whole new level of 
analysis . above the level of dealing with declarative 
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NATURAL-LANGUAGE. 

sentences, so th~" ,problem of translation introduces the 
level of transfcirmations of meaning structures and symbols 

. '~11! P ;. ~ 

between two languages. 
This problem has been most clearly stated by Wayne 

Tosh at the University of Texas in a monograph called' 
Syntactic Translation. This model of the translation proc
ess calls for a deep syntactic analysis of the first language. 
Meanings from an intermediate artificial language are then 
assigned word-by-word and phrase-by-phrase to the result
ing syntactic structures. These meaning structures can then 
be used' to generate syntactic structures and eventually 
verbal symbols in the second or target language. The prob
lems inherent in this very complicated process are those of 
syntactic and semantic analysis just as they were in the 
question-answering paradigm. Additional problems of con
trolled generation of meaningful text must also eventually 
be faced in both areas. Other applications of language 
processing to stylistic and contenf analysis of text have also 
reached the public eye. The determination of the author
ship of the Federalist papers with the aid of a. computer, 
the supporting use of computers in decoding and assem
bling contexts of the Dead Sea Scrolls, the content analysis 
of psychotherapy protocols and of political science docu
ments are all well-publicized examples of applied language 
processing. Generally in these applications, language proc
essing is at the simplest-and for some time to come the 
most useful and reliable-level of counting identical or near
identical tokens of words. Disputed authorship can often be 
resolved by word counts of such function words as "of," 
"by," "from," "but," "however," etc., which turn out to 
distinguish the styles of different writers. 

Content analysis usually uses a computer to count the 
frequency of occurrence of words which have previously 
been decided by humans to have been of special signif
icance. Thus in political science such words as "com
munist," "democracy," "front," etc., can be used to 
categorize the ~ontent of documents. In the analysis of 
psychotherapy protocols, the frequent co~occurrence of 
words such as "mother," "love," "father," "self," "jealous," 
«fear," etc., is taken to reveal certain types of complexes. 
In some cases content researchers have attempted to in
terpret the syntaCtic structures in which words occur. They 
are then plunged almost immediately into the full range 
of language processing problems. 

Perhaps the most significant use of language processing 
-automatic indexing-occurs at this apparently superficial 
level of word counting. With the preparation of permuted 
indexes of titles and the later developments of Quik In
dexing and automatic extracting a significant scientific 
breakthrough may have occ;urred. The underlying idea 
was the simple one that words could be coded as numbers 
and computers c~uld compare two such numbers to dis
cover identity or difference of words. The idea has been 
around for many years; the code was ordinary sortable 
Hollerith, which had long antedated computers in punched 
card forms. But the breakthrough couldn't occur until com
puter memories became large enough to contain several 
thousand words, and computing speeds increased to the 
point. where millions of comparisons per minute became 
possible. That it was a breakthrough can be seen by the 
fact that until indexing became available, very few appli-

. cations of computers to analyses of English text had been 
published. Thereafter a very large literature built up with 
great rapidity. Applications to concordance building, styl
istics, automatic extracting, and aids to document retrieval 
all b~came common within a period of two or three years. 
Underlying all of these techniques was the basic concept 
of associating with words that occurred in a text, the loca-
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tions at which they occurred, i.e., building an index. 
With information such as this computed automatically, 

it was possible to count word frequencies within text and 
to score sentences proportionally to the number of frequent 
content words. The best scoring sentences could be taken 
as an extract that more or less fulfilled the role of an ab
stract. as a short form of characterizing the. document. 
Words judged particularly significant for any reason could 
be found and thus sentences or documents could be char
acterized on the basis of significant content words. So char
acterized, such representations of documents could be clas
sified even automatically with such tools as factor analysis. 

Today, although we reach eagerly into a rarified at
mosphere for theories of meaning, of understanding, of 
syntactic and semantic analysis, it is still true that our 
most reliable tool is the ability to index a text-to dis
cover whether two words are alike or different and to 
record where they occur in the text. 

the future 
As. language processing researchers, we would like to 

understand language well enough to instruct a computer 
just what to do in every linguistic situation. Our eventual 
goal is to make the recorded verbal product of millions of 
thinkers easily available via large computers to ) anyone 
who needs some portion of it. Those computers must even
tually be able to analyze questions and. text from several 
languages into some basically meaningful structure' and 
synthesize answers, essays, translations, etc., in any of 
several natural languages. 

In the last decade, significant progress has been made. 
Theoretical formulations, although still only beginning, have 
brought some ordering of ideas about syntactic and seman
tic analysis. Concepts of meaning are gradually developing 
into operational definitions. Experimental devices have 
emerged as eventual prototype components of some useful 
language processing system. Now as relatively useless as 
the first solid-state components patented in the thirties, 
these linguistic gadgets and their descendents will even
tually fit together into a complex system. But this is many 

. years away. 
For today, we have a few solid accomplishments in lan

guage processing. The iricreased understanding of formal 
linguistic structures has greatly augmented the capability 
of compiler builders and data base users to make meaning
ful statements in forms usable by computers. The well
understood capability of indexing text has made computers 
highly valued partners in such important tasks as con
cordance production, document retrieval, and various kinds 
of text analysis on a scale once impossible. \Vord-finding 
and context-matching by computer has already become of 
considerable use for linguists studying the actual struc
tures of natural languages. 

On the one hand then, a few solid accomplishments; 
on the other, small but measurable progress toward a per
haps grandiloquent dream. This is language processing in 
the beginning of 1966. • 
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It writes while it reads 
while it writes while it reads. The new 

Bryant PhD-340 gives I, 2, 3, or 4 channels of indepen

dent read-write access to 42 million bytes. Simultaneously. 

That's quite a challenge to your creativity. This multiple channel 

drum can also be interfaced with any system now in use or under 
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at the cost saving. Look 

for increased up-time. 
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STACKTRONICS 

Computers don't talk to memory stacks. Elec
tronic circuitry is the necessary intermediary which 
allows storage and retrieval of information in the 
form and at the rate compatible with the computer's 
timing and organization. Such circuitry plus the 
stack make a complete memory system. 

When "wedding" a stack to the necessary elec
tronics, a competent memory designer takes every 
opportunity to reduce the number of electronic com
ponents used. These circuit cost and reliability de
sign decisions are balanced carefully with stack costs 
and overall system utility. 

To control a given number of storage elements in 
a coincident-current memory, it is necessary to ener
gize each of the X and Y coordinate conductors. The 
array can be square or rectangular. Or the array 
can be segmented into a number of squares or rec-

MAIN DATA PROCESSOR 

tangles. The choice of any of these array forms is 
determined by the amount of electronic components 
versus the stack size and data storage capacity and 
speed requirements. 

Many component-reducing schemes have been 
developed to cut costs and improve reliability. Diode 
and transformer matrices and other current steering 
circuitry reduce the number of costly driver circuits. 
Other circuit savings are realized by sharing func
tions wherever possible. 

A properly designed memory system matches 
computer design objectives at the lowest possible 
cost while performing every required function with 
reliability. A low per-bit-cost stack design can lose 
its price advantage quickly when additional elec
tronics are needed. Lowest ultimate cost results from 
complete system consideration. 

COMPUTER 
COMMANDS 

MEMORY SYSTEM 

ABBREVIATED FUNCTIONAL CONNECTIONS BETWEEN A COMPUTER AND ITS MEMORY SYSTEM 

This is the last in a series of six discussions dealing with the design of core memory systems. The complete series is now avail
able in booklet form. Please circle 63 on reader service card if you would like to receive it. 
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BASIC ELEMENTS OF A 
TYPICAL CORE MEMORY SYSTEM 

l 

1. ADDRESS REGISTER-
Temporarily stores address words which 
later determine the XY coordinates of 
data to be stored or retrieved unti I mem
ory system is ready to act on this infor
mation. Controls XY selection circuits. 

2. X AND V SELECTION CIRCUITS
Steer the X, Y read-write currents through 
the proper stack drive lines to switch the 
cores at the X-V coincidence. Diode or 
transformer matrices reduce the number 
of current drivers needed by switching 
one driver to any of several drive lines as 
needed. 

3. X .AND V DRIVERS-
Provide current pulses to drive lines to 
cause core switching at the X-V coinci
dence. These currents are steered by the 
selection circuits which are controlled 
by the address register. 

4. DATA REGISTER-
Temporarily holds binary information to 
be stored or retrieved from memory 
stack. Receives data from either com
puter or memory sense amplifiers. Trig
gers inhibit drivers when a binary "0" 
is to be written. 

5. SENSE AMPLIFIERS-
Receive a pulse from the sense line when 
cores are switched by the read-write 
drive currents and converts signal levels 
in the stack to those required by the data 
register. 

6. TIMING AND CONTROL-
Provide the proper sequence of events 
in the memory system to receive and re
trieve data at the rate usable by the 
computer. Each initiate pulse from the 
computer triggers one cycle of memory 
system operation. 

For solutions to your memory problems: Write Fabri-Tek Incorporated, 5901 South 
County Road Eighteen, Minneapolis, Minn. 55436; or call 612-935-8811; or TWX 
910-576-2913. 

TYPICAL TIMING OF A I-USEC 
CORE MEMORY SYSTEM 

This i-microsecond memory system is packaged in 
a customer-furnished cabinet and has a capacity of 
16,384 words of 49 bits per word. "Dual-rail" ad
dressing is incorporated for faster access. Input 
logic levels are zero and +3.5v. The entire system 
desi~n is matched to computer requirements for 
maximum utility at the lowest ultimate cost. 



A better computer can be bought 

It's the SEL 840A. Why is it bet
ter? It's 24-bit, it's fast (1 % usec 
full memory cycle time), it has 
all silicon monolithic integrated 
digital circuits - and it has 
field acceptance. What about 
price? This is the best point of 
all. For only $60,900 you can 
get the 840A with 8K of core, 

Boston Los Angeles San Francisco 

10lh usec multiply and hard
ware divide, three hardware index 
registers,memory parity and pro
gram protect. Do you want this 
high powered machine in sixty 
days? You can get it. Need addi
tional hardware capabilities? As 
an option, . you can have floating 
point and double precision hard-

Huntsville 

ware. Software? A field proven 
operational FORTRAN IV pack
age that exceeds the ASA stand
ards is provided with each 840A. 
Attractive options, such as mixed 
on-line assembly statements, are 
available with this package. For 
more information, telephone or 
write your nearest SEL office. 

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING LABORATORIES, INCORPORATIIO 

Washington, D. C. Fort Lauderdale P. O. BOX 9148 • FORT LAUDERDALE. FLORIDA 33310 • AREA CODe 305 • 5B?-29CXJ 
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NOT-50-RANDOM DISCS and other stories 

Many of our existing com
puter shops are busily con
verting to the next genera
tion. We peer into the 

murky mists of the future with visions 
of reduced rentals, more compatibility, 
superior software, improved turn
around, full buffered I/O, and "call 
by name" file addressing. May we 
fo.rever be free from the constraining 
influence of knowing the absolute ad
dress of any field, record, or file. 
STOP. A word of caution is in order 
lest the land of milk and honey turn 
sour. 

In the last few years we ha~e be
gotten a whole generation of pro
grammers who have never come into 
intimate contact with a machine. 
They have programmed primarily in 
a higher order language . and have 
been insulated from· the hardware by 
a solid phalanx of operations man
agers, machine operators and monitor 
programs. While it wasn't necessary 
to teach each programmer the intric
acies of machine language program
ming, many programmers are even 
uninformed about the characteristics 
of the I/O devices available to them. 

In the past the I/O devices were 
mostly tape and cards. It wasn't too 
difficult. to understand that the tape 
record gap phenomena. meant longer 
records gave fewer gaps per file, and 
hence ran faster. The required action 
was almost as straight-forward. All 
programs that processed this tape 
were first listed. Then the record 
length and packing were chosen to be 
as long as possible while still allow
ing the tape to be handled by the 
program with the tightest core con
straint. 

The card read case was almost as 
straightforward. The job was pro
grammed and run. If the computer 
had a fully buffered card reader with 
a demand clutch, all was well. If the 
reader had a dog clutch (like the 
1401) someone listened to the ma
chine while it was operating. If the 
reader ran intermittently the read 
speed was one-half rated-400 cards 
per minute. Either the noise, the un
expected performance, or the result
ing maintenance problems called the 
programming deficiency to attention 
and a fix was ordered. Either the 
program was slaved to the reader by 
using read release, a multiple point 
clutch was ordered, additional core 

. space was allotted the input file so 
that several cards were read into the 
blocked space before any were pro-

June 1966 

cessed, or a card-to-tape pass was 
made under the control of a highly 
polished utility program that kept 
both devices running at rated speed 
and perhaps did other useful func
tions as well. If talented programmers 
were available, they redesigned the 
application to move some of the 
processing to a later program and im
proved the I/O balance of the pair. 

Historically, poor performance due 
to an improper I/O balance has been 
rather easy to diagnose. The cure has 
similarly been easy to prescribe (al
though usually quite laborious to in
stall). A few words of warning are 
appropriate to those about to embrace 
disc files or similar devices for the 
first time. At one time we called these 
units random access devices. More re
cently we have been encouraged to 
call them direct access devices. Un
fortunately, we should call them cy
clic storage devices since they are 
neither . random or direct, but more 
nearly cyclic in nature. (Old 650 pro- . 
grammers take note.) 

A typical disc file rotates once every 

25 milliseconds. The manuals state 
that the average delay experienced by 
the electronics while waiting for the 
record to appear under the heaps 
(rotational latency) is 12.5 millisec
onds. The manuals fail to state that 
they assume an infinitely long wait 
between consecutive references to the 
disc. Given an extraordinarily long 
wait between accesses, the mathema
tical average· of an enormous number 
of observations will tend to be one
half the revolution time, e.g. 12.5 
milliseconds. However, these assump
tions are seldom met in real life, where 
the latency experienced is precisely 
some multiple of the revolution time. 
The multiple may be zero if the time 
required for processing is less than the 
complement of the read time. But, if 
the time required for processing ex
ceeds the elapsed time from the read
complete-interrupt to the beginning
of-record by so much as a microsec
ond, add one full revolution of 25 
milliseconds I 

An example is i~ order. Given: four 
records per physical track and an ap-
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NOT -SO-RANDOM 

plication which required updating a 
record and rewriting it in the same 
physical location: The program would 
read the record (after experiencing a 
delay due to latency in the range 0 
to 25ms). After the record was in 
core, an interrupt would be set. You 

,have exactly 18ms to answer the in
ten:upt, do the processing, and get the 
write command to the head of the 
queue, or you lose one full revolution. 
In one case the time per transaction is 
25 milliseconds plus initial latency and 
seek. For long processing times, an 
integral number of full revolutions is 

, inserted. . 
A similar problem occurs in the case 

of a seek followed immediately by a 
read or write. The manuals state that 
the track-to-track seek takes 30 ms 
and the ~aximum ,is 145ms. They are 
quoting design performance on head 
mechanism. In actual practice most 
seeks are followed by a read or write. 
In the event seek-read is given as one 
sentence, the operation takes the seek 
time plus the complement of your cur
rent position rounded to the next full 
revolution. Sorry, but that is just the 
way it works. 

Again, an example will clarify the 
poilft: Suppose you are writing re
cords that fill up a track and you have 
just completed a write. If you im
mediately issue a seek-write to the 
next cylinder the mechanical motion 
is complete in 30ms, but the rotational 
latency eats up 20ms more. The 
average time for this transaction 
(which is also the max and the min) 
is exactly two revolutions: 50 ms. 

If the unsuspecting programmer is 
processing short records and the file 
is sequential, the performance can 
be much poorer than tape. In the 
past, some programmers have found it 
necessary to write one less-than-full
track record per. track to leave some 
time for processing the interrupt be
fore a full revolution was lost due to 
latency. The elapsed time-after the 
read is complete and the last instant 
is past for issuing the subsequent write 
without losing a full revolution-has 
been dubbed the "re-instruct" time. 
You won't find it in any manuals. You 
and your friendly maintenance man 
must figure it from the circuit sche
matics. It isn't very important; if you 
are wrong your throughput only suf
fers by 100% 

While you're at it, ask your 
friendly maintenance man if your disc 
has any special warmup circuits and 
how does he know they work? One 
popular disc has a thermostat that 
causes it to seek at one-half speed 
',vhen it is cold. At least one thermo-

stat was found to malfunction so that 
it had morning sickness all day! 
Since the CPU is such a fine timer, 
you might find it informative to use 
the CPU and clock some disc opera
tions. The programs are rather easy 
to write, fun, and you may end up 
getting all the performance you are 
paying for. 

One disc specialist recently recom
mended (at a national conference) 
that we write programs in a device
independent manner. Perhaps that ad
vice should be leavened somewhat. 
If it doesn't make any difference, pro
gram device-independent. But where 
a major task (or the control program 
itself) is involved, consider tuning the 
programs for the charactistics of the 
device. Some of the finest brains in 
the country have constructed time-

. sharing systems containing scheduling 
algorithms that ignore the cyclic na
ture of the secondary storage device. 
Some of the recent literature even 
implies device-independent program
ming has no drawbacks. 

1 don't advocate a return to ma
chine language programming, nor do 
I counsel we all act as if we had a 

650, or an SS80. However, I do think 
that every analyst should be aware 
of how his devices work. and write 
some programs to calibrate the soft
ware-device combination as a unit. 
If the software fails to fully exploit 
the device charac,teristics, the analyst 
has two choices: modify the software 
until acceptable performance is oh .. 
tained, or program to exploit the com- , 
bination at hand. If the software pre
cludes ever re-instructing the disc in 
time to avoid an unnecessary delay, 
then adjust the functions allocated to 
the several passes of long jobs to ex
ploit the processing time forced by 
latency delays. 

A frequent misconception involves 
multiprogramming and device-inde
pendent coding. Some think that all 
difficulties will disappear once multi-' 
programming becomes popular. Multi
programming ·is supposed to allow 
the CPU to be productively used when 
one program stalls due to an I/O en
forced delay. Just one caution about 
multiprogramming: it is no cure for 
inefficient design; it only makes the 
Haws harder to find. 

R. L. PATRICK 

INTERNATIONAL 
BIOMEDICAL' CONFERENCE 

To be or not to be . . . 
the question from April 19 
through May 4 referred to 

. automated data processing 
in hospitals. Elsinore, Denmark, home 
of the most famous of all binary state
ments, was the host city of an Interna
tional Conference and Symposium on 
Computer Assisted Analysis of Bio
medical Information, including cyber
netics in medicine, computers and pa
tient management, man-machine com
munications, medical education 
through computers and the interface 
problems involved in all of their re
lated areas. Appropriately, the organ
izing committee headed by Professor 
A. Tybjaerg Hansen of the University 
of Copenhagen structured formal 
presentations during the first week 
and allowed the remainder of the time 
for workshops and more informal dis
cussions. 

Elsinore this spring was pe~fectly 
characterized by Shakespeare. Its cli
'mate (32° F., an inch of snow, fog, 
wind and rain, and more fog) was 
conducive to academic concentration. 
The meetings were remarkabl~ in the 
medical computer field in . that t4e 
_speakers had all been screened to as
sure that what they presented was 

achievement and not armchair plans. 
Indeed, Mr. Erling Dessau of the 
Danish government's "Datacentralen" 
toured the United States and Europe 
to personally substantiate the areas of 
endeavor that would be profitable for 
discussion at this, the first major 
European-based conference on the 
subject. Two years of planning by Mr. 
Dessau, his engineering consultant, 
Mr. E. Borg, and his assistant, Dr. J. 
Hilden, contributed to participants be
ing able to cull from the conference 
proceedings "a grand plan" for an 
adaptive total system concept-a med
ical data processing science package 
-that can be implemented on the 
European Continent or elsewhere. 

Denmark's Minister of Education, 
K. B. Anderson, discussed the chal
lenge in training scientists and admin
istrators for the job, noting that en
gineering advances now left only the 
personnel problem as the major ob
stacle. Dr. Henry Yellowlees of the 
Ministry of Health in London, realiz
ing the same problem, did not react 
with the same enthusiasm-which 
could mean a slower developmental 
pace in England. Mr. A. Marchman 
of the Copenhagen County Hospital 
Association emphasized that hospital 
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Here's how we designed our small, 
real-time control computer-
the H21 
FIRST IN A SERIES-

WORD LENGTH - small, scientific 
computer manufacturing costs are al
most linearly proportional to word 
length. What is the optimum word 
length? Here are the critical consid-

. erations: accuracy and efficiency of 
data representation; a desirable in
struction repertoire; efficient and sim
plified programming that goes with a 
directly addressable memory; and 
suitable architecture for supporting 
advanced software. 

We chose an 18-bit word for our H21 
real-time control computer. It gives a 
data resolution of one part in 262,000 
-and packs three alphanumeric char
acters into each word. The extra bits 
provide for a larger, more powerful 
instruction set. And a single word in..; 
struction directly addresses a full 
8192 word core bank making pro
gramming straightforward and effi
cient . . . no cumbersome, memory 
wasting addressing schemes, such as 
paging, double word instruction 
modes, relative addressing, etc. are 
necessary. 

18BitS 
PARITY-it adds a bit to the word 
length. But it's .well worth the invest
ment. Past experience has shown par
ity to be valuable in ensuring proper 
system operation and safety. It's also 
a time-saving maintenance tool. It's 
a standard feature in the H21 .. 
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MEMORY GUARD-a new concept 
in real:.time systems. This feature al
lows critical system programs (exec
utives, monitors, etc.) to be guarded. 
Once guarded, a program is protected 
against accidental modification by un
debugged, unguarded programs. Since 
each word carries its own guard bit, 
we now have a 20-bit word length 
. . . and a new dimension in system 
utility and reliability. 

HARDWARE INDEXING-everything 
an index register can do, program
mers can simulate· with subroutines. 
But the tedious and time-consuming 
programming effort, and the extra 
memory required, result in false 
economy. Who cares how much 

extra memory you 
have to buy after 
you've bought the ma
chine? We care . . . 
we include a "full 
use" hardware index 
register to ·ensure 
program efficiency. 

BULK MEMORY - a moving head 
disc file is cheaper than a head per 
track. And less reliable. And slower 
... (moving head disc files have long 
access times, normally 10 times that 
of fixed-head discs or drums). In 
high-performance, real-time systems, 
fast bulk memory is desirable to sim
plify system programming. Also core 
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memory requirements are reduced 
since fewer programs have to reside 
permanently in core. 

COMPUTER INTERFACE-manufac
turing costs could have been pared 
by building a minimal interface-sin
gular 1-0 connector, low power bus 
drivers, etc. But this only defers the 
cost, multiplied several times, to the 
user at the. time of system tie-in. 

. Therefore, we include multiple 1-0. 
connections, husky bus drivers (75 ma) 
and a generous set of clocking and 
control signals. The H21 interface 
even packs and unpacks characters 
into or from memory. The results 
. . . simple and economic interfaces 
for real-time systems. 

PRICE - the lowest for computers with 
this capability. For just $21,000 you can 
get a central processor with 2K mem
ory, and an 1-0 typewriter with tape 
punch and reader. An 8K system (that's 
8192 words} costs only $32,000. And 
the delivery is good ... try us. 

If you'd like to get immediate infor
mation and complete H21 specifica
tions, c~ll or write to Control· Com
puter Department, Honeywell Inc., 
Fort Washington, Pa. 215-643-1300. 

Honeywell 
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"CJ7tey laughed 
when I satdown to play 

the r3rCathatron. " 

BIOMEDICAL ... 

staff is 70% of increasing costs. Oper
ations Research oriented Charles D. 
Flagle of Johns Hopkins noted that 
the survival of hospital institutions is 
in ques~ion and implied that' only 
computers can save them. Concentra
tion on the methods of proper plan
ning and procedure was given by 
Sweden's Professor Tore Dalenrus and 
Dr. Paul Hall. 

The American contingent generally 
presented the more elaborate systems. 
Dr. Homer Warner of the University 
of Utah, experimenting with a CDC 
3200, suggested time-sharing as the 
economic means of solving the multi
plicity of different types of hospital 
service and research problems, many 
of which must of necessity be real
time on-line operations involving ana
log input. System Development Cor
poration's effervescent Anne Sommer
field vividly showed time-sharing ad
vances and capability by a trans-At
lantic hook-up from Elsinore to Santa 
Monica, California. Dr. Josiah Macy, 
seconded by Professor D. H. Bekker
ing of Utrecht, Holland, emphasized 
the lack of adequate commercially 
available hybrid devices to solve med
ical problems economically. Dr. Macy 
pleaded for adequate development 
with analog components to preprocess 
and make best use of digital computer 
capabilities. The stated advantages of 
time-sharing and hybrid concepts pro
duced, to be conservative, heated dis
cussions. 

Newly appointed General Electric 
"L I 'd h 1 h h "Medinet" General Manager Jordan J. 

, itt e ,dl t ey reaize t en t at this was nb ordinary $5,000 Baruch described a new GE special-
Math~tr~n:All they c~uid see was the simple algebraic keyboard, purpose medical computer system that 
and the paper tape readout. can handle "adaptive" needs. The sys

tem· is to be operational in 1967. The 
'('But'underneath the Mathatron, cleverly disguised in the table, multi-million dollar effort on the part 
was"dtpacity bringing the totals to' 48 individually addressable of GE heralds the welcomed first ma-
storage registers, 480 steps of-program memory, 18 prewired pro- jor effort on the part of a commercial 

concern in the medical computer serv-
grams of48 steps each, increased, speed, and added program. con trqI ! . ice field. The research from the U. S. 

f~By my right hand, unknown to those snickering on my left, close P.H.S., sponsored by Bolt Beranek 
and Newman, on the Massachusetts 

'T:~Y t~e:candelabr<l' was an additional control box which told me, ,by General Hospital project now under 
----"--, ,-hblWking-lights, wlrich of the HHuops-I was add~k, e:i'il,' =e.---:"-'--I-r'r-. --r'c-;-to-TB~a-r-n-et:-7t--ih'-a-s-g-;i-v-en-""'M7r-.----

were other buttons there, too.' 'Baruch the foundation for his master 
, ~ <. ., .", plan. 

"When 1 finished ~y evaluation of the'fo~mula involving trigono- Dr. Mogens Jorgensen of Copen-
'~etrlc, l~garithmic and other' fu~ctions, matrix manipulations, hagen County Hospital described the 
t~~angu:lation and the "so]u'tiou of' polynbmials, they applauded first all-medical computer data system 

. in Denmark. This is to be an IBM 
;'generously." Send for complete details;' 1800 system. European developments 

MATHATRONICS, INC. 
257 Crescent Street, Waltham, Massachusetts 02154 (617) 894-0835 
Mat~~tro; 8-48 ;Ius Auxiliary Program Storage: ferrite core memory, 100 column number capacity, 
8~9 significant digii acc~tacy,automatic decim~l placement, all solid state logic & circuitry. Page 
printer, paper tape 'punch/reader and other accessories available. 
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tended to be on a smaller scale than 
the American but perhaps showed 
evidence of more precise advance 
planning and fuller utilization. Of 
great interest is the zeal and calcu
lated approach of the Scandinavian 
group in planning their romance with 
computers in medicine. It will be 
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something to watch. 
Medical laboratory systems under 

computer control, because of the in
creasing costs of performing labora
tory tests, were in solid evidence. Dr. 
W. Kirkham of the National Institutes 
of Health Clinical Center, presented 
the most conceptually advanced. A 
system developed by Dr. Gunnar 
Jungner of Gothenburg, Sweden, 
promises to be fully op~rational by the 
year's end. Dr. F. Guigan of Paris 
startled the meeting by showing a film 
of his private clinical laboratory in 
which an IBM system controls his 
chemical laboratory tests. This sys
tem, funded entirely without govern
ment or academic funds, makes Dr. 
Guigan perhaps the first physician to 
"own" his own computer as another 
of the necessary tools in the practice 
of medicine. 

A laboratory data storage and re
trieval system operational in Colum
bia, Missouri, was described by Dr. 
D. Lindberg. A full hospital data stor
age and retrieval operation in Puerto 
Rico was described by Dr. A. Lassus. 

Dr. Antoine Remon of France, who 
is now organizing a meeting on analy
sis of medical signals by computers, 
discussed his electroencephalographic 
techniques. Dr. Ross Addy of UCLA 
showed some computer analyzed brain 
wave data on Gemini astronauts. Elec
trocardiographic analysis was. dis
cussed by Dr. Hubert Pipberger, using 
a CDC 3200 system for research, and 
the undersigned, using a CDC 160-A 
system for service operation. However, 
the absence of CDC at the conference 
or in the European reports was in
terpreted by some as indicating that 
at least in Europe CDC will not em
phasize medical computing. An IBM 
1620 has been ingeniously pro
grammed by Dr. O. Arvedson of 
Sweden to do a very creditable analy
sis of vector electrocardiograms. Dr. 
Max Weil of Los Angeles showed how 
interrelations of various vital signals, 
again using a 1620, could aid in the 
management of a shock ward. 

The close to 100% attendance of 
all sessions was a vivid display of the 
wise investment made by the NATO 
Science Committee. That organization 
subsidized some of the expenses 
through a grant proposed by the In
ternational Federation for Medical 
and Biological Engineering director, 
Dr. J. F. Davis, who had campaigned 
for over three years for such a con
ference on "The Continent." Judging 
from some of the work now in progress 
and the evident impact of the con
ference, the medical computer field in 
Europe is accelerating towards sys
tems that can lead to the goals of 
better medicine for all. 

-C. A. CACERES 
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.. . with high accuracy, .. 
at high conversion speeds~ 

You get· the flexibility of modular than 30,000 conversions per second, 

'construction, together with out- including multiplexing. The 848 

standing electrical specifications in Converter is a 15-bit binary 

the Model 848 A-D Converter! instrument whicll uses integrated 
Modular construction allows quick, circuit logic throughout, i giving' 

easy, functional conversion changes you a reliable instrument in a: 
l ~ , . 

and the addition of up' to 96 single- compact (5 ~" high) package. Logic· 
ended channels of multiplexing (48 levels are 4 to 10 volts, output 
differential channels). Specifica- is single or double rail, with' fo~ 

tions include a true 0.01% accuracy code options: sign and absolute 
(±72lsb), including built-in sample value; offset binary; two's com-

, ; .' ~I .. 

and hold, and throughput greater plement; and one's complement,.' 

INDUSTRIAL 
PRODUCTS 
GROUP 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
INC 0 R P 0 RAT E 0 

APPARATUS DIVISION 
P. O. BOX 66027· HOUSTON, TEXAS 77006 
118 RUE du RHONE GENEVA, SWITZERLAND 
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How can Potter offer. a chain printer priced so low? 

This new Potter printer provides the 
combined benefits of high reliability 
and lowest cost of any line printer now 
available. Potter made it all possible 
by taking a completely fresh approach 
to printer design and construction ... 

producing a 600-line-per-minute unit 
with only a fraction of the parts used 
in a conventional drum printer. 

Take a look at these features: 
• Speed to 600 lines-per-minute; up to 

192 characters in 80 to 132 columns 

• Precise vertical registration 
• Sharp character definition-up to six 

copies 
• Integrated circuit electronics 
• Minimum maintenance-fewer parts 

. to replace or service 

POTTER 
® INSTRU~~NT Cc)IVIPANY, INC. 
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The answer's a radical new designstartillg. with_ the chain. 

The chain? It's completely different 
from any you've ever seen. A contin~ 
uous rotating belt with individually 
attached,' easily removable' type slugs. 

This newest of line printers is avail
able to you at an unbelievably low 

price. So send this coupon today. Or 
better yet,_ phone or wire us for com
plete specs and price. -Y ou'll_ be glad 
you did. ' 

, ~'. 

151 Sunnyside Blvd. • Plainview, N.Y. 11803 • (51J) 681-3200· T;;:X (510) 22j~1852~~Cab'i~~pjco 
1n Europe: McGraw-Hill House, Shoppenhangers Road, Maidenhead, 
Berkshire, England • Maidenhead 20361 . 
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PI-107C .--------------. I -, ' . I 
I Send me -full details on the new," I 
I Potter Chain ~rinter. ' I 

: Name :;, 

I Title I 
I I 
I Company I 
I I 
I Address I 
I I 
I City, -, I 
I;, I 
I State <' _;:_,,,; .. ' -_, _ __ I _______ l]1li .. __ ' ____ 1 
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buying a computer? 

look at actual computer costs, 

then look at the 

new DATA/620 

DATA/620 is economical to program, 
operate and maintain. Fortran compiler 
-library sub routines - sophisticated as
sembler and diagnostic programs-all 
complete, field proven, and available":'" 
hands on console - complete color cod
ing - bit slice - maintenance panel. 

DATA/620 is economical to interface 
- party line communication system
compatible versaLOG IC modules-six 
types of 1/0 facilities with up to 64 devices 
~ .two direct memory access· chane Is -
555 KC and 200 KC standard ~ full line 
of peripherals available. 

Performance at low cost. Power-_ 
ful processing capabilities -128 com-

, mands - two index registers - six addres
sing modes - 16 or 18 bit words - 1.8 
usec memory cycle time - 4 K to 32 K 
memory sizes. 

DATA/620, with a 4 K memory and a 
teletype, costs less than $30,000- gets 
you on the air in 60 to 90 days, 16 DATAl 
620's already operating in the field. 

If you would like a closer look at the 
DATA/620, we have a 36 page brochure 
- yours for the asking. Write to: 

DATA MACHINES 

1590 Monrovia Avenue, Newport Beach, California ~ Telephone (714) 646-9371 TWX (714) 642-1364 

Division~f DECISION Control, Inc. 
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news~ briefs 

noted that one could program a com
puter to achieve the same results, 
and since a program isn't patentable, 
he claimed, neither was Burroughs' 
invention. But, the Board of Appeals 
disagreed with the arguments and re
versed the decision. 

To all those waitIng for a precedent 
before applying fOl" program patents, 
Jacobs issued this reminder: patent 
statutes allow only one year from the INTEREST GROWS IN 

PURSUIT OF SOFTWARE 
PATENTS AND COPYRIGHTS · 
Legal protection of computer software 
under available copyright procedures 
was recommended by John F. Banzhaf 
III, president of Computer Program 
Library, speaking at a recent Los An
geles ACM meeting. 

Other forms of protection, under the 
laws of trade secrets and patents, he 
said, do not presently offer adequate 
security. If computer programs are 
classified as trade secrets, difficult 
points of their se~ret ml.ture, 'limited 
access, and proven ownership must be 
established in case of suit. And as in
dividuals are usually responsible for 
the disclosure, suits rarely return the
value of the program' to the plantiff. 

The granting of patents for comput
er programs (none have yet been ob
tained) would give the developer a 
17-year monopoly, even if others de
veloped the program independently. 
The Patent Office says programs are 
mathematical techniques and there
fore may not be patented; lawyers dis
agree, say a novel and creative pro
gram or one utilizing known methods 
in a unique way should be patent-
able. . 

While the debate continues, the 
copyright laws offer protection with a 
minimum of effort; this should en
courage small software companies 
who want to develop their programs 
for sale or rent. All that is necessary 
to procure a . copyright is to have a 
new program developed with a "modi
cmu" of creativity. The owner must 
affix a notice to whatever media is 
used (card comment, tape label), ad
vising others that a copyright is 
claimed. The program must then be 
published and available for general 
distribution. Registration with the 
Copyright Office can be done' when, 
if ever, proof of copyright is needed. 
A copyright is valid for· 28 years· and 
cali be renewed once for the same 
length of time. 

Banzhaf also called attention to a 
bill now before Congress to revise the 
1909 copyright law. Lobbies from 
other media, such as textbook pub
lishers, fearful of the eventual obso
lescence of books, have urged that 
the bill be written to forbid the proc
essing of any copyrighted material by 
computers. At the hearing, only three 
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representatives of the computer indus
try spoke against this measure, which 
could mean the end of most informa
tion retrieval projects. 

Meanwhile, Applied Data Research, 
Inc., in Princeton, recently announced 
that it has an application in on its 
computerized Rowcharting system, 
AUTOFLOW. If granted, the patent 
could be a precedent. The system, 
which accepts assembly or higher level 
languages and produces a Rowchart 
for on- or off-line printing, is said to 
have a design which does not du
plicate manual or other. procedures. 
Also, as far as ADR knows, the specif
ic output can only be produced by this 
process. 

Patent attorney Morton Jacobs, who 
is handling the ADR effort, noted that 
although the U.S. has resisted, Austra
lia has granted a patent on a software 
program and the British Patent Office 
has also said they would accept appli
cations for them. Giving promise are 
two indirect but relevant cases in 
the U.S.: Hawaii currently has a suit 
pending in which an infringement is 
claimed on the program of a patented 
special-purpose computer. Also, when 
Burroughs last year applied for a pat
ent on a computer improvement· in
volving logic design, the examiner 

I first time an invention is in "public use 
or on sale" (including any publica
tion) to file a patent. 

POST OFFICE' ORDERS 
$26 MILUON IN EQUIPMENT 
The Post Office Department is buying 
$26 million in data processing equip
ment from Control Data and Honey-

, well for what will be, it is claimed, 
the world's largest electronic source 
data gathering complex. CDC has cap
tured a $22.7 million contract to supply 
eight computers and about 6,000 on
line input and/or output devices to 
link the 75 major U.S. post offices with 
two main dp centers in the New York 
and St. Louis areas. These centers will 
compile and transmit management re
ports on mail volume, workload, man
power Ructuation, and attendance rec
ords to the main offices, regioflal 
centers, and Washington headquarters. 

The two centers will each have a 
3300 system; six 1700's will be placed 
at three locations around the U.S. to 
handle message switching between the 
offices and centers. The on-line de
vices to go into the 75 offices and their 
1250 branches and, stations (account
ing for 60% of total mail volume han-

VOICE/HANDWRITING TRANSMISSION SYSTEM FOR SCHOOLS 

A device for transmitting- hand
written material together with voice 
communications over telephone lines 
has been developed by the Sylvania 
Electric Products subsidiary of Gen
eral Telephone & Electronics. Low 
cost and two-way voice transmis
sion, giving the students a chance 
to ask questions, were cited as ad-

vantages over closed-circuit TV. 
The instructor writes on an eight
by-six-inch surface with a stylus 
and the transmitted image remains 
on the screen until an "erase" but
ton is pushed. Field tests will be 
conducted this summer and produc
tion is scheduled to start in Sep
tember. 
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'Buh-a-du.-duh 
" \ I, • 

l!'" < 

If you're goihg to guarantee every digital Flip ChipTM 
module' for ten years, you worry about reliability. 

spilledcoffee overthe components. We left the module 
on a radiator overnight. 

All componentsstill.okay. 

Somehow the module got left in a shirt pocket and sub
jected to a further unplann~d test - wash, rinse, wash. 
rinse, spin dry. 

Knowwhathappened ?The coffee stains washed off. 

DIGITALEQUIPMENT CORPORATION, Maynard, Massachusetts 01754, Telep~one: (617)897·8821'. Cambridge, Mass .• Washington, D. C .• Parsippany, N. J .• 
Rochester,N.Y;." Philadelphia. Huntsville. Orlando. Pittsburgh. Chicago. Denver. AnnArbor. Los Angeles. Palo Alto" Seattle. Ca'rleton Place and Toronto, 
Ont •• Reading, England • Paris, France· Munich and COlogne, Germany. Sydney and West Perth, Australia. Modules distributed also through Allied Radio 
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news briefs 
dIed by the 34,000 U.S. po'st offices) 
include: "several thousand" badge 
readers for employee time accounting; 
special CDC-developed tr-ansacters for 
badge reading, punched card input, 
and short standard push-button in
quiries; and various kinds of electronic 
scales for piece counting of mail. 
Each of the main offices will have a 
keyboard terminal for supply-order and 
other transactions and a medium-speed 
lineprinter to receive re6ponses and 
management reports. 

The purchase of the CDC equip
ment will mean a savings of more 
than $7 million a year over present 
operations, and is about $2 million less 
than annual costs under lease would 
have been. 

The $3.3 million Honeywell con:
tract is for seven H-1200's which will 
rep~ace 13 1401's in six postal data 
centers and the headquarters. These 
centers handle all payroll and account
ing, which amount to $20 billion in 
transactions yearly. The equipment will 
not be on-line to the rest of the com
plex, but will receive accounting data 
transmitted from the two main centers 

-onto mag tape. 
The first CDC 3300 system will be 

installed by Oct. 1; a regional com
munications complex will be complete 
by May 1967, and the total system will 
be installed by November, 1968. The 
H-1200's will be installed by Decem
ber of this year. 

STRIKE OF PRODUCTION 
WORKERS HITS SDS 
In one of the rare cases of strikes 
against a computer manufacturer, some 
production employees at Scientific 
Data Systems walked out last month. 

The bargaining unit at SDS consists 
of about 500 members of the Inter
national Association' 'of Machinists. Of 
this group about 200, according to 
the company, are away from their job 
with the majority classified as electron
ic assemblers-a catch-all job title that 
covers a large proportion of the pro
duction staff. 

Recognition as the bargaining agent 
was won by the lAM last December, 
after failing two years before, and ne
gotiations for a contract began in Jan
uary. The questions at issue, however, 
are cloudy. The company has made an 
offer but claims that the union has not 
yet made specific demands. A federal 
mediator was reported to be encour
aging negotiations. 

RCA REAFFIRMS DECISIONSI' . 
MAKES NEW ANNOUNCEMENTS 
RCA is for monolithic integrated cir
cuits, IBM compatibility, time-shar-
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ing, and on-time software deliveries. 
(Did someone leave out motherhood?) 
During a press conference at the re
cent Spring Joint Computer Confer
ence, RCA's EDP leaders reaffirmed 
their 1964 decisions to produce the 
Spectra 70 line of IBM-compatible 
computers, using monolithic Lc.'s in 
three models. They also plan to use 
them in the smaller models, 15 and 25, 
and would have from the outset if 
they had known the yield and uni
formity problems would be resolved 
so well. (European. plants, which 
started production later, are using 
i.c.'s in these models.) 

--- _._ .. _--_ .... _.-.... -.. _----

The future will bring more proces
sors and II 0 devices, particularly in 
the display and random-access stor
age area. The firm is making a gradual 
move into the time-sharing market, 
evidenced by their show announce
ment of a time-sharing software pack
age to go with the 70/45 or 55, 
free of additional charge. The next 
move is modifications of the hardware 
in present systems for time-sharing, 
but no systems competitive with the 
larger IBM 360/67 and GE 645 
seem to be in the offing. 

The Primary Operating System for 
the 70/35, 45, and 55 was also an-

BDW THB WBST WAS WDH! 

Costello & Company started in .Los Angeles in '53. By offering the best 
service by the best sales engineers representing only the best in computer 
components and peripheral equipment, Costello & Company has grown to .. 
becom.e the cor:nputer reps of the West with branch offices in Palo. Alto, 
PhoeniX, Denver and Dallas. We began when the industry began and where 
the industry began in the West ... we grow as it grows. A winning combina. 
tion if you play your cards right. 

COSTELLO & COMPANY 
the computer reps of the West 

GENERAL OFFICE: 5795 W. Washington Blvd., Culver City, California 90230/Phone: (213) 937-2980 -

Other offices 535 Middlefield Rd., Palo Alto, California 94301/Phone: (415) 321-3745 
out West: 3922 N. 30th Avenue, Phoenix, Arizona 85017/Phone: (602) 266-4448 

5635 Yale Boulevard, Dallas, Texas 75206/Phone: (214) 363-9031 

Representing: ACME / ACL / BRYANT / COLLECTRON / CORNING ELECTRONICS I DATA .. 
MARK / DIGITAL DEVICES / FABRI-TEK / MAC PANEL I RIXON / ROYTRON I UPTIME 
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THE liMa ,. SYSTEM 
TRIMS OVERSTUFFED TAPE STORAGE AREAS BY 50%. 

HOW'S THAT FOR A CRASH DIET? 

Is your tape storage bulging at the seams? Wright Line offers you the new Tape· 
Seal computer tape storage system* that slashes the fat away. Specifically, this 
system lets you store 200 tapes in the floor space formerly taken up by 96 tapes. 
Our patented Tape-Seal Belt helps a lot. It saves space, cost and handling time. 
Because it hangs from a l:Jnique hook-and-Iatch, no wire supports are required. 
And retrieval is quick and easy. If you'd like to put your tape storage on a diet, 
co'ntact us for complete details about Tape-Seal. Our story is so good we think 
you'll eat it up. 
(When you order new tape, insist that they be shipped without canisters. Buy 
Tape-Seal Belts and save.) 

·Patents Pending 

LINE DATA PROCESSING ACCESSORIES 

170 GOLD STAR BOULEVARD. WORCESTER. MASS. 01606 A division of Barry Wright Corporation @) 
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news briefs 

nounced as ready to go, two weeks 
ahead of schedule. Systems for the 25 
and 15 are already out. Next on the 
agenda are· the Tape Operating Sys
tem (first delivery in July) and the . 
Tape, Disc Operating System (Decem
ber). No date has been announced 

. for the most advanced system, the 
Disc Operating System, which will 
most closely match the capabilities of 
the full IBM 360 Operating System. 

Asked if the much-publicized IBM 
lateness with its hardware and soft
ware had helped RCA, William Loner
gan, head of product planning, noted 
that few orders had come their way 
(or anyone else's for that matter) and 
that actually RCA was somewhat hin
dered by customer attitude, . which is 
if IBM has 2000 people on software 
and RCA has only 200, how can it 
expect to come out on time either? 

Lonergan emphasized that the 
Spectra 70 compatibility (not in soft
ware) with System 360 has met with 
favorable reaction from the industry 
and has netted them some orders from 
big users. The government, he said, is 
pushing such standardization; "the 
lack of standardization doesn't hurt 
the manufacturer; it does involve the 
user in hundreds of millions of dol
lars in unnecessary expense." 

RCA's marketing objectives are pri
marily the large multi-system user and 
areas of application growth. James But
ler, head of market planning, said 
that the firm, being selective, has 
netted one of every six of its bids, 
95% of which have competed with 
IBM systems. 

IBM OFFERS MARKET 
RESEARCH SERVICE 
IBM is following GE and others in the 
foray into the data-bank business. As 
a'starter, its new Information Market
ing Division is offering to industrial 
firms market research reports com
piled automatically from two computer 
data banks: the continually updated 
census file on about 390,000 busi
nesses (licensed from Dun & Brad
street) and an IIO model of the na
tional industrial economy.' It is aimed 
only at companies whose products and 
services are sold to the industrial 
market, and does not include such 
capital goods industries as computers. 

Subscribers to the service, which 
costs from $3500-10K per use, will 
supply IBM with marketing informa
tion and receive various reports break
ing down the firm's sales performance 
and potential according to types of in
dustries, plant employment size within 
industries, sales territory, and plant 
employment size and types of indus
tries within each territory. 

The Information Marketing Divi-
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COMPARE 
The HITACHI 505 Analog 
Computer is better than 
its U. S. counterpart, on 
nine key specs.. .. 
And it costs 20% less. ----------------_:';., The Hitachi 505 Analog Computer will soon begin a nationwide demon
stration tour so that scientists and engineerscanpersonallycompareand 
evaluate the design, the features and the economic a'nd performance 
advantages of the Hitachi ~nit. In the meanti~e, getahead~tart on your 
buying decision by carefully reviewing the chartbelow. 

COMPARISON OF TWO LEADING DESK-TOP ANALOG COMPUTERS. 

HITACHI 505 EAITR-48* 
Date Designed 1965 1961 
Computing Voltage 
Level -+- 100 volts -+-' 10 volts 
Expansion Capability 120 Amplifiers 58 Amplifiers 
Amplifier Chopper Solid State, FET Electromechanical 

Stabilized 
DigitalVoltmeter All Silicon, 5 Digit + 41/2 Digit Readout 

Sign, Readout storage, 
DC, ratio and 
autorange 

Solution Display Scope Electronic' Grid Mechanically-
provides + 0.1% Generated Scale 
accuracy 

Patchboard : All-aluminum shielded Plastic, unshielded 
Function Generator Exclusive Two-variable Not available 

Function Generator 
Digital Logic Integrated Digital Separate Unit DES-30, 

Mode Control Unit, $5000-10,000 
$3000 . " 

Price 505-32 (32 Amplifiers) TR-48-2 (32 Ampli-
$16,543 ,fiers) $21,197 

*AII specifications and prices from manufacturer's published literature. 

Write or call today for complete technical data and prices and to learn 
when the demonstration tour will visit your area. Ask for Data File H505-A. 

A Hitachi, Ltd. Tokyo, ~apan '$' DISTRIBUTED BY: , 

'W'est eleven inc. 
11836 San Vicente Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif." Phone (213) 477-1039 

Attention educators! The Hitachi 303 Analog Computer starts as low as 
$1400. Write for literature. 
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Old, Faithful
that's Remex 
Read, read, read, all 
it ever does is read. 

Remex gives you 
predictable reliabili ty. 

That's why it's 
the top tape 

reader around. It's 
built simple; so 
it's rugged. We 

make rugged reliable 
readers in all 

sizes and types. We, 
make spoolers the 

very same way. 
Tha t' s the reason 

you'll find our 
equipment used by 
l~ading manufac

turers of computers, 
numerical controls 

and automatic test equipment. Call us 
at 213-772-5321 or write Remex 

Electronics, 5250 W. El Segundo Blvd., 
Hawthorne, Cal. 90250. 

REMEX 
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news briefs 

sion will also handle the offering of 
QUIKTRAN through IBM time-sharing 
centers. Many of the future data-bank 
services will be coupled with the time
sharing service. 

PROCESS SYMPOSIUM INCLUD'ES 
MULTI-COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
The 8th Symposium on Process Auto
mation, held April 19-20 in Newport 
Beach, Calif., was attended by some 
150 from the - petroleum, chemical, 
steel, mining, paper, electrical, and 
plant construction industries. With 
meetings chaired by Dr. W. R. Biles 
of Shell Oil and D. E. Johnson of 
Shell Development, the symposium 
was sponsored by Beckman Instru
ments, Consolidated Electrodynamics, 
Control Data, and SDS Data Systems. 

A four-computer system at Union 
Carbide was described by John C. 
Cugini. Three of the machines are used 
as basic process-control units, while the 
central computer serves for develop
ment' and debugging as well as a 
scientific computing facility. About 
eight years went into software speci
fications and detailed coding. 

Integration of the computers and 
software at Caltech was discussed by 
Dr. Gilbert D. McCann, who ex
plained that it is now possible for their 
center to process simultaneously data 
from real-time experiments, time-share 
student consoles, and handle scientific 
calculations as background. 

An application at Chrysler Corpora
tion called dynamic manufacturing 
control was reported by John J. Di
Cicco. A part of the project amounts 
to real-time quality control, covering 
1287 checks per car. Recently, analog 
inputs have been added for checking 
such conditions as wheel alignment and 
the force needed to operate windows: 
computer output indicates when . the 
car is acceptable. Similar systems 
are being installed in all Chrysler as
sembly plants. 

Direct digital control was repre
sented by the application at Owens
Corning Fiberglas, where there are 
now two operating installations. Each 
computer can control five furnaces, 
Paul D. Griem, Jr., said, and resolution 
and stability are excellent. Manual! 
automatic switches allow standard 
operation of the processes if the 
computers are down but this has hap-

. pened very seldom. 
Other applications discussed were 

those at the Mission Control Center of 
NASA/Houston; a pending installa
tion at Champion Papers (there are 
now 22 process computers being used 
in the paper industry); the AEC Sa
vannah River Plant, and Southern 
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news briefs 
California Edison's Etiwanda Steam 
Station. 

Advice on picking a vendor for a 
process-control installation was offered 
by Dr. Thomas M. Stout of profi
matics, Inc., emphasizing the impor
tance of the project schedule and, 
consequently, the importance of ven
dor performance in providing hard
ware and software on time. 

Those who left after the last tech
nical session missed. an interesting pan
el discussion on automation and its in
terface with society, held Wednesday 
morning. Panelists were Benjamin 
Aaron, UCLA; Paul Schrade, United 
Auto Workers; and E. L. Shaner, 
Shaner Corp. Their discussion included 
comments on the recent report to the 
President by the National Commission 
on Technology, Automation and Eco
nomic Progress. Spurred by questions 
from the audience, the panel covered 
a variety of topics: 'preventing inflation 
(allowing unemployment is a poor way 
to stabilize prices), the government as 
"the employer of last resort" (a cheap 
way of doing useful public work such 
as urban renewal and hospital service), 
psychological tests for employee selec
tion (which the company's executives 
flunked), and unionization of profes-
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sional people such as engineers and 
teachers (not very successful because 
professional groups will, adopt the 
goals without embracing the tactics). 

• Bullock's dept. store in Los Angeles 
is getting 12 CRT inquiry units for 
on-line credit verification. Linked to 
an NCR 315, they'll enable clerks to 
phone a CRT operator, who keys in 
the information and gets a response in 
3-4 seconds. When touchtone phones 
become available, clerks can key in 
their own interrogation. Bullock's gets 
the CRT's in July, and a 315-RMC 
(rod memory computer) in Septem
ber-to add to the present 315. The 
system, slated to go on-line in Septem
ber, is for on-the-floor credit au
thorizations; for check approvals, fur
ther identification will be needed. 
They used the SCERT package to see 
what NCR configuration they needed. 
But for curiosity they also glanced at 
other vendors' gear, found the 315 
RMC was internally faster than the 
360/50-and were pleased to get out 
of reprogramming. 

• Western Air Lines has chosen 
IBM to supply equipment for handling 
reservations, communications, and 
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other company-wide data processing. 
The $6.2 million order calls for two 
360/65's, backed by 300 megachar
acter mass storage. One processor will 
be on reservations and message routing 
full time, the other assigned to general 
processing and back-up. Some 500 
agent sets will be used, with CRT 
displays at major cities. 

• The Numerical. Control Society 
drew an attendance of over 200 at 
their Third Annual Meeting and Tech
nical Conference at New York April' 
12-13. With the theme of the practical 
impact of numerical control, the con
ference emphasized capital investment 
in this area as a means of increasing 
profit and, often, the only method 
for maintaining a position within an 
industry. Norman W. Hopwood pre
sented a paper noting that Ford Motor 
Co. plans to extend numerical control, 
now being used for some automotive 
body work, to such areas as product 
engineering, styling and manufacturing 
engineering and tooling. The con
ference included a luncheon address 
by Seymour Wolfbein, economic ad
visor to the Secretary of Labor, in
dicating the increased importance of 
automation during the present labor 
shortage. 

It's a fact. The Air France Container 
Savings Program can actually in
crease your profits. 

How? Under the new program, 
charges for a consignment, in whole 
or in part, carried in contairier(s) ap
proved by lATA, are assessed as fol
lows: The gross weight (or volume) of 
the entire consignment less 12% of 
the weight or volume charge applica
ble to the portion of the consignment 
in the container(s). That 12% sav
ings is yours! • 

There are other advantages, too. 
You can consolidate your shipment. 
Eliminate heavy packaging. Reduce 
handling. Lower packing cost~. And 
our low specific commodity rates are 
even lower with containerization. 

Mail the coupon, call your agent 
or Air France for specific details on 
savings. 

r---------------I 
~ AIR I=RANCE 

The World's Largest Air Cargo Network 
P.O. Box 707; New York, N.Y. 10011 

Please send me DP-l 
o facts about Air France Container 

Program. 
o have your representative call. 

Name--____________________ __ 

Title ______________________ _ 

Address,------------------__ 

City State __ Zip __ _ L _______________ ~ 
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HYBRID 
HEADQUARTERS 

The hybrid Medusa of Greek mythology· has been de
scribed as having the power to tum. people to stone. If 
the complexity o{simulation problems turns you to stone, 
consider Beckman hybrid computer systems. 

Beckman has developed the finest in hybrid computer 
capability. Standard, field-proven, solid-state systems 
combine the most advanced analog and digital techniques 
into a single computer system. Complementing thi.s highly 
sophisticated computer achievement is a complete library 
of hybrid software backed by personnel conversant in its 
practical application. 

So, if you've got a big problem, get a system equal to 
the task. For hybrid power - tum to Beckman. Write or 
call for additional information. 

Beckman"' INSTRUMENTS, INC. 

SYSTEMS DIVISION / 
COMPUTER OPERATIONS 

RICHMOND, CALIFORNIA' 94804 

INTERNATIONAL SUBSIDIARIES: GENEVA; MUNICH; GLENROTHES, SCOTLAND; 

TOKYO; PARIS; CAPETOWN; LONDON; MEXICO CITY 
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airborne computer 
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A 28-pound, 24-bit machine, the 
NDC-l05l has a cycle time of 2 usec, 
and typical instruction time of 8 usec. 
Up to seven index registers .are 
available for each subroutine. Core 
memory is· expandable from 2K to 
8K. Using some integrated circuitry, 
the unit is less than one-half cubic 
foot in size. NORTRONICS o· DIV., 
NORTHROP CORP., Hawthorne, 
Calif. For information: document retrieval 

The Selectriever system can hold up to 
200,000 microfilm images on tab or 
aperture cards and up to 20 million 
on microfiche (100 images/card). Re
quest for any document is through a 
keyboard, paper tape, or computer in
terface, and average access time is 

about six seconds. Hole-punched (for 
coding) cartridges store the cards, 
usually 100/cartridge. The document 
can be viewed on a closed-circuit TV 
display and a hardcopy printout can 
be made. The system can transmit 
images to up to 48 remote locations 
equipped with keyboards and displays. 
MOSLER SAFE CO., New York, N.Y. 
For information: 
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recorder-i/o unit 
A combination mag tape data recorder 
and COmPJ.lter I/O device, the model 
700 consists of a color-coded keyboard 
and a buffered tape. drive. The latter 
is an IBM-compatible unit that re
portedly can be interfaced with any 
computer. It reads tape at 450 (80-
character) records/ minute, and writes 
at 200/minute. Records generated on 
-the 700 are checked with a read-after
write feature for both parity correct
ness and bit .. for-bit equality of tape 
data ag.ainst core buffer contents. 
Manual key-entering takes care of 
header and trailer records, as well as 
variable data. MOHAWK DATA 
SCIENCES CORP., Herkimer, N.Y. 
For information: 
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disc memories 
Modular systems of varying sizes and 
speeds include the small L2l0 series, 
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consisting of 15 off-the-shelf models 
with capacities up to 2 million bits. 
Average access time range froin 8 to 
25 msec in this head/track line. The 
L4l6 uses integrated circuits, holds 
more than 24 million bits that are ac
cessible in an average 8 msec. For 
rugged environments, the L207 will 
hold more than a million bits acces
sible in an average 4 msec. Disc diam
eter is 6}~ inches, and transfer rate 
is 9 million bps. LIBRAS COPE 
GROUP, GENERAL PRECISION 
INC., Glendale, Calif. For informa
tion: 
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portcible recorder 
For field use, this 6-pound unit re
cords on half-inch mag tape from a 
l2-key numeric keyboard that includes 
space and error keys. Up to 20,000 
characters are recorded on a reuseable 
cartridge in a 5-track format. Char
acter word lengths are controlled by 
a space key, which records a special 
character between words; Power is sup
plied by a rechargeable NiCad bat
tery, allowing at least three cartridges 

PRODUCT Or- TI-IG MONTI-I --------------.. 

The 2000 system, essentially a com
puter-controlled drawing table, also 
permits on-line operator inquiry, 
computation, and table control. 
The stored-program system· is ap
plicable to drafting, design, and 
display of complex geometric pat
terns, high-speed contouring, curve 
fitting, and new numerical control 
techniques. With a newly devel
oped optical exposure head, the 
system is able to produce extremely 
high precision printed circuit art
work masters from engineering 
schematics. 

The. new model 75 table, in sizes 
from 5 by 8 to 5 by 24 feet, is 
normally coupled with the system, 
although others are available. Pro
grams can be entered for storage 
or plotting through paper tape, 

card, or buffered mag tape readers, 
or manually through a typewriter. 
Closed-circuit TV displays can be 
used to show the operator the table 
output, so that he may issue com
mands from the keyboard or call up 
a digital printout of the graphic 
data. 

The computer now used is a 
DDP-116 although interfaces are 
being developed for all gp digital 
computers. A medium-size com
puter may control up to 20 or 30 
tables. Software includes FORTRAN 

IV, symbolic assembler, and com
piler, service, and utility routines. 
Special packages for computer
aided design are being developed. 
GERBER SCIENTIFIC INSTRU
MENT CO., Hartford, Conn. For 
information: 
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The Me 4000 prints as silently as light striking this page. 

94 

Monroe Datalog®'s ultra high speed 
MC 4000 is totally silent because it's 
Cl-n optical, not an impact printer. All 
solid state. Cathode ray tube with fiber 
optics. Absolutely reliable-only two 
moving parts. 

Ultra high speed-records 6000 lines 
per minute, or any speed less that your 
application requires. Truly synchro
nous or asynchronous. Available in 
numeric or alphanumeric models
both 32 columns ·wide. 

Features: character serial input, bit 
parallel. 6 microseconds per character 
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data transfer time. Exceptional com
pactness-1031" x 10~" x 2131". Any 
4 or 6 line code with any logic level. 
Permanent copy option available. 

And a full year's warranty. Price: 
$5650 for numeric model; $5850 for 
alphanumeric model. 

For information, contact Monroe 
Datalog Division of Litton Industries, 
343 Sansome St., San Francisco 94104. 
(415) 397-2813. 

MONROE DATALOG rn 
DIVISION OF LITTON INDUSTRIES 

ORTRMRTICN 



Militarized 
• verSIons 

of 
MC4000 

also 
available. 

The Monroe DA'fALOG Me 4000 
is available in any configuration or 
to any military specifications that 
your application requires. 

For further information, call the 
Monroe DAT ALOG Division of 
Litton Industries, 343 Sansome St., 
San Francisco 94104~ (415) 397-2813. 

~~~~R~~~!O~~~2 [8 
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new products 

to be recorded before recharging 
is required. DACOL DIV., HERSEY
SPARLING METER CO., Los An
geles, Calif. For information: 
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punched-caord file 
The Gold St~lr line consists of nine 
files of varying capacities, both floor 
and desk-top models. They feature a 
single all-welded tray that is inter
changeable throughout the system. 
Drawers are of the full- and three
quarter-suspension design. WRIGHT 
LINE" Worcester, Mass. For informa
tion:, 
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core memories 
The RF family of memory systems in
clude the RF-l, -2, and -3, each wIth 
an access time of 600 nanoseconds. 
Capacities range from 512 to 16K 
words in lengths from four to 36 bits. 
Full cycle time is 1.8 usee, half cycle 
is 1 usec. Operation modes are clear
write, read-:restore, write only, read 
only, and read-modify-write. AMPEX 
CORP., Redwood City, Calif. For in
formation: 
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readout tube 
Using rectangular neon readout tubes 
controlled by internal all-transistor, de
coder-driven circuitry, the TNR-50 
series is available in' eight models to 
handle 8-wire BCD input. Input sig., 
nals can be as small. as 3.5 volts. Nu-

. merals ar~ .610-inch high, and life 
expectancy is said· to be 100,000 to 
200,000 hours. TRANSISTORELEC
TRONICS CORP., Minneapolis, Miim. 
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drum synchronizer 
Providing speed/phase and indexing 
control of a storage drum, the model 
DS12 permits the use of more than 
one drum with a computer or display 
system. It synchronizes drums with a 
time displacement error between them 
of less than 200 nanoseconds, thus 
obviating the reference track on a 
drum to determine the clock rate of 
a computer or display system. SE
QUENTIAL ELECTRONIC SYS
TEMS INC., Elmsford, N.Y. For in- -
formation: 0 
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ferrite memory 
Monolithic ferrite memory is available 
in stack or plane form, and is said to 
have a full cycle time of 500 to 600 
nanoseconds. The stacks contain 1,024 
(32-bit) words within the volume of 
a 2-inch cube. Currently set for de
structive readout operation, it is also 
being studied for NDRO uses. RCA 
MEMORY PRODUCTS, Needham 
Hts., Mass. For information: 
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portable facsimile unit 
The Telecopier is a 46-pound, non-

. xerographic device for transmitting 
and receiving documents over any 
distance by conventional telephone 
lines. It can transmit any text or 
graphic page of 8~~ x 11 inches with
in six minutes. A short message, such 
as a signature for verification, will take 
30 seconds. Transmission can be ef 
fected by placing a 0 conventional 
phone receiver into the unit's acoustic 
coupler, or the device can be plugged 
into a common carrier data set. The 
scan rate of 180 lines/minute corre
sponds to a scan density of 96 lines/ 
inch. XEROX CORP., Rochester, N.Y. 
For information: 
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gp computer 
Part of the 500 family, the B 500 is 
available with 9,600 or 19,200 chanic
ters of core. It. features a 3-address, 
fixed-word-length instruction. COBOL 

programs developed for the recently
announced B 2500 and 3500 report
~dly can run on the 500. The latter 
also has "upward compatibility with 
the B 2500 and B 3500 through emu
lation." BURROUGHS CORP., De
troit, Mich. For information: 
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digital ploHing system 
The DPS-6 system is distinguished by 
the fact. that the only programming 
required for plotting continuous lines 
up to 42 inches long is the end points. 
No second tier subroutine is necessary. 
The system which can be computer
controlled, includes a vertical or hori
zontal plotter and a choice of off-line 
readers. The plotter has a dynamic 
accuracy of ±0.05% of full scale. 
An optional core storage buffer allows 
up to 10,800 bits between gaps. MIL
GO ELECTRONIC CORP., Miami, 
Fla. For information: 
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Why we 
suspect Richard 
is developing 

Extrasensory 

Perception. 
We've been keeping an eye on Richard. He 
seems to know exactly which order of 
Celanar Polyester Film should be shipped 
with impact recorders. What special roll 
lengths, widths and gauges each precision 
tape application needs. Exactly who gets 
what, when and where. 

In fact, everyone from plant manager to 
shipping clerk seems to be developing ex
trasensory perception. So, you not only get i!'£f,~IJ~ 
the cleanest, strongest polyester film avail- : 
able, you also get extraordinary service. 
Service that complements the care we take 
in producing Celanar. 

Air filtration systems in our Greer, S.C. 
plant, for example, trap dirt specks as tiny 
as 0.3 micron. To protect the cleanliness 
that makes Celanar a better base for com
puter and instrumentation tapes-and gives 
higher production yields in film conversion. 

96 
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We radioactively inspect every foot of every 
roll. To keep Celanar more uniform. 

Celanar film' is stronger than the other 
polyester film, too. In both tensile break and 
tensile yield strengths. And Celanar is ex
ceptionally free of visual defects, such as 
cross-buckles or wrinkles. 

We've gone all the way to make Celanar 
your best buy for precision tape applica
tions. Even to guarding it during shipment 
with impact recorders. To assure your re
ceiving quality as high as we produced. 

Send for complete details about Celanar 
Polyester Film-and how we can help you 
make the best use of it. Celanese Plastics 
Company, Dept 113-F, 744 
Broad Street, Newark, N.J. 

Celanese Plastics Company is a division 
of Celanese Corporation of America. 
Celanese® Celanar® CELANESE 
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an all-new method designed 
to expand the capabilities 

of q computer 
or punch card system 

-JI- ll-.. .. 
I·~ 

r------ 1-

Here's a new way to get more work out of your present system without a lot of changes, revisions or costly 
additions to your equipment. 

It's the Addr~ssograph® 431-an all-new low-cost data printer designed to work with your computer or punch 
ca rd system. 

Flexibility of the 431 enables you to print computer output information onto conventional business forms of 
practically any size, shape or thickness. 

Recor~s of employee earnings and deductions, customer purchase and payment ledgers, inventory movement 
records and a host of other useful management control records can be automatically posted at high speed. 
~istorical data is always instantly accessible for management analysis and use-"off-Iine" from the- cOITlPuter. 

If you want a direct and economical meth~d of printing paper documents your present system can't handle-like 
time and attef!dance records, reference cards, envelopes and promotional material-the 431 provides t~is too. 

So, if you want to increase the capability of your present system, get more useable information and get it 
speedily, accurately, and at low cost, do. this-call your Addressograph man (he's in the Yellow Pagesk Or 
write Addresso~raph Multigraph Corporation, 1200 Babbitt Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44117. 

ADDRESSOGRAPH MIlLTIGRAPH CORPORATION 
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SAVED 

@~Drn~~ 
PER MO. 

PRODUCTIVITY 
INCREASE 

"OPERATORS ATTAIN 
HIGH. 

PRODUCTION 
WITHOUT PUNISHING 

EITHERTHE 
EQUIPMENT O,~ 
THEMSELVES 

"ADVANTAGES 
TO US ARE 

ACCURACY, 
ECONOMY, ~A~E 

OF CO~TROL 

THROUGHpUT 
INCREASE 



No matter how carefully we engineer and test MDS 
DATA-RECORDERS, the real shakedown comes in the 
rough day-after-day usage under actual working 
conditions. 

Satisfied-user reports are rapidly accumulating in 
our files ... many indicating that DATA-RECORDERS are 
performing at levels beyond our expectations! 

Recently, a prospective user of MDS equipment 
conducted a private survey of results experienced by 
four firms already using MDS units. All four companies 
reported significant improvements in their data process
ing operations through use of MDS DATA-RECORDERS. 
In capsule form, here are the findings: 

Company A: Completely eliminated card punch 
machines. All input data, even programs to be· assem
bled, recorded on Keyed DATA-RECORDERS. Like their 
accuracy, economy, ease of control. Currently use two 
1102's, two 1106's, twelve 1101's. Two more 1106's on 
order. Operator productivity increased 50%. Have saved 
as much as $2,631 per month. 

Company B: Has twelve 1101's. Estimate one-third 
increase in productivity ... "aI/ in al/,it's splendid 
equipment." 

Company C: Uses eleven 1101 'so Has al ready 
achieved about 25% increase in productivity ... expects. 
further improvement as operators gain experience. 
Operator reaction excellent. Scheduling of work through 
documentation area smoothed out considerably. 

Company D: Using eleven 1101 'so Fourte~n card 
punches and verifiers eliminated. Saved adding three 

- machines and operators, even though anticipated work 
load has been exceeded. Productivity for entire section 
increased slightly over 50%. Some large recording jobs 
reanalyzed in the format area to take advantage of the 

1101 Keyed 
DATA·RECORDER 

1102MTP 
DATA· RECORDER 

ll03 LOC 
DATA·RECORDER -

best techniques of the 1101 'So Some of these have shown 
nearly 75% . increased throughput. Down time has been 
minimal. 

COMPARE YOUR PRESENT INPUT PREPARATION SYS
TEM WITH THESE MDS DATA-RECORDER ADVANTAGES 

• MDS DATA-RECORDERS use magnetic tape. No 
card co·sts ... no lost or misfiled records ... no forwarding 
of only partial batches ... fewer purchase orders to proc
ess ... fewer Receiving Department costs •.. no·card stor
age or historical file storage costs • LOWER ERROR 
CORRECTION COSTS ... errors "s.ensed" by keying 
operator can be corrected immediately, easily; the same 
is true of errors found in verification ... no correction 
clerks needed ... error correction with cards is more 
complex, more costly. LESS WASTED COMPUTER 
RERUN TIME ... easy error correction resul.ts in more 

. accurate computer input • LESS OPERATOR SLOW
DOWN BY MACHINE-FUNCTION INTERRUPTION ... 
no loss. of cadence speed ... skipping and duplicating 
are at 80 microseconds per position, 240 milliseconds 
from record to record • WORKLOAD SCHEDULING 
SIMPLIFIED ... every DATA-RECORDER is 'both an 
entry and verifier unit. No extra part-time equipment 
needed to meet work load scheduling. 

Phone, or drop us a note on your letterhead. Our repre
sentative in your area will be glad to visit you, tell you 
more about the line of MDS DATA-RECORDERS, and 
how you can use them profitably. No obligation, of course. 

MOHAWK DATA SCIENCES CORPORATION 
HARTER STREET, HERKIMER, NEW YORK 13350 • PHONE 315/866·6800 

SALES-SERVICE OFFICES IN MAJOR MARKET AREAS 

1104AMC 
DATA· RECORDER 

1106 PCR 
DATA· RECORDER 

1108 PRO 
DATA·RECORDER 
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Ho"" to spoon feed 
a high speed 
printer. 

Simple. Feed it M~'chine Mated forms. 

They're designed to operate flawlessly on your high 
speed printer. And we guarantee it. Here's how. 

We work with the manufacturer who makes your printer. 
We find outwhat it can do. The range of forms. The 

sizes. The plies. The carbons. The fastenings .. 

Then we consider your needs. Draw up the specs to 
meet them. And follow them to the letter. 

All of which means less printer downtime. 
More printer output. And a good reason for calling 

our local representative. Or forwriting 
Standard Register, Dayton, Ohio 45401. 

We'lhhow you why it pays to pamper your printer. 

MACHINE MATEo''''FORMS BY STANDARD REGISTER 
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specific computer applications in ac
counting, examination of the relation
ship among CPA's, banks and service 
bureaus, and an analysis of trends in 
software and hardware characteristics. 
Cost: studies 1, 3 and 5, $2; 2 and 
4, $1. AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF 
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNT
ANTS, New York, N.Y. 

TAPE TO TAPE EQUIPMENT: How data 
can be transmitted and received at 
speeds of 75 cps with Telespeed 750 
is detailed in eight-page brochure. 
The 750 can be used as terminal 
equipment and operates on any 5, 6, 
7 or 8-level code including ASCII. 

Specifications cover floor and table 
units. TELETYPE CORP., Skokie, Ill. 
For copy: 
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OPTICAL SCANNER: 16-page booklet 
covers technical principle of scanning 
and the place of OCR in' modern dp 
applications. Discussed are the meth
ods of scanning, critical areas of form 
design, printing tolerances and paper 
selection. THE STANDARD REG
ISTER CO., Dayton, Ohio. For copy: 
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GP COMPUTER: Eight-page booklet de
scribes the 1020 and lists general fea
tures such as direct-access keyboard, 
high-speed tape punch, tape reader, 
and typewriter output which prints 
out answers in the same language and 
units that were entered. Computer is 
designed so that an engineer or sci
entist, with no prior computer expe
rience, can learn to operate it without 
having to learn a machine language. 
PACIFIC DATA SYSTEMS, Santa 
Ana, Calif. For copy: 
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PROGRAMMED CURRENT PULSE GEN
ERATOR: Eight-page brochure provides 
technical description of model 1700, 
covering two basic modules that make 
up the equipment. Section on the 16-
step program generator module in
cludes a diagram that shows the abil
ity of the unit. to repeat. individual 
steps, step pairs or step quads in the 
test sequence; another diagram illus
trates a thin magnetic film wire test 
program; and a block diagram shows 
the logical arrangement of the pro
gram generator. COMPUTER TEST 
CORP., Cherry Hill, N.J. For copy: 
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PROJECT MAC PROGRESS: Second re
port of MIT's R&D program on ma
chine-aided cognition and multiple
access computer systems is described 
in 211-page book. Report outlines 
broad{ spectrum of research being car-
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ried out as part of Project MAC. Or
der No. AD-629 494, Project MAC 
Progress Report II, July 1964 to July 
1965. Cost: $6, microfiche $1.25. 
CLEARINGHOUSE, U.S. DEPT. OF 
COMMERCE, Springfield, Va. 22151. 

AIR CONDITIONERS: Six-page brochure 
describes system for computer rooms, 
shows schematic of piping for air 
cooled condenser, and lists general 
specifications and modified versions of 
the equipment. BLAZER CORP., East 
Rutherford, N.J. For copy: 

CIRCLE 135 ON READER CARD TAPE STORAGE SYSTEM: System de
signed to increase tape storage capac
ity while minimizing tape damage and 
dust problems is described in eight
page brochure. System consists of stor
age cabinets, library storage units, 
Compustoralls, light- and heavy-duty 
truck and a desk rack. WRIGHT 
LINE, Worcester, Mass. For copy: 

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT LOGIC MODULES: 
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IMPACT OF COMPUTERS IN ACCOUNT
ING: Five-booklet series includes sur
vey of CP A' s past experience and 
present intentions in dp, compilation 
of information sources, discussion of 

Descriptions and specifications for 
SDS T Series line of integrated circuit 
logic modules are provided in 42-page 
brochure. T Series modules include 
buffered AND, OR, NAND, and NOR 
gates, flip-flops, and circuits such as 
clock oscillators, Schmitt Triggers and 
one-shots. SCIENTIFIC DATA SYS
TEMS, Santa Monica, Calif. For copy: 
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NC EQUIPMENT: Semi-technical expla
nation of how tape controls operate 

URS needs data systems analysts, operations research analysts, military 
analysts, mathematicians, and systems and applications programmers. 

NO TWO JOBS ALIKE. 
URS has grown for 15 years, and yet retains 
an environment in which the contribution of 
each individual is unique andimportant. 

Individual effort comes ,first. 

URS Systems Centers are engaged in system design, progral11~ 
ming"and information processing operations in the United States and 

other parts ·of,theworld., (In addition, our Research Center performs 
research and development in the physical sciences and engineering.) 

Are you currently engaged in systems design or programming in the 
following areas? 

Simulation- Logistics - Management information systems • 
CornPuterprogramming aids, languages and applications 

If you have such qualifications and are interested ina positi()n offering 
professional growth and compensation based on your effort, send your 
inquiry or resume to: 

URS* 

• 
CORPORATION 

1811 Trousdale Drive Burlingame, California 94010 

*Still known to some of our older friends as Broadview (BRC). United Research Services (lJRS). and various 
other aliases reflecting a spirit of experimentation •. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER-BY CHOICE! 
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a real time computer system 

at half the cost 
of any other 

Lear Siegler, Inc. announces the System 
8000, a comprehensive family of com
puter devices and interfaces. which pro
vides a cost breakthrough in data 
processing. This has been accomplished 
by: 
• Making the processor 8 bits wide 
(System 360 and ASCII compatible) 
• Building in the I/O hardware so 
there is no need to buy multiplexers or 
expensive controllers 
• Using integrated circuits throughout, 
mounted on a printed master board 
• Adding multi-processing hardware to 
permit graceful expansion 
• Offering. the best storage protection 
in the industry 
• Capitalizing on 10 years' experience 
in EDP systems building 

Many of the LSI System 8000 features 
are normally found only in a large scale 
computer system, yet the minimal con
figuration 8800 computer with a 2K 
byte memory, 6 I/O subchaimels, can 
be purchased by Original Equipment 

Manufacturers in small quantities for 
about $13,500. 

Available with complete utility sup
port software, the LSI System 8000 
may be purchased by the OEM as the 
8800 processor only; the 8800 proc
essor with memory; with device con
trollers; as a complete system with 
peripheral devices; or with applications 
programs. 

Let one of our representatives review 

your complete system needs with you 
element by element-and demonstrate 
to you how the LSI System. 8000 can 
make the syst.em you want feasible at 
one half the cost. Phone or write today. 

LSI 8800 Processor-Random access 
core memory,' 1.5 Jl.s full cycle time,' 
600 ns access time; 2048 bytes to 
65,536 bytes, directly addressable . .. 
Extensive 1/ 0 capability: Multiplexer 
channel (6 to 254 priority subchannels) 
-Mx mode 20,000 bytes/ sec. and Burst 
mode 200,000 bytes/ sec,' Selector chan-
nel-1,000,000 bytes/sec . ... Variable 
field length. ' .. 86 instructions ... LINGO 
Symbolic Assembler . .. TRACE (De
bugging routine) ... Utility programs 
for 'all announced peripherals . .. 
Mounts in a standard 19" rack and re-
quires only 32" 0/ height. -

Announced Peripherals and Inter
faces-IBM System 360 interface,· 
magnetic tape; disc; drum; communi
cation lines (low and high speed); tape 
readers (md punches; and special tele
metry and process control devices. 

LEAR SIEGLER, INC. 

DATA AND CONTROLS DIVISION 
532 Broad Hollow Road, Melville, L. I., N. Y.11746 
Tel. 516-293-9000 
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and step-by-step sequence of pro
gramming procedure is given in 18-
page brochure. Positioning tables 
which convert production and assem
bly machines or machine tools to nu
merical control are also described. SU
pERloR ELECTRIC CO., Bristol, 
Conn. For copy: 
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TAPE PUNCH: Six-page booklet discus
ses engineering factors in tape punch
ing design elements of a single revo
lution clutch, tape punch specifica
tions and method of punching. Dia
grams show how the punch mechan
ism works during the four stages of 
the punch cycle. OHR-TRONICS, 
INC., New York, N.Y. For copy: 
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HIGH-SPEED COUNTER: TW9-page bul
letin describes model PR-42 totalizer, 
which features counting speeds to 
over 1 msec, use of integrated circuits, 
and BCD and la-one decimal electri
cal outputs. Optional" six internal deci
mal electrical outputs. Specifications 
and optional features are listed. 
UNITED COMPUTER CO., Tempe, 
Ariz. For copy: 
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ON-LINE SYMBOL MANIPULATION: Sys
tem enables user to arbitrarily de~ne 
symbols and rules for operating with 
these symbols and then to instruct the 
computer on-line to selectively apply 
the rules. The system consists of a 
small set of elementary symbol manip
ulation operators which can be pro
grammed on-line to carry out more 
complex symbolic processes. The 181- . 
page report describes this develop
ment and shows how the system can 
be applied to algebra. Order No. AD- . 
628 135, On-Line Computer Symbolic 
Manipulation. Cost: $5, microfiche 
$l.25. CLEARINGHOUSE, U.S. 
DEPT. OF COMMERCE, Springfield, 
Va. 22151. 

DIGITAL TAPE MEMORY SYSTEM: De
scription, applications and sL,pecifica
tions of model TM-13, which include 
the ATM-13 (airborne), BTM-13 
(buffered), and GTM-13 (geophysi
cal), are presented in eight-page bro
chure. Tapes are available in 7 -track 
IBM or 9-track ASCII formats and 
have continuous character rates to 
625 kc, burst rates to 4.0 mc. AM
PEX CORP., Redwood City, Calif. 
For copy: . 
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PLOTTING FOR FUTURE PROFITS 

o features the ~xclusiye B/l Delta Control Unit and Formatopro
vides up to 127 steps in X and/or Y from a single command 
D includes 7-tr_ck 556 or 800 BPI, or 9-track 800 BPI mag tape 
inputsoreduces computer write time (when compared with single 
character incremental plotter formats) from 1/10th to 1/300th 

The[)eltcr.M.agQeticTapelncrem.enta.I···Plotting.·.·?y.st~rnIst~e.~f1!Y 
thirdge~~ratio~computer~oriented ... plottjngsystem availap!etod~x. 
Itsuniq~eprogrammingjormatcall slash.valuablecornput~rtjnle 
from·.· 10 to 5Qtimes for most plotting applications. 

System 360 "n~ fO~TRAN .IV software. isnowavailable .. withthese 
new Delta Systems. 

[)eltaControl Units~re<Cllsoa.vaiiableforc~rdinput·andon~line 
incremental plotting sy~tems~ 

Write.··.·o.r ..• ··pho.ne· .. ~.s.· .t()daY.·.for.··~orn·plete.·.· inf()rm"tio.n ••• ()·n·.l1o'N •. ··t·h~ •.• n~w· •• ·.·~elta 
~ystemcalJ·. revolutionize your present· pl~tting syste~. 
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Have you also ordered, or considered, a digital plotter to produce computer 
data in graphic form? 

A picture is still worth ten thousand words - or stacks of printed 
listings. 

Let CalComp show you how volumes of computer output can be 
reduced to meaningful charts and graphs - automatically, accurately, and 
completely annotated. 

CalComp Plotters are compatible with the IBM/360 and other 
advanced digital computers ... and with the computer you now use. 

Call HMarketing" for details. 

STANDARD OF THE PLOTTING INDUSTRY 

CALIFORNIA COMPUTER PRODUCTS, INC. 
305 MULLER AVENUE ANAHEIM. CALIFORNIA 
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THE 
SJCC REVIEWED 

It seemed as if it was going 
to· be a great conference. [] . The weather in Boston was 

clear, sunn)!. and warm. But on Tues
day, the first day of the Spring Joint 
Computer Conference, the tempera
ture started into a tailspin; spring 
hadn't quite arrived after all. 

Some 5,000 attended the 16 sessions 
of not-so-new material and wandered 
through the hotel-auditorium area-a 
inadness laid out by Salvadore Dali 
during a nightmare-to see the gear, 
gadgets, and gimmickry offered by a . 
record 97 exhibitors. 

The technical sessions were marked 
by the recurring theme, time-sharing, 
and by panels of critics who argued 
the relative merits and demerits of the 
papers presented. The latter met with 
some success, and many attendees felt 
the practice should be continued-but 
strengthened by more precedents of 
bravery. 

The question on time-sharing was 
not "why bother?" But "what is being 
done and should be done with it?" 
Papers in this area ranged from SDC's 
data management system for time
shared file pro,cessing to the time
sharing hybrid facility at United Air
craft. Some debat.e on definitions arose 
at the time-sharing panel discussion. 
The true system, asserted Ivan Suther
land of ARPA, not. only enables a. user 
to state whatever arbitrary procedures 
he wants but also provides him with 
direct access to. his own file of proce
dures. With one stroke, then, airline 
reservation and on-line banking sys
tems are not time-sharing. 

The session on display applications 
research started with a standing-room
only crowd in a room that held 1900, 
and standees remained for more than 
an hour as slides, movies, and closed
circuit TV screens were viewed. Also 
well attended was an afternoon panel 
session on hybrid computation. Inter
est in this' topic could have carr~ed 
the session well into the evening if ~he 
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boston pops 

conference hadn't come to a close, And 
if we may doff our editorial hat to 
some Canadians, the paper "Hybrid 
Simulation of a Free Piston Engine" 
by R. E. Gagne and E. J. Wright was 
tagged by an observ~r as the best pres
entation in the session on analog,hybrid 
techniques. . 

In the area of information retrieval, 
the panel on the Evolving Library 
dealt with on-going projects, like 
INTREX, and with the problems that 
stand in the way of the development 
of a nationwide information retrieval 
network. J.C.R. Licklider noted these 
problems (e.g., lack ~f sufficiently 
sophisticated programming, inade
quate computer memories, uncertain
ties about who will use. the system, 
high costs), but argued that work 
should go forward anyway because of 
the tremendous need of researchers 
and scholars for automated retrieval. 

It was intended that the optical in
formation processing session. would be 
tutorial, familiarizing computer spe
cialists with some new techniques. But 
it seems that unless the audience was 
sophisticated in this area, the highly 
technical papers-one of. which had 
been given a few weeks before to an 
optical processing group-did not fill 
the bill. 

A single session was given over to 
programming languages, and the pan
eI' of critics seemed pleased with the 
scattered papers presented. One panel
ist mused that the promising pro
posal for a computer-design compiler 
(by G. Metze and S. Seshu 'of the 
Univ. of Illinois) is an independent 
development of something the. manu
facturers have been doing behind 
closed doors for some time. Also 
lauded was William Sassaman's paper 
on a program for machine-to-compiler 
language ( FORTRAN) translation. 
"Here's someone with the courage to 
do it and it works." It is, the panel 
said, a better case for language trans
lation than the natural language peo-

pIe have been able' to come up with. 
"On-line" was the phrase for the ex

hibits. CRT displays of at least 11 
manufacturers and more than 70 Data
phones dotted the floor. 

Among first showings were )NCR's 
315 rod memory computer, GE's 115, 
which was developed abroad by 
Olivetti-GE, and DEC's new CRT sys
tem built around the PDP-8. RCA had 
a 70/45 on hand and demonstrated 
emulation of the 1401 on the 70/35; 
the firm also touted a new 32K-bit 
monolithic ferrite memory stack with 
full cycle time of 500-600 nsec' and a 
new 5-usec i.c. memory system. By 
virtue of a new licensing agreement, 
Honeywell had boxed Bunker-Ramo 
CRT's in red cabinets and put new 
numbers on them (300 series). Con
trol Data out-IBMed IBM with a 
lovely two-story exhibit. 

Honeywell's new acquisition, Com
puter Control Co., seemed to assert 
its independence by a showing of 
much of its product line and a let's
get-away-from-it-all champagne break
fast at Prudential Center's Top of the 
Hub. And Ferroxcube Corp. held a 
private seminar to present the merits 
of its new FX-12 core memory sys
tem. 

As the conference closed, on a cold 
and rainy Thursday night, attendees 
hustled to get their hands on tickets 
to the Boston Pops concert or the 
final playoff game of the Lakers-Celtic 
basketball teams. What other city 
could offer such cultural diversions on 
the same night? Certainly' not San 
Francisco (topless waitresses), where 
the Fall Joint conference convenes in 
November. Nor even Atlantic City (a 
Miss Information Processing contest?); 
site of the '67 SJCC. After that, the 
'67 f.JCC ~~ings to Anaheim (Fantasy 

Land), Calif., where it looks as if the 
conference will be lucky to house all 
the attendees within a 5-mile radius. 
Maybe they'll televise the sessions so 
that you can follow it all from your 
motel room. Or from the bar down
stairs. At least the decentralized 'ac
commodations would make the indus
try less vulnerable to a direct 'hit. • 
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Start Here Go Directly 
to Your Goal. 

Find· out about the job 
to be done at CONTROL DATA now! 

Tough assignments. Hard work. Stiff challenge. That's what 
we're offering people who want to accomplish something. 

If you want to put your professional skills, experience and 
initiative to work, let Control Data provide the objectives. 

Check the following listings. Then invest a resume and a 
five cent stamp. We'll tell you about jobs that have the 
challenges and the rewards you're looking for. 

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER'ANALYSTS: New application areas 
for high-speed digital computers and programming systems. 
Positions require varied backgrounds in command and con- . 
trol, real-time, monitor systems and knowledge of scientific 
programming languages. A degree in math, physics or engi
neering and 3 years' experience required. 
PROGRAMMER ANALYSTS: Analyze Data Center Customer 
problems for customer's computer applications. Also entails 
work in sales support and the preparation of programming 
proposals. Experience on large-scale machines in either 
commercial or scientific programming is necessary. 
PRODUCTION ENGINEERS: These positions involve produc
tion and pre-production functions in a Computer Manufac
turing environment. Openings exist at all levels and require 
a degree in Mechanical, Industrial or Electrical Engineering. 
CHECK-OUT ENGINEERS: Positions involve working in com
puter check-out. An excellent opportunity to learn the 

Send your resume to: 
J. H. FOUCAULT, Staffing Administration 
Dept. U. 
CONTROL DATA CORPORATION 

-8100 34th Avenue So" Minneapolis, Minn. 55440 

intricacies oflarge scale computer systems. Positions require 
a BS degree in Electrical Engineering and 0 to 3 years 
experience. 
QUALITY ASSURANCE ENGINEERS: Openings exist in the 
areas of test equipment design and component engineering. 
Positions require a B.S. degree in Electrical or. Mechanical 
Engineering and 1 to 5 years' experience. . 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS: Openings require' a B.S. degree 
in Mechanical Engineering with refrigeration or air con
ditioning orientation, to work at a customer site. Re
sponsibility for assisting in air conditioning design, power 
requirements, installation of large computer systems, pro}. 
ect administration and plant layout. 
PRODUCTION ENGINEERS-I/O EQUIPMENT: Responsible for 
the fabrication and producibility of electro-mechanical I/O 
equipment. At least 2 years' experience required plus a 
BSEE, BSIE, or BSME degree. 
I/O DESIGN ENGINEERS: Logic and circuit design of I/O I 

devices for computer systems. BSEE degree plus at least 
2 years' experience. Experience in power supply, servo
mechanisms, or control circuits design desirable.. .. 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS: Design of small precision mech- . 
anisms for electro-mechanical peripheral equipment. BSME 
and at least 2 years experience preferred. 

Where success 
creates 

opportunities 

An equal opportunity 
-', .6r:11ploye'r (M & F) 

CONTROL DATA 
CORPORATION 
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world report 
BIDDERS RE-ENTER 

NADGE CONTRACT TALKS 

100 ,COMPUTERS 
FOR AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL? 

$lOO-MILLION BOOST GIVEN 
TO FRENCH COMPUTER FIRMS 

June 1966 

Revised bids for the Nato air defence system, Nadge, 
went in at the end of May. As forecast earlier in 
Datamation, the original spec has been cut to keep 
within a fixed budget. Three consortiums headed by 
Westinghouse, ITT, and Hughes lopped about $60 million 
from proposals; but all three were reportedly 
reluctant to make the changes that involved pruning 
back on radar coverage, and ITT considered dropping 
out. Defence systems negotiators that inhabit the 
Nato environs of Paris tip Westinghouse as favourites 
for the contract worth $300 million. Other'members of 
the consortium include IBM subsidiaries in France and 
Italy and Plessey fro~ the U.K; 

The Plessey Co. disclosed details of their work on a 
British computer-ba6ed air traffic control system. 
Although this project has been reported from time to 
time, neither the firm nor the sponsoring government 
department has been prepared to say much. Now it 
transpires that a subsidiary of Plessey's called 
Automatic Telephone and'Electric has been building 
computers for air traffic control for eight years. 
With a defence contract thought to be worth $30 
million, AT&E has been nursing the biggest single 
computer contract put out by the government. Even 
now the traffic control complex involving 100 
computers is unlikely to be ready for another two or 
three years, by which time hardware will be 
obsolescent.o Compatibility with other developments 

, such as Nadge and Eurocontrol is out of the question 
unless someone is prepared to pay for very expensive 
interface gear. 

The British effort is also out on a limb on 
software, with adherence to a subset of Jovial called 
Coral as a real-time programming language. Earlier 
hopes that Nadge would go the same way have diminished 
and the Nato advisers are expected to recommend PL/I. 

Almost a year ago the first proposals for Anglo-French 
cooperation among Citec, ICT and English Electric-Leo
Marconi were made. It,is now certain that de Gaulle's 
government will support an industry independent of the 
U.S. and of everyone else. To put Gallic electronic 
firms on a viable basis for computer work, a lump sum 
of $100 million has been tentatively earmarked by the 
department for industry and technology. Undeterred 
by the stubborness of "mon generale," board chairman 
Sir Gordon Radley of EELM has taken his wares 
elsewhere and is talking to German firms. Although 
not prepared to reveal which companies are inter~sted 
in an Anglo-German combine, the obvious choices are 
Telefunken and Siemens. The latter is a particularly 
good candidate since, like English Electric, they 
have licensed designs and manufacturing rights from 
RCA for their own labels of Spectra 70. Telefunken, 
however, has a neat range in peripheral equipment for 
automatic document handling and character reading of 
post office bank cheques, a set of machinery that 
would usefully complement English Electric's range. 

(Continued on page 109) 
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Voltage variations· 
c~use computers 
to make mistakes .•. 

108 

Ask for our new 
Solatron catalog, 

No. VR-201. 

cause downtime, too! 

Voltage surges cause damage to 
component parts, p.c. cards. Voltage 
dips cause memory loss, digit drops, 
loss of parity. 

Voltage variations outside the lim
its of your equipment cause costly 
mistakes. Elevators, motors, 'plant 
equipment and other voltage-de
manding equipment surrounding your 
plant or building are the culprits. 

Protect your equipment and data 
with the Solatron® voltage regulator. 
Special 3-phase computer models 
provide ± 1 % voltage regulation, 
correction begins in first ¥2 cycle. 

Write for the Solatron catalog. 
Sola Electric, Division of Sola Basic 
Industries, 1717 Busse Rd., Elk Grove 
Village, III. 60007. (312) 439-2800. 
In Canada: Sola Basic Products, Ltd., 
377 Evans Ave., Toronto 18, Ontario. 

SOLA ELECTRIC 

DIVIS ION OF SOLA BASIC INDUSTRIa. 
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Revol utionary 
Electronic 
Calculator 
• Unmatched speed, versatility 
• Simple to operate 
• Single keystrokes provide all these functions 

I + I-Ix I -;- hrx I x2 1 eX IIOge.x I 
• Two independent accumulators for random 
data entry and retrieval 
• LOW PRICE - FROM $1690 to $2095 
Additional keyboard units from $450 
• Time sharing units also available 
Write for complete details 

-9: WaAr:f9 
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COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
GE'NEVA, SWITZERLAND 

Rapidly growing highly automated international investment 

organization with sales volume of over 500 Million Dollars 

per year owned entirely by its executives seeks a highly 

qualified computer specialist to ; join the corporate staff in 

Geneva. He will report directly to the vice-president and take 

responsibility for the development and implementation of 

computer systems for recently installed tape· and disk IBM 

360 Syste~. He should have an excellent educ~tion, preferably 

with a masters degree, and a minimum of 5-years experience 

in the development of large scale computer systems. At 

present he should be working at a supervisory level. 

Salary $15,000 - to $20,000 

Immediate profit sharing 

(21 % of annual salary in 1965) 
Opportunity for equity 

participation after one year. 

Send complete resume to: 

Box D 1206, 125 W. 41 St, N.Y. 36, N.Y. 
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world report 

(Continued from page 107) 

ECONOMIC MODELLING 
IN RUSSIA 

ICT RUMOURED TO BE 
- IN MERGER MOOD 

BITS ! PIECES 

June 1966 

Economic model building is very much the vogue in 
Europe at present, and it seems that the Sov~ets are 
making progress with the technique. In London during 
a visit to a meeting of IFIP technical committees, 
Professor A. Dorodnyicin of the Moscow Academy of 
Sciences said that the building of a computer model 
for simulating the whole economy was still more of an 
ideal than a near-reality. The Russians are· 
establishing computer-based economic planning centres 
on an industry-by-irtdustry basis. The chemical 
sector is probably the most advanced both in planning 
and industrial control, according to Dorodnyicin, 
and the larger machines in use are alleged to be 
comparable with 7094's. 

The professor's own field is nUmerical analysis, 
and his computer centre in Moscow has 400 people, 
mostly postgraduates, working in this field. Their 
work is divided on a 50-50 basis in developing 
programming languages and systems packages for 
industry. For the long term, the Soviets are planning 
a computer grid to speed up the planning process. . 
British government advisers are skeptical about the 
practicality of such a scheme for Russia because, they· 
say, the slowness of the decision-making apparatus 
would off-set advantages of more rapid data handling. 

Big mystery at the moment is the identity of the quiet 
buyer of ICT stock. Toward the end of May the firm's 
shares started a steady and inexplicable climb after 
two years in· the doldrums. One firm of London City 
analysts put it down to purchasing for an overseas 
bidder through a nominee, and rumors of take-over 
moves promptly escalated, adding weight to perSistent 
reports of an interest from General Electric. 

Listed as a second choice for cooperating with, 
rather than taking over, ICT was the giant Dutch 
Philips concern. ~Slowly working their way into the 
market, Philips would find ICT a useful entree into 
the industrial control field, so far outside ICT's 
current province. Politically it would seem an 
acceptable solution, for Philips has made big invest
ments in the U.K. through electronic component, 
instrumentation, and communications subsidiaries, and 
is a major sponsor of univerSity research in computer 
sciences and radio astronomy. 

L 
On the opening of the Prague Computer Fair, ICT 
announced two orders from Hungary for 1904 systems 
worth $1 million. Strong rumours are of a deal 
between IBM and the Polish gove~nment for 100 1401's. 
10's and 40's at half original list price ••• Following 
the third Australian Computer Conference, attended by 
mor~ than 900, a move is underway to form a National 
Users Assn., concerned more with business dp. The 
conference, it seemsi was too SCientifically oriented. 
Aussies look for formation by year end ••• Elliott 
Automation has introduced the 920M micro-miniature 
processor. They're believed to have 200 orders for 
the 920M, including 150 from the military ••• IBM 360's 
worth $1.5 million have been cancelled by Martins 
Bank, England, because initial specs we~e inadequate 
to handle the job. Replacements.are NCR 3l5's. 
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THE 
FREE 

PATRIOT 
By JOHN RICKEY 

In humorous satire that bites with
out bitterness, author John Rickey 
recounts the cannon building adven
tures of a colonial ~Iacksmith faced 
with the red tape frustrations of to
day's defense contractors. First se
rialized in Research I Development 
magazine and now in its second 
printing, the "Patriot" rings with the 
author's knowledge of industry-gov
ernment relationships. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ********* 

"* SOLD ONLY BY MAIL "* 
Send $1.50 per copy (cash with 
order) to Dept. FEP, F.D. Thomp
son Publications, 205 W. Wacker 
Drive, Chicago, ~lIinois 60606. ********* 
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II Data Processing 
II 

WE CONSULT EXCLUSIVELY IN THE AREA OF DATA PROCESSING 

PERSONNEL. ALL FEES ARE PAID BY OUR CLIENTS. SALARIES 

RANGE FROM $8,000 TO $30,000. QUALIFIED CANDIDATES ARE 

URGED TO CALL OR WRITE FOR APPOINTMENT. 

"Replies are held in confidence" 

Ro - MAC & ASSOCIATES 
PERSONNEL CONSULTANTS 

950 BOYLSTON ST. 

NEWTON HIGHLANDS, MASS. - 02161 

(617) 244-8989 
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. DIGI-STORE® DS-2 is a bidirec
tional, incremental magnetic tape 
unit offering these advantages .•. 

• Speeds up to 333 characters per 
second. 
• Operates in either read or write 
mode-can replace both tape punch 
and reader. 

• High reliability - all-solid-state 
circuitry - only one moving part 
during operation. 

• Handles any code up to 8 levels. 

• Eight times more packing density 
than paper tape - less tape bulk
no chad. 

• Less tape handling 'cost - DS-2 
tape can be reused thousands of 
times. 

• Compatible with conventional 
paper tape data handling systems. 

• I nterface logic available to suit 
individual requirements. 

• Two DS-2 units - one operating 
in the read mode, the other in write 
-team up to make the Trak Buffer
Store for use whenever a device of 
variable data storage capability of 
1000 ch/ft. is needed. 

WRITE FOR COMPLETE DS-2 DATA 

TRAK ELECTRONICS 
COMPANY, INC. 

59 Danbury Road • Wilton, Conn. 
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TRANSFER RATE OF ONE MEGACYCLE? 
HERE'S HOW ••• MODEL #134.512 Magnetic Memory Disc 0 Capacity: 

10;000,000 bits 0 Data Rate: 1 megacycle. Record up to 8 bits parallel with 

an access time of 17 milliseconds! Other capacities available from 50,000 
bits ... all at a competitive price .• For information on any or all of our high

performance Magnetic Memory 

components, write or call Magne-Head 

today .• Write for: TYPICAL DISC 

SPECIFICATIONS BULLETIN. 
qa 

MAG N E -H E A D a division of General Instrument Corp. 

13040 South Cerise Aven~e / Hawthorne, California 90250 / 213 -679-3377 / 772-2351 / TWX 910-325-6203 
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Librasc'ope's new 
. . 

Series' L210 ... 
when. val,ue 

,P2 
j' 

istheobiect 

Librascope's 'new line of com
puter,disc ~em6ry systems, des'ig- r 

riated the Series L210, offers'the 
greatest cost savings in the 

, industry.' 
, Available in 15 different off-the

shelf models, the Series L210 
provides the User low-cost disc 
memories with great flexibility in 
choice of access, times, 'bit" capac
ities:, and n u rn ber of record ing 
h e ads. The i r ni 0 d u I a r d e si g n 
enables a choice of storage capac~ 
ities upto 2 million bits and a wide 
variety o,f combinations of recircu
lating registers and data tracks. 
Each m.emory system util izes a 
single magnetic disc, 10 inches in 
diam,eter, in a compact package 

, that measures less than 1 cubic 
. foot and weighs 35 pounds. 

E~onomicajly priced, 60 days 
'- deliv~ry, and developed by the com-I 

pany which offers the largest line 
of disc memories in the computer 
indusfry .. : superior is the word for 
the Li brascope Series L210. For 
'complete details, write for our tech
nic.al bulletin. 

SERIES L2l0 MODELS 

ACCESS TIME TOP PLATE BOTTOM PLATE 
(Milliseconds) 

UlO·8·l 8 A 
UlO·8·2 8 B 
L2l0·8·l 8 A 
L210·8·2 8 A 

L2l0·8·3 8 B 
U1O·17-l 17 A 
UlO·17·2 17 B 
L2l0·l7·l 17 A 
L2l0·l7·2 17 A 
L210·17·3 17 B 

UlO·25·1 25 A 
UlO·25·2 25 B 
L2l0·25·1 25 A 
L21O·25·2 25 A 
LclO·25·3 25 B 

'Head Plates A = 72 data heads including ·spar~s 
9 clock 'heads including spares 

(in separate port) 
B = 16 recirculating r~giste'rs; 

C 
C 
A 
B 

B 
C 
C 
A 
B 
B 

C 
C 
A 
B 
B 

, 5 clock heads including spares 
C = Blank Plate 

COMPONENTS ,DIVISION 

@>~[g~(g~~Ub 
~~~©rn$m@~E: 

LIBRASCOPE GROUP 
808 Western Ave., Glendale 1, Ca1if~ 
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washingt*n report 

GSA OPENS' WAY TO 
REDUCEDCOMPUTER RENTAL 

GOVERNMENT FUNDING FOR 
CAl RESEARCH' MOVES UP 

FCC LOOKS AT 
DATA TRANSMISSION 
-- NETWORKS 

June 1966 

"IBM had no choice; the federal government would have 
purchased' whatever equipment it cou~dn't lease pack." 
According to one source, this is how GSA finally, 
extricated Uncle Sam from ,the clause in the IBM 
lease' contract that prevents aSSignment 'of" computer 
ownership to anyone else. Beginning July 1, IBM is 
expected "voluntarily" to sell some federally-leased 
equipment to third parties, who then wil:J. lease it 
back to the government at reduced rates.' Success 
comes'after a 2~year GSA effort. The Bro.oks Bill, 
with its emphasis on purchasing; was the ciinche~. 

Current government rental payments are about' , 
$260 million a year -- '1$60 mill~on forE~, the rest 
for ADPE. Roughly half of these units are eligible', 
for lease,ba'ck, says a GSA official. According to a ~ 
previous estimate, the new arrangement could cut' 
rentals a minimum of 10%, producipg a total'saving of 
at least $13 million annually. 

Leaseback would apply only to gear "that isn't 
going'to be kept long enough to justify purchase," 
the GSA official adds.' How long is "long enough"? 
He refused to speculat~, but others say GSA re~ards 
18 months to 2 year.s as a maxiIIlum leas,aback pe'riod, 
which probably exclud~s everything but punchcard and 
early-generation computers. ' 

Federal expenditures for 'computer-assisted instruction 
will more than double in fiscal '67~ predicts Lou 
Bright, receritly~appointed research director of :the 
U.S. Office of Education. That would mean a $5-6 
million outlay, assuming Congress gives USOE all the 
money requested. About $2 million more probably 
will be invested in related kinds of computerized . 
aSSistance, some of which are pretty sophisticated. 
HarvardUniv.College,. for example, received a $1.7 
million grant last month to set up a computerized 
crystal ball capable of helping student~choosethe 
right careers. Basically~ the computer, through a 
remote I/O station, will ask the'student about his 
academic record and interests,' correlate this with 
stored models, and decide the best match. ' 

Bright, former director of instructional tech
~ology at Westinghouse, predicts that CAl will become 
"economically attractive" in about3~4 years; within 
10 years, he expects computerized instructiQD systems 
to be in 5-25% of all schools. 

The FCC's Common Carrier bureau chief Bernard 
Strassburg reports that an "informal study", of 
long-distance qata t~ansmission should be finished 
in two months. Conclusions and recommendations 
regarding ·the need for regulating ~he new Western 
Union utility net and similar ventures wili then be' 
presented to FCC commissioners. WU presidept R~W. 
McFall shed more light on his "company' s proposed 
computer network in a keynote speech at the recen~ 
Industrial Communications Assn. conference in 
Montreal. Three kindS of data transmission service 
will be offered: 'low-speed,message and exchange ' 
service at .uP to. 200 words/minute'; intermediate, in 
the 4 KC range, for voice, fax, and data trarismis~ion 
up to 4800 wpm; high-speed, in the 48 KC range and up. 
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Just ask the professional 
people here. 

Customers 
aren-t the only 

Any way you look at it, we're easy to do 
business with. Because we're not hidebound, 
ideas have a better chance of going places 
here. And so do the people who come up with 
them. Results are in. Politics. are out. 
Working in teams, with plenty of eminent 
elbows around to rub up against, our hardware 
and software peop!e enjoy complete 
responsibility (and recognition) for the 
success of their individual assignments. people who·ve 

benefited from 
our flexible 

approa-ch, to 

If we needed proof that flexibility really pays 
off - whether you're talking about a computer 
or an organization""'; the acceptance our 400 
and 600 series systems are getting from a 
ballooning customer list is it. In spades. 
For us to stay abreast of all this momentum, 
we've got to accelerate our growth in the fields 
of business, scientific, real time and time 
sharing applications. 

time-sharing 
computers. 

This means neW blood. The men we are 
looking for must equal the caliber of the 
present staff. Preferably they should have a 
strong academic background and a serious 
commitment to their discipline. 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 
SPECIALISTS 
BS degree required. Needed to de
velop automated techniques in the 
use ,of documentation. Experience in 
scientific and / or systems program
ming with technical writing back
ground. 

CONSULTANT-
ADVANCED PROGRAMMING 
BS degree in Math, Science or Engi
neering. 4 years in advanced program
ming systems; work at the design level. 
This would require extensive experi
ence in the programming field. Desira
ble to have project leader experience 
on at least one compiler or operating 
system of a significant stature. 

UTILITY EDP-SYSTEMS ANALYST 
Experience with systems and methods, 
especially in the area of computer ap-

-plications or utility accounting. Sys
tems design experience is most 
desirable. 

MARKETING INSTRUCTOR 
College degree. Successfurfield sales 
experience. Formal or informal train
ing experience. Technical training. 4 
years EDP experience. 

If you want a chance to better your own past 
performance, and have experience in- any of 
the areas mentioned below, why not contact 
us. This group is part of the headquarters _ 
complex in Phoenix, Arizona, but there are 
many other openings too, in major cities 
throughout the U.S. 

SENIOR APPLICATION ENGINEER 
College graduate, Math or Science. 4 
to 6 years experience in computer pro
gramming, numerical analysis and 
computer systems work. Customer re
lations work in sales or application 
engineering. Knowledge of Fortran or 
Algol and data communications. Real
time, multi-programming environment. 

ENGINEER-BUSINESS SYSTEMS 
APPLICATIONS 
BS in Math, Engineering or Business 
or equivalent. 3 years of computer pro
gramming on major projects. Must 
have worked on a variety of applica
tions. 1 year GAP programming or ex
perience in comparable language. Tab 
experience and good understanding 
of computer capabilities is essentia\. 
Experience with software program
ming. Application engineer experience 
in Marketing Section. . 

COMMUNICATIONS ANALYST 
Proven programmer with at least 2 
years experience in the areas of 
telecommunication. Knowledge of 
telecommunicatiQn or computer ap
plications-with heavy programming 
experience. 

SPECIALIST-BUSINESS 
SYSTEMS DESIGN. 
BS degree in Business or Math or 
equivalent. Several years of systems 
design experience for business sys
tems utilizing computers, or equiva
lent. Programming and tab experience. 
Functional experience in Manufactur
ing, Marketing, Finance or Product 
Service. 

PROGRAMMER 
High school education and formal or 
on the job training in programming 
techniques. 2 years programming ex
perience or experience working in 
Product Service training with pro
gramming experience or equivalent 
experience in logic design, test and 
diagnostics design or related pro
gramming experience. 

PROGRAMMING ANALYST 
BS degree in Math, Engineering Sci
ences or Business. 4,years program;. 
ming experience on large or medium 
scale digital computer system. Appli
cation and/or techniques program
ming experience. Machine and/or 
assembly language programming ex
perience. Mass Random Access stor
age device prograrnming; 

Please send detailed resume, including salary requirements to: Mr. Stephen K. Stewart, 
Computer Equipment Dept., Sect. 47F, General Electric Co., P.O. Drawer 270, Phoenix, Arizona 

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT DEPARTMENT 

G ENE R A L • E LEe TRJ.Q,.: ,', ";~ JJ',';'~:<"'.':\';: 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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never o 
e. 

We won't let you. At SBC the programming chal- For strictly selfish reasons we want to keep things 
lenge can be different every day. that way. We lean over backwards to make people 

One day you might be helping to develop a time happy, to help them grow and advance. That's how 
shared monitor or helping to forecast an election. we became one of the most respected groups in the 
The next, you could be working on stock market business. That's why we're still growing so fast. 
financial analyses or converting a currently-operat- If you have some programming experience and 
ing application to System/360. want an opportunity to work with a full range of 

Never a dull moment. Because you'll be working IBM System/360s, you have good reason to write 
in an exciting, creative atmosphere with stimulating The Service Bureau Corporation, 425 Park Avenue, 
programmers. You'll be working on interest-II~ New York, N.Y 10022 or call collect (212) PLaza 
ing and important projects. 1-1771. SBC has offices in over 70 locations. 

A subsidiary of IBM An equal opportunity employer 

® 
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ambitious·? 
go where 

the GROWTH is! 
During the past 10 years, Texas Instru· 
ments has grown at a rate of 30% per 
year. Today, TI is a company of 35,000 
people with plants and facilities through. 
out the free world. Sales in 1965 were 
$436 million. Continuing growth, plus 
strong emphasis on advanced manage·, 
ment concepts, provides 'exceptional op· 
portunities for: 

BUSINESS 
PROGRAMMERS 
to program business systems for 

existing IBM 7074 and large.scale multi. 
processqr IBM 5/360 configuration to be 
installed. Requires BS or MS with 1 to 5 
years' large.scale business systems pro· 
gramming experience. COBOL and disk 
experience helpful. 

BUSINESS 
SYSTEMS ANALYSTS 

.•. to design, develop and install cor· 
porate management information and 
control systems for IBM 5/360, encom· 
passing world·wide adivity. Requires 
BS or MS with 3 to 5 years' system de· 
sign experience. Programming experi. 
ence helpful. 

SOFTWARE 
SPECIALISTS 

.•. to develop software for one of the 
world's most advanced data processing 
centers. Configuration includes IBM 360/ 
65·1 and 360/50·1 central processors 
coupled together sharing disk files, data 
cells and magnetic tape units-also reo 
motely located IBM 360/20's conneded 
to the central facility over high·speed 
communication lines. Requires BS or MS 
with at least 2 years' programl!!!!!9 ex. 
perience on large·scale equipment. Op. 
erating system experience desirable. 

ALL THE ABOVE POSITIONS provide ex. 
cellent career advancement opportunities 
with a fast.growing organization using 
latest teachniques and advanced man· 
agement systems concepts - including 
teleprocessing, inquiry and display. 

OTHER KEY POSITIONS available in 
management systems require, experience 
in such areas as operations research, 
probability and analysis, programming 
(linear, non.linear, dynamic, and in. 
teger), decision models, and game 
theory. 

Please send your confidential resume to ' 
Tom Clark, D'ept. C·358. 

TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 
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INCORPORATED 
P.O. Box 5474 

Do lias, Texas 75222 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Computer Software, by Ivan Flores, 
Prentice-Hall, 1965. 

Dr. Flores' newest book is frankly a 
college text, designed for an advanced 
course in digital computer program
ming. Its usefulness' to the working 
programmer with broad experience is 
therefore limited, although program
mers who lack exposure to systems 
programming concepts might benefit 
by reviewing the sections pertaining 
to buffering, input-output control and 
interrupt management. The remainder 
is of questionable value, and indeed 
contains some underlying ideas that 
this reviewer finds difficult to accept 
as either accurate or at all current. 
Some of these ideas are discussed be
low. 

As a text, with the reservation that 
there are some inaccuracies and out
moded concepts used, the book ap
peals to this reviewer. Better ones 
will be developed in the future, but 
we must begin somewhere, and this is 
at least a fair beginning. In its treat
ment of systems programming prob
lems and concepts, it is far and away 
the largest forward' step since Mc
Cracken's Digital Computer Program
ming, which was published in 1957. 
The material is logically well-arranged 
and there are copious diagrams and 
examples to aid the student in under
standing the text. The author is 
particularly to be congratulated for the 
clarity of his style, which stays at the 
student level without sacrificing ac
curacy, and manages to be informative 
without being pedantic. Some pas
sages seemed to be over-terse, in the 
sense that terms were used that had 
not been adequately defined, but one 
must remember in these instances that 
the book is a follow-on to Flores' 
previous book, Computer Program
ming, actmilly published later. 

Again as a text, the drawbacks are 
minor, but annoying. The author has 
adopted the convention of using cur
sive script to depict the names of sys
tems, subsystems and systems pro
grams. The result is unnecessarily con
fusing and does not contribute to un
derstanding. The layout of the book in 
many sections also is confusing, almost 
helter-skelter. In general, the problem 
sets given at the end of each chapter 

Systems Analysts 
and Programmers-

Don't get lost! 

Join a closely-knit group where 
individual achievements will al~ 
ways be recognized and fully 
rewarded. At Bunker-Ramo, 
you'll never lose your identity in 
assembly-li~e operations. 

We specialize in on-line applica
tions of electronic data proc~ss
ing, and we're looking for bright, 

,analytical minds to share a 
bright new future with us. We 
have several unusual opportuni
ties open now in either New 
York City or in Stamford, Conn. 
Call orwrite Mr. PeterConsentini: 

The Bunker-Ramo Corporation 
445 Fairfield Avenue 
Stamford, Connecticut 
(203) 348-4291 

THE 

BUNKER-RAMO CORPORATION 

I!i 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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thesnrprising 
role of programming 
atXerox 
or (how to quietly put your skills to work 

on the mainstream of some very unu
sual corporate and scientific problem
solving ••• decidedly upstream.) 

The first surprise generally comes with the com
ment that throughout the corporation's many operat
ing divisions, as well as within the more centralized 
business and scientific computing groups, Xerox 
already employs a healthy number, of programmers 
(upwards of 100). Not neophytes. And we have ample 
room for more. Also not ,neophytes. 

The second surprise surround!? the kind of work 
we'll invite you to do, and the way we encourage you 
to do it. 

To begin with, we've toppled the concept that a lot 
of people have-that computers are merely data proc
essing machines, no matter how wondrous. We've had 
the good fortune to participate in (maybe precipitate) 
a thorough organizational awakening to the fact that 
a computer in a scientific environment should be used 
to enhance the insights of scientists and engineers-not 
just be used to process a problem they may have. And 
the same goes for non-technical, decision-makiIig man
agement. 

If these be platitudes, they're platitudes in action. 

Please forward your resume, in confidence to Mr. , 
David E. Chambers, Dept. YVF-119, Xerox Corporation, 
P.O. Box 1540, Rochester, New York 14603. 

And so you'll find many of our "programmers" act
ing as consultants to managers of fundamental and ap
plied research, advertising, marketing, manufacturing, 
finance, etc. 

This is not routine programming. And a routine pro
grammer wouldn't be up to it. 

In addition, there's some interesting work in prog
ress on time-sharing systems. The software aspect is a 
challenge all its own. 

You'll find enough modern EDP equipment here so 
that your creativity isn't likely to be inhibited by a 
lack of hardware. To give you a few examples, we've 
recently installed a 7044 at our Scientific Computing 
Center. Then there are two 7010s sharing almost a bil
lion characters of random access storage, supported by 
1460s and 1401s, all in one of our installations. 

One last possible surprise. If you thought Xerox was 
in the office copier business, you were not entirely cor
rect. This will be more apparent when you visit us and 
we discuss your approach to problem-recognition in 
fields like optical technology, laser studies, behaVIoral 
science, remote imaging, and a few additional subjects, 
that are peculiarly relevant to the real business of 
Xerox-graphic communications. 

Most, but not all, of our current openings are in R'och
ester, New York. 

XEROX 
An Equal' Opportunity Employer (M&F) 

Xerox will conduct Chicago Interviews (June 21-24) during Data Processing Management 
International Conference. Please check local papers for details at that time. 



books mission. In the former category lies 
the failure of the book to deal at all 
with multi-programmed or multi-proc
essor systems ("deal with" means here 
to mention, at least, so that .the student 
will not be misled into the notion that 
once he has mastered this text he 
knows all there is to know about sys
tems programming), real-time inter
rupt-driven systems as opposed to 
batch processors, anq. most particu
larly compilers. The latter failure de
rives from the author's surprising as
sertion that, "It is estimated that over 
99 % of translation uses assemblers." 
He does not mean, obviously, that 99% 

give the student the opportunity to 
examine what he has learned-if he 
is a particularly mature self-student 
or if he is under classroom discipline. 
The book is not a self-study aid for 
the novice, however, since many of 
the problems are of the "essay ques
tion" type, in which the responses 
must be discussed for maximum value. 

The questionable aspects of the 
book appeared to this reviewer to con
sist of sins both of omission and com-
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STAFF MANAGER 
OF DATA PROCESSING 

CONTROLS 
Requires highly qualified Data Process
ing Technician to recommend and im
plement soft-ware programs for real 
time data processing for our multi
process UNIVAC 1108 System. (It will 
be the world's largest real time, on line, 
multi-process system of its kind.) Can
didates with time-sharing, multi-pro
gramming and/or multi-process expe
rience preferred. 

You'll enjoy unique management 
benefits including free air travel privi
leges for you and your family, stock pur
chase plan, tuition-aid plan and pleasant 
location of our Executive Offices in a 
suburb northwest of Chicago. 

Salary: $13,000-$16,000. Send resume 
to: 

Mr. T. W.THEE 
UNITED AIR LINES 

EXECUTIVE OFFICES 
P. O. Box 8800, Chicago, Illinois 

An Equal Opportunity Employer, M & F 

UNITED .. 
THE ~ CARE AIRLINE 
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of computer program steps are written 
in assembler language. He is, rather, 
referring to the practice of compiling 
into symbolic form and then subject
ing the symbolic program thus pre
pared to an assembly pass. This tech
nique is no longer valid, although some 
compilers are built to prepare a 
separate assembler output in parallel 
with the production of object. code, 
if desired. The symbolic assembly list
ings produced by compilers, particu
larly on systems with adequate de
bugging facilities, have little if any 
utility, however, and consequently are 
for the most part mere vestigial re
mains. Another remark associated with 
assemblers can only be described as 
quaint. It is, "Most small. machines 
. . . rely heavily upon assemblers al
though" they often ~all them ,;\uto
coders. Of course, Autocoder was 
originally coined as the name of an 
assembler (for the IBM 705) with 
macro-instruction capability. 

In the area of input-output systems, 
the book gives the impression that the 
desired way to implement such a sys
tem is to provide each program as
sembled or compiled with its own 
1-0 subroutines, through the language 
processor. Each program thus is free
standing or nearly so, minimizing core 
requirements for the monitor or e?,ecu
tive at run time. This system philos
ophy is valid for 1401 and similar 
systems, and was good for machines 
as large as 1410. However, on large
scale systems, where there is room in 
core for a permanent 1-0 system, and 
particularly where multi-programming 
is utilized, 1-0 systems should be kept 
apart from the job programs. As a· 
potential consumer of the products of 
Dr. Flores' courses, this reviewer pro
tests the perpetuation of outmoded 
concepts. On the other hand, it should 
be noted again that the over-all treat
ment of 1-0 programming is quite 
thorough and well doile. 

There is in any profession a large 
gap between what is found in the 
textbooks and what is practiced in the 
field. This statement is particularly ap
plicable to computer programming, 
which is both a young profession and 
a very rapidly moving one. The thin
ness and fugitive character of Dr. 
Flores' bibliography illustrates the 
statement-he is a conscientious schol
ar, but the pertinent material just 
doesn't exist. The present book is an 
able and commendable attempt to help 
fill the need, but the author is shoot
ing at a moving target from a fixed 
gun emplacement. Perhaps one day 
the field will move slowly enough for 
the mechanics of· book production to 
catch up with at least the important 
principles. 

-RICHARD H. HILL 
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Scientific Programmers 

New research laboratory for high-energy particle physics is offering career opportunities to programmers 
in the following areas: 

APPLICATIONS Responsibilities will include development of computer methods and programs for 
analysis of experimental data. Will perform engineering calculations for the design of experimental 
devices, in addition to theoretical model calculations and similar assignments. 

Applicants should have a Master's Degree in Computer Science, Mathematics, Statistics or Physics - or 
a Bachelor of Science Degree wi,th appropriate experience. 

SYSTEMS Assignments will involve the development of real-time analysis and control programs, 
advanced assembly routines, special purpose compilers and system simulators. 

Applicants should have a Master's Degree in Computer Science, Mathematics or eq~ivalent, with related 
experience. 

Here is an opportunity to associate with a new international research center. Liberal benefits are the 
same shared by professional employees of Stanford University. . " 

Send resume in confidence to G. F. Renner, Professional Employment Manager, Stanford Linear Accel
erator Center, P.O. Box 4349, Stanford, California. 

STANF D LI E C El TOR CENTE 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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programmers: 
BOREDP 
Exciting, stimulating work is the rule at Honeywell EDP's Programming 
Systems Division. 

The steady four-year growth of the division's responsibilities and 
scope of interests has continued to create new opportunities for 
professional programmers who desire a career with a future. 

Today, the commercial success of Honeywell's full line of computer 
systems has created more career positions than ever before. 

At Honeywell, you can move up through many avenues of professional 
work, with the knowledge that your contribution is an integral part 
of Honeywell's mainstream of activity. 

Here you may participate in designing new programming systems to 
meet the needs of hundreds of different users, or adopt existing 
systems to fit a variety of machine configurations. 

Here you may work with a highly experienced team on the develop
ment of new, advanced scientific compilers, developing features 
such as dynamic storage allocation involving memory-to~memory re
location, multi-programming of compiling and object programs, paral
lel peripheral processing and multiple processor operations. 

More general de~ign and development work is also in progress, in
volving polyphase sorts, control routines for disc and drum mass 
storage devices, or for interfacing real time communications devices, 
advanced process overlapping routines and quality control packages 
to assure the validity of these systems. . 

This is just a sampling of the programming activity at Honeywell 
EDP. Career positions exist across the entire field, with present 
emphasis In the areas listed below: 

• Assembly Systems 
• New Systems Simulation 
• LIBERATOR Conversion 
• Technical Writing 
• Software Support 
• Compiler Development 
• Executive Routines 
• Peripheral Systems 
• Time Sharing 
For prompt consideration of your qualifications, forward resume to 
Mr_ Edwin Barr, Employment Supervisor. 200 Smith· Street,Dept. 
D 21, Waltham, Massachusetts. 

HoneyftTell 
ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING 

Opportunities exist in other Honeywell Divisions~ 'Send 
resumes to F. E. Laing, Honeywell, Minneapolis, Minnesota 
55408. An equal opportunity employer. ' 
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programmers 
& analYs.ts 
for new long-term 
Apollo/Gemini projects 
with Lockheed at the 
Manned Spacecraft 
Center in Houston 

At the NASA Manned Spacecraft Cen
ter in Houston, Lockheed finds the 
answers to challenging problems on 
Apollol Gemini space projects thru sci
entific, business and data reduction pro
gramming and analysis. We want your 
help in career openings with great growth 
potential in these long-term contracts. 

You'll work with 1arge, third-genera
tion computers. You'll have opportu- . 
n'ity to assume responsibility and . de
velop tomorrow's technology. You'll be 
at the career center of man's expansion 
into. space. 

A magnificent community with fine 
schools, sailing, golf, and attractive 
homes has' grown up around the 
Manned Spacecraft Center where you 
will work. Theatres, museums, fine 
stores, and all good metropolitan 
things are a few minutes drive away ~ 
the exciting city of Houston. 

Investigate this opportunity to move 
up in your field now. Lockheed has im
mediate openings in all phases of: 

Systems analysis 

Programming and operations In 
all areas of computer technology 

Scientific analysis of 
programming 

Data reduction 

~anagement data systems 

Business programming 

Computer software and 
operations. 

Phone collect to: Mr. R. K. Glasgow, . 
at(713) HU 8-0080, . 
or write: 
Professional Placement Manager 

Houston Aerospace 
Systems Division 
Lockheed Electronics Company 
A Division of Lockheed Aircraft Corp. 
16811 EI Camino Real, Houston, Tex. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Computer 
Program Design 
(Southerll Calif ofilia) 

HUGHES Guidance and Controls 
Division has several openings for 
qualified persons who have the 
ability to create complex digital 
computer programs-and the· desire 
to do the job thoroughly and effi
ciently. Satisfaction of current 
commitments on such systems as: 
PHOENIX, IRAM, VATE and ASG-18 
requires· experience in the design 
of real-time command and control 
programs, or of software programs 
for execution on an IBM 7094 or 
GE 635 computer. 

Responsibilities include: specifica
tion, design, implementation, check
out and support of computer 
programs for a wide variety of 
applications including: 

• Airborne Navigation & Fire 
Control 

• Digital Simulation of Airborne 
Computer and its environment 

• Automatic In-Flight &. Depot 
System Testing 

• Assemblers & Compilers 

• Automation of Electronic 
Equipment Design 

Requires: an accredited degree in 
Engineering or Mathematics, a mini
mum of three years of professional 
experience and U.S. citizenship. 

Please airmail your resume to: 

Mr. Robert A. Martin 
Head of Emp!oyment 
HUGHES Aerospace Divisions 
11940 W. Jefferson Blvd. 
Culver City 7, California 

------------------. 
I 

I HUGHES! L __________________ J 

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 

AEROSPACE DIVISIONS 

An equal opportunity employer - tV! & F 
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Unique Career Opportunities for 

DIGITAL SYSTEMS ANALYSTS 
and 

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMERS 
at 

DIA 
The Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) is a highly specialized organi
zation serving diverse intelligence requirements of the Department of 
Defense. We now offer digital systems analysts and scientific program
mers the opportunity to make substantive contributions to vital national 
objectives, working in an environment which combines the academic 
and the professional in its makeup. 

You will evaluate DIA data processing requirements, analyze methods 
of accomplishing operating programs, and design overall processing 
plans geared to effective EDP utilization. The positions require college 
education in mathematics, physical sciences, or engineering, with formal 
training in ADP systems applications (including programming), and 
experience in planning and guiding ADP projects. 

DIA has been granted direct hiring prerogatives, but maintains the 
liberal benefits associated with Federal Service Career Employment. 
All applicants must be U. S. citizens and subject to background in
quiry and physical examination. Positions are at the Pentagon and 
Arlington, Virginia. 

NOTE: Other excellent positions are also open for mathematicians, 
phy'sical scientists, engineers (electronic, mechanical, aerospace, nu
clear,~ civil, structural) and photo-interpreters. 

For further information, please submit your resume or Standard Form 
57 (~pplication for Federal employment) to: 

DEFENSE 
INTELLIGENCE 

AGENCY 
Civilian Personnel Division 

Room 2E-239, The Pentagon 

Washington, D. C. 20301 

(Attention: Chief, Recruitment & Evaluation, E-2) 

An equal opportunity employer M&F 
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The shortest distance 
between two points is, often imagination 

There's a tried and true way ... but some
times there's an untried and new way. 
To conceive and consider the latter is 
to invent, to create, to imagine. Such 
original thinking is an important part 

thinkers in such fields as phys
ics, mathematics, engineering, 

flight mechanics, propulsion, 
man-machine relationships, 

computer programming, aero
dynamics and aeronautical engi

neering in general. If you believe 
that you qualify,.Belicomm will give 

your resume thoughtful study. Ad
dress it to Mr. N. W. Smusyn, Per

sonnel Director, Bellcomm, Inc., 
Room 1405-E, 1100 17th Street, N. W., 

Washington, D.C. 20036. Bellcomm is 
an equal opportunity employer. 

of' Bellcomm's daily work. This Bell 
System company is helping the 
National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration plan the systems 
needed to journey to the moon-
a project for which much fresh 
thinking is needed. Bellcomm 
has rewarding openings for 
experienced, imaginative 
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@ Bellcomm, Inc. 
....,.- A Bell System Company 

~~~~TIOOOO~~~ 
DESIGNERS 

The demands of our space launch 
vehicle programs require the de
sign of entire new generations of 
control electronics and test equip
ment. We need designers with abil
ities to meet such challenge, for 
example, as the autopilot for a new 
generation of Atlas and Centaur. 
Sophisticated, electronic and con
trol systems playa vital role in our 
present and future plans. We offer 
outstanding fringe benefits includ
ing a Savings and Stock Invest
ment Plan. And we offer you the 
opportunity to live in vacationland, 
San Diego. 

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS 
TEST EQUIPMENT CIRCUIT DESIGN 
BS, EE, and one to five years' expe'rience in design 
of test equipment for sophisticated electronic 
and electro-mechanical systems including ad
vanced autopilot development. 

GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SYSTEMS 
CI~CUIT DESIGN 
BSEE or MSEE and one to five years' experience 
in solid state circuit design in the areas of guid
ance, flight control and digital sequencers. Work 
will involve the design and analysis of analog 

'and digital circuits for use in guidance systems, 
flight controt systems, flight control sequencers, 
and associated power supplies. 

COMPUTER CONTROLLED CHECKOUT 
EQUIPMENT SYSTEMS DESIGN 
BSEE or MSEE and one to five years' experience in 
automatic test equipment and computer program
ming. Work will involve analyzing test and check
out requirements, designing interface electronics, 
and producing software for electronic computer 
controlled checkout equipment. 

Send resume at once to: Mr. 1. J. Tannone 
Supervisor, Professional Placement and Personnel 

5540 Kearny Villa Road, San Diego, California 92112. 

GENERAL DVNAM.CS 
Convair Division 

SAN DIEGO 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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CAR 
EERS 

You are invited to utilize our 
select personnel service if you are in the 

·TOp· 
20% 

SORRY 
- no time for mediocrity. We are in a position 
to help those individuals who are able to ask 
for and obtain the best career op'portunities. If 
your abilities or potential are such as to place 
you in the top 20% of your field, our unique 
service will enable you to 

CHOOSE THE AREA 
you prefer to live and work in 

FROM COAST TO COAST 
Investigate not just a job, but a challenging 
career opportunity in any aspect of computer 
based systems or management science. 

A SMALL SAMPLE OF CATEGORIES 
RANGING FROM $10 - $30,000: 

• Software development 
• Programming research 
• Scientific computation/Analysis 
• Technical representative 
• Marketing/Sales 
• Operations Research 
• Systems design 
• Management consulting 
• Real time/Communications systems 
• Digital systems engineering 
• Process control 

(Managers, Seniors, Intermediates) 

Our clients assume all expenses. 
Write in full confidence to 

Joseph Albert or phone 212/0R 9·7314. 
Indicate salary and personal requirements. 

103 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017 
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datamart 
Address all replies to box number advertise· 
ments as follows: 

Box •••••••••••••• 

DATAMATION 

F. D. Thompson Publications, Inc. 
141 East 44th St. 
New York, N. Y. 10017 
Classified Advertising 

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 

UNGERLEIDER & CO. 
Representatives for 

EDP Equipment & Services 
P.O. Box 1180 Area Code 703 
Alexandria, Va. 768·6700 

USED EQUIPMENT 

Before Selling or Returning IBM EAM or EDP 
Equipment, Contact us For Premium Prices. GMA 
LEASING 138 NEPPERHAN AVENUE, YONKERS, NEW 
YORK 1070l. Phone 914 - YO 9·0807. 

We will buy your IBM Data Processing Equip. out· 
right. Or sell, rent or lease IBM Data Processing 
Equipment to you with full IBM maintenance con· 
tract. Globa I Tab. Equip. Corp., a subsidiary of In· 
ternational Typewriter Exchange, 1229 W. ·Washing
ton Blvd., Chicago, III. 60607, SE 3-1200. 

PHILCO 2000 MODEL 210 FOR SALE, 32K Memory, 
15 Tape Drives Peripheral include Card Reader, 
Card Punch, Printer, Cal-Comp Plotter and 
Paper Tape System. 1000 Reels Magnetic Tape. 
System Is under Philco Maintenance Contract. A 
large scale computer system at a 1401 price. 
Inquire Box-6-1 

HELP WANTED-Educational Institution 

ACADEMIC POSITION IN COMPUTER SCIENCE Open
ing for key person in new undergraduate program. 
Advanced degrees and/or experience required. Rank 
open; academic year salary to $15,000 depending 
on qualifications. To start September I, 1966. 
Also 1966 summer teaching opportunity. Write 
Dr. D. H. Baker, Chairman Physics Department, 
Northern Michigan UniversIty, Marquette, Michi
gan 49855 

DRTRMRTIDN 

Classified Advertising 

The classified section Is open for the following 
advertising categories: Used equipment; posl· 
tions wanted; help wanted, eduGational institu
tions; maintenance services; professional cards; 
hobby products; business opportunities and ed
ucational courses. Rates are based on total 
number of insertions used within each contract 
year. 

For further Information please contact: DATA
MATION Magazine, Classified Advertising Dept., 
141 East 44th Street New York, N. Y. 10017-
212-MU 7-5180. 

2222222222222 
1'_0 TWO 1'_0 
2222222222222 
1'_01'_01'_0 
2222222222222 
Lockheed has on order two separate 

Hybrid Computer Systems 

System No. I' consists of two fully 
expanded EAI 231R-V Analog 
Computers, and a CDC 3200 Digi
tal Computer. This system will be 
operable in Summer of 1966. 

System No.2 consists of four fully 
expanded Ci 5000 Analog Comput
ers and a CDC 6400 Digital Com
puter. This system will be de
livered in the Spring of 1967. At 
the time of delivery, this will be the 
largest and most powerful Hybrid 
Computer in the USA (and, hope
fully, the world). 

Experienced Hybrid Computer Pro
grammers are needed now to start 
writing the Systems Programs nec
essary to operate the computers. 

Scientific Digital Programmers 
with real-time experience are in
vited to write K. R. Kiddoo, Profes- . 
sional Placement Manager, P. O. 
Box 504, Sunnyvale, California. 
An equal opportunity employer. 

LOCKf'lEED 
MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY 
A GROUP DIVISION OF' LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
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Programmers -
You only get one chance 
" to pioneer a new technology .•• 
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RCA GRAPHIC 
SYSTEMS DIVISION 
Do you want to start at the beginning-the ground floor of a 
whole new area of technology-the "communications explosion" 
in graphic arts? The field of recording and reproducing graphic 
and textual information. 

A field that brings together electronics, optics, photochemistry, 
electrostatics, mechanisms and data processing for ingenious 
new concepts that will revolutionize graphic reproduction. 

In this new RCA division, you will have the opportunity to prove 
your creative ability, to test your imagination and to advance 
with a new and growing technology. 

Openings exist at all levels for those who have a minimum of two 
years programming experience. Experience should include as
sembly language programming on binary computers, real-time 
or diagnostic programming, and experience in the development 
of systems software. A BS degree in engineering, mathematics or 
science is desirable. Experience in the Graphic Arts would be 
helpful, but is not necessary. If you are interested in this ground
floor opportunity, send a complete resume to: 

Mr. E. V. Ward, Dept. GS-6 
RCA Graphic Systems Division 
U. S. Highway No.1 
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 

An Equal Opportunity Employer M & F 

~ .. The Most Trusted Name in Electronics 
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ambitious? 

go where you J201' 
can GROW! ~ 

100-fold "in 20 years! 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INDUS
TRIAL PRODUCTS GROUP IN 
HOUSTON, TEXAS is engaged in 
the development of special pur
pose computers, strip-chart record
ers, automatic semiconductor test 
equipment, and other laboratory 
instruments. The work is essen
tially non-defense and offers sta
bility with excellent advancement" 
opportunities. Openings are im
mediately available for engineers 
interested in design and develop
ment of 

COMPUTER 
PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT 

Disk Memory Project Engineer 

If you have a BS or MS in EE or 
ME with exposure to disk or disk 
memory development and servo
mechanisms, this could be the op
portunity you are looking for. To 
qualify, you should have at least 
5 years' applicable experience and 
supervisory ability. 

Disk Memory Design Engineer 

This is an excellent opportunity to 
design advanced computer periph
eral equipment such as disk mem
ory, tape transport, card reader, or 
other devices. You should have a 
BS or MS in EE with 3 to 5 years' 
experience. 

Test Engineers 

In this assignment, you will assist 
in systems checkout, installation 
and customer service of digital 

• 

• 

data systems. You should have a • 
BS or MS in EE. 

At TI, you will find the right cli
mate for career development and 
the opportunity to use your crea
tivity and professional ability to 
the fullest. Send your confidential 
resume today to Bob Thompson, 
Dept. 12S-H. 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
INCORPORATED 

P. O. Box 66027 
Houston, Texas 77006 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Address an envelope as shown above. 
EncIo'se your resume and drop it in the 
mail. We'll send you, without delay, 
complete information about profes
sional 'opportunities with Computer 
Sciences Corporation. 

The "CSC Story" is one of spirited 
growth, both in company size and in 
diversity of assignments. It is .the story 
of an organization totally oriented to 
integrated computer systems, both 
scientific and executive. Since we pro
duce no "hardware:' our program
ming specialists enjoy total conceptual 

~ii1£r J~ Ctrr/JlffaUPw 
(p50 /lff/iv s;p~ CZ~ 
6J J'f~ Ca/iln-i1Uv 90?-1" 

involvement with problems ranging 
from management systems to trajectory 
analyses. We are, in short, problem 
solvers for an impressive and growing 
roster of clients in business, industry 
and government. 

If you are now at a senior level of 
programming responsibility (or know 
you have what it takes to get there) and 
have solid experience with large-scale 
computer applications, we believe you 
will find our story vitally interesting. If 
you have an advanced degree and super
visory or managerial experience, so 

much the better. Our growth has created 
opportunities at various 'levels. 

And with CSC, you can virtually 
choose your own location. We have 
offices in seven major metropolitan 
areas - Los Angeles, New York, Wash
ington, D. C., Boston, Houston, San 
Francisco and San Diego - and serve 
the Pacific Northwest through an instal
lation in Richland, Washington. 

D D D 
Get the complete story. Address that 

envelope today. It could truly be the 
start of something big! 

We regularly conduct interviews in major cities throughout the U. S. Your prompt inquiry will enable us to schedule an early interview 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER • COMPUTER SCIENCES CORPORATION 
6,50 NORTH SEPULVEDA BOULEVARD, EL SEGUNDO, CALIFORNIA 90245 
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SCIENTIFIC 
PROGRAMMERS 
Opportunities in Florida 

These openings are for real-time, data reduction applications 
associated with range operations in support of the Gemini 
and Apollo space programs at the John F. Kennedy Space 
Center in Florida-where Federal Electric Corporation is 

engaged in implementing KSC's central scientific computers to 
the task of data recording, reduction, transmission and real-time 

display of thousands of measurements telemetered from the 
vehicle, spacecraft and ground support equipment. 

Requirements include a degree in mathematics and lor related 
fields with a minimum of 2 years of programming experience 

on large-scale computer systems. Experience in symbolic 
and FORTRAN languages required. 

Please forward your resume, in confidence to Mr. W. Zunz or 
Mr. H. B. Arnold, Federal Electric Corporation, 8660 Astronaut Blvd., 

Cape Canaveral, Fla. 

FEDERAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION 

INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS 

Bendix Research Laboratories has excellent career opportunities for B.S., M.S., and 
Ph.D. graduates with 2 to 15 years experience in one or more of the following key areas: 

• ARTIFICIAL I NTELLIGENCE, pattern recog
nition, trainable systems, adaptive logic. 

• COHERENT OPTICAL PROCESSING, spatial 
filtering, optical correlation, electro-optical 
systems and components. 

• DIGITAL COMPUTER DESIGN, systems 
analysis, logic and circuit design, real-time com
puter control. 

• ANALOG COMPUTERS AND SYSTEMS, infor
mation theory, control theory, circuit and servo 
analysis, correlation techniques. 

• REAL- TIME COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, 
mathematical analysis, scientific computing. 

Assignments involve research and development in automatic extraction of information 
from photographic records, image processing and analysis, adaptive and trainable 
control systems, digital and hybrid computing techniques, and advanced real-time 
computer control applications. 
I nterested individuals are invited to call collect or to send a resume to our Personnel 
Director. 
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Research Laboratories Division 
Southfield, Michigan • (313) 353-3500 

An equal opportunity employer 
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I REAL· TIME 
SYSTEMS 
PROGRAMMERS 

(Southern California) 

Immediate opportunities are 

a vailable for Senior Program

mers with real-time experience. 

Openings encompass advanced 

studies of airborne command/ 
control systems, development of 

the data processing portion of an 

advanced radar surveillance sys
tem, a re-entry evaluation system 

and a fire control system. 

Applicants must possess the 
ability to transform functional 

requirements into operational 

program sp~cifications. Addi
tional requisites include: U. S. 
citizenship, Bachelor's degree in 

Mathematics, Physics or E. E. 

and an absolute minimum of 
three years of applicable experi

ence. 

To assure prompt consideration, 
please airmail confidential re

sume to: 

MR. D. HAMLIN 

r------------------, 
I I 

! HUGH~S ! L __________________ J 

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 

FULLERTON R&D 

P. O. Box 3310 

Fullerton, Calif., 92634 

Equal opportunity employer -

M&F 
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computer 
careers 

Should you base your career on 
just one interview? Make your 
choice from among several career 
positions! 

EUROPEAN and 

NATIONWIDE CHOICE 
N.Y., N.J., NEW ENGLAND, WASHING
TON, D.C., PHILA., MINNESOTA, 
TEXAS, HUNTSVILLE, FLORIDA, ARI
ZONA, CALIFORNIA AND OTHERS 

Contact us if you have some experience 
or interest in any of the following: 

o Scientific Computation - Data 
Reduction or Numerical Analysis
Unusual Outerspace/ lunar and Ad
vanced Programs 
o Software Development - lan
guages, Compi lers, Assemblers, 
Monitors or Sub-Routines 
o Real Time Systems-Message, 
On Line, Process Control 
o Systems-Planning, Design, 
Analysis of State of the Art Massive 
Data Handling of I.R. Systems 
D'Technical Representatives
Programming arid Systems support 
to Sales 
o Digital or Logical Design 
o Management Sciences 
o Sales and Marketing 
Unique opportunities exist in the 
$9000-25,000 class for Managers & 
Seniors and Men who can accept 
management responsibility and pro
fessional growth 

ADVANCED 
MULTI·PROCESSOR 

SYSTEMS 
$12,000 to $23,000 

Write in confidence, including pres
ent salary, acceptable locations or 
call (Collect) Mr. Nellissen (Area 
Code 212) PLaza 9-1720 

a n 
aLBeRT, neLLIssen, Inc. 

leading Consultants to Management 
in the Data Processing Field 

510 MADISON AVENUE. N.Y .• N.Y. 10022 
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p e 0 p Ie OPPOR!~NITIES 
• George Vosatka is a new vice
president of Informatics Inc., Sher
man Oaks, Calif. He recently resigned 
a,s west coast vp of Computer Usage 
Co. 

• E. Gordon Perry Jr., a co-founder 
of Recognition Equipment, Inc., Dal
las, Texas, has been appointed senior 
vice president of advanced research. 

• James R. Bradburn succeeds Arnold 
K. Weber as division vp-general man
ager of RCA-EDP. Weber, reaching 
retirement age, remains a vp. 

• Milton E. Mohr, former vice pres
ident and general manager of the De
fense Systems Div., Bunker-Ramo 
Corp., has been elected president and 
chief executive officer. 

• Karl Schroedel, formerly with 
IBM, has been named manager of the 
new Emcon data processing program 
being instituted by Emery Air Freight 
Corp., Wilton, Conn. 

• Harvey Cohen has been named 
manager, advanced programs, Scien
tific Data Systems, Santa Monica, 
Calif. 

• Lawrence A. Goshorn has joined 
Data Machines Inc., Newport Beach, 
Calif., as director of computer engi
neering. He was formerly with Gen
eral Electric where he worked with 
process control systems. 

• Fred W. Bauer has been named 
manager, computer system planning, 
at the ElectroData Div., Burroughs 
Corp., Pasadena, Calif. 

• Richard L. Beattie has joined the 
Rockwell Manufacturing Co., Pitts
burgh, Pa., as director, corporate sys
tems and data processing. He was 
previously in charge of systems and 
procedures work at U.S. Steel Corp. 

• Robert W. Naylor has been ap
pointed systems and procedures man
ager for the Polymer Corp., Reading, 
Pa. Most recently, he was dp manager 
for the Spencer Chemical Div. of" Gulf 
Oil. 

PROGRAMMERS 
in San Diego, California 

ENGINEERING AND SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMERS 

Positions are available for engineering and 
scientific programmers with a minimum of 
a BS Degree and two years' experience in 
symbolic programming for large'-scale 
digital computers. Assignments will involve 
engineering and scientific programming ap
plications. In addition, programmers are 
needed to program a real-time tracking and 
navigation problem for the Apollo Instru
mentation Ships project. The tasks include 
real-time program organization, multi-chan
nel input/output for peripheral equipment, 
utility and diagnostic routines, data simu
lation, and programs for analysis and syn
thesis of the tracking and navigation data. 
Equipment utilized is an IBM 7094~44 
directly coupled system. 

BUSINESS DATA PROCESSING PROGRAMMERS 

Positions open for creative EDP program
mers with minimum two years' experience 
with 1460, 7010, 7074 tape systems. A 
systems background and college degree are 
highly desirable, but not essential, if 
experience demonstrates a high level of 
ability in the field. The department is in 
the process of converting its business ap
plications to systems/360,' and is also pur
suing an active role in the design and 
implementation of a total information sys
tem. If you desire to become an integral 
part of the company's management systems 
organization, this is a genuine opportunity 
for professional recognition, rapid career 
advancement, and technical challenge for 
years to come. 

Send resume at once to: Mr. J. J. Tannone 
Supervisor, Professional Placement and Personnel 
5541 Kearny Villa R~ad, San Diego, California 92112 

GENERAL DYNAMICS 
Convair Division 

SAN DIEGO 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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REXALL 
Our EDP area is expanding into a nationwide IBM 
System/360 based telecommunication network 
serving manufacturing, distribution operations 
within this diversified corporation. Several exciting 
opportunities are immediately available for 

Systems Analyst 
Programmers 
(Business-.Scientific) 

Candidates should have background in commercial 
applications, strong analytical problem solving in
terest and a minimum of 3 yrs. experience with 
magnetic tape and/or random access computers. 
Limited travel. Possible re-Iocation. Interviews can 
be scheduled in your area. Inquiries will be held 
in complete confidence. Please send summary of 
experience and salary history to 

REXALL DRUG & CHEMICAL CO. 
Personnel Dept. 

P.O. Box B-157, Terminal Annex 

Los Angeles, California 90054 

Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Why do Programmers and 

Data Processing Professionals select 
FOX-MORRIS PERSONNEL CONSULTANTS? 

1. FINANCIAL IMPROVEMENT - Our select group of 
blue chip clients offer unexcelled 'starting salaries 
in the $10-30,000 range. (All fees & employment 
costs paid by client companies). 

2. CHALLENGING PROJECTS - Assignments in such 
. areas as Software Development, Management Infor
mation Systems, Operations Research, Scientific & 
Commercial Programming Management. 

3. PERSONALIZED CONFIDENTIAL SERVICE - Our Na
tional Data Processing Division is professionally rec
ognized as the most complete, effective, & confiden
tial service in the placement industry. (Affiliate of
fices coast to coast). 

For full details, reply in strictest confidence by letter or 
resume, or call collect, W. B. McNichols, Manager-Data 
Processing Division, 215 - LO 3-7922. 

lEI FOX-MORRIS ASSOCIATES 
I ~ . ~etsonnel, Consu.lronis 

1500 Chestnut Street Philadelphia, Penna. 19102 
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CAREER MEMO 

To PROGRAMMERS/ANALYSTS/ENGINEERS 
From EVERETT KELLEY ASSOCIATES 
If your present position lacks professional motiva
tion ... NOW is the time to let us program your pro
fessional future ... 

Consult our ·staff of experienced specialists who are 
at your disposal. They will open doors and arrange 
favorable interviews with selected clients. Utilize 
y()ur total professional capability in: 

• Scientific Programming • Digital or logic Design 
• Real Time Systems • Circuit Design 
• Software Development • Commercial Programming 
• Operations Research • Mathematics 
• Applied Systems • Development Engineering 
• Systems Design • Communications 
• Consulting • Sales/Marketing 

Salary range: $8,OQO-$30,000. All expenses paid by 
client companies (fees, interviewing and relocation). 
Submit your resume in strict confidence, including 
salary requirements and geographic preference, di
rectly to Mr. R. L. Keilholtz or Mr. Domlld Wayne, or 
write for our composite resume form. 

i~~~rt~ EVERE.TT KELLEYi.·I.. . 
\ ~ i ASSOCIATES ~a~ --.. .J Con,ultant, to the . A 

Computer Indu,try 
),21 So. Broad Street (Suite.:l 0 0) 

Philadelphia, Pa •• g. O? 
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PROGRAMMERS/SYSTEMS ANALYST 

Full or Part-time. Earn $10,000 to $20,-
000 a year. An International data sys
tems organization desires experienced 
professional Systems Programmers and 
Analysts with many years experience on 
any computer hardware. We offer un
equaled earnings, a great deal of per
sonal freedom and a variety of assign
ments in the USA, United Kingdom 
and Western Europe.· Send resume or 
letter in complete confidence to: 
Mr. Bruce Rademacher, V.P. 
The Programmers' Co-op 
670 North Michigan Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 

-OR-. 

Mr. J. Doyle, V.P. 
Data Systems Associates, Ltd. 
119 Oxford Street 
London, W. 1. (England) 
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Ever tried 
• programming 

your future? 

Sorry. Not even an IBM computer 
can do that yet-there are too many 
variables, too many unknowns. The 
point is, your future is up to you. 

That's why you owe it to yourself 
to look at these points: 

• IBM is the leader in the major 
growth industry-information proc
essing and control. 

o Programmers work closely with 
hardware designers. 

• They are continually exposed to all 
the aspects of advanced program
ming. 

June 1966 

• They have the chance to grow 
within the company, to take on new 
responsibilities. 

• They realize all the accompanying 
rewards, both professionally and 
personally. 

If you're a concerned, go-places 
programmer, this data could be an 
important factor in your «master pro
gram" for the future. Consider these 
points of fact. Then consider the 
many divers iRed career opportuni
ties available at IBM's Federal Sys
tems Division in Bethesda, Maryland, 
in the areas listed: Real-Time Scien
tiRc Systems, Information-Retrieval 

Systems, Management Information 
Systems, Research. 

These positions require a B.S. or 
B.A. degree or equivalent, and at 
least one year's experience in infor
mation handling or programming. 

To obtain more information about 
your future chances with IBM, write, 
outlining your experience, to: Mr. 
J. B. Farrington, Dept. 701 T, IBM 
Federal Systems Center, Federal 
Systems Division, 7220 Wisconsin 
Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland. 

It's your future. 

An Equal Opportunity Employer (11/F) 
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CAREER opportunities are available within a broad scope 
of positions with nationally recognized leaders in Re
search and Development, Operations Research and Data 
Processing fields. 

FOR EXCEPTIONAL professional and financial advance
ment possibilities, we invite you to explore the areas 
most appropriate to your experience and professional 
objectives. 

• BUSINESS PROGRAMMERS • SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMERS 

• SYSTEMS APPLICATIONS • DIGITAL/LOGIC DESIGN 

• SYSTEMS PROGRAMMERS • SYSTEMS ANALYSTS 

• OPERATIONS RESEARCH • SOFTWARE SYSTEMS 

• REAL TIME SYSTEMS • MATHEMATICIANS 

We have an unexcelled reputation for matching your 
professional capabilities and goals to the right position, 
junior, intermediate or senior, and for conducting negoti
ations on the highest ethiCal level. All expenses paid by 
our clients. Courteous, confidential attention to your 
inquiry. Write: 

GRIFFING, INC. 
Computer Staffing Consultants 

519 Shoreham Bldg. Washington, D.C. (202) RE 7-4754 
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HARVARD 
UNIVERSITY 
COMPUTING CENTER 

Is Seeking Experienced 

SYSTEMS 
PROGRAMMERS 

• For Software Development on the com
puters we will install in the next two 
years. These computers range in size 
from the SDS 92 to the IBM 360/67 to 
the IBM 360/91. 

• For Software Development and Mainte
nance on our operating IBM 360/50. 

• For Software Maintenahce on our two 
IBM 7094's. 

We offer liberal benefits, an opportunity for continuing 
education, and attractive salaries. 

Resumes may be submitted in complete confidence; 
each will be acknowledged and should be addressed to 
W. D. Thompson, Room 635, Personnel Office, 1350 
Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Mass. 02138 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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COME TO AUERBACH AND WORK ON PIONEER PROJECTS 

134 • 

If you're a programmer, engineer, mathematician, or scientist with 
experience and ability in information sciences, there's a demanding 
(and rewarding!) assignment for you at AUERBACH Corporation. 

Typical AUERBACH projects involve advanced work in data 
management systems, associative memory utilization, system simulation 
and evaluation, mUlti-processing systems, operating systems and digital 
communications. . ' 

This is the kind of work you'll find yourself thinking about at 
11 o'clock at night or early Sunday morning, not because you have to, 
but because you want to. It's that exciting. 

Positions available in Philadelphia, Washington, D. C. and New 
York City. Interested? Send a resume' including salary history and re
quirements to: 

Rollin Trexler 

AUERBACH AUERBACH CORPORATION 
@ 

1634 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19103 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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look ahead 
(Continued from page 19) 

AND THEN 
THERE WAS THE NINE 

RUMORS AND 
RAW RANDOM DATA 

June 1966 

applications. Elements needed include an optical 
interface for the computer, the negative(s), 
projection optics, and mechanical selector; access 
time would be in microseconds, he claims. Storage 
capabilities plus up to 50% higher resolutions than 
microfilm forms enhance IR possibilities for MRP. 
In photo transmission, the best example of 
implications is that in the Mariner Mars probe, the 
Aeroflex system, weighing 10 pounds, would have 
enabled the digitized transmission to earth of 
50 photos three times faster and with ~our times more 
resolution than one photo was actually transmitted. 

Aeroflex plans to manufacture some products based 
on the system, especially in the computer and 
information system area, will do it alone and under 
contract to other manufacturers. They're also open' 
to licensing agreements. 

The epidemic of computer announcements has spread to 
Digital Equipment Corp., which plans to come out with 
three new systems before the end of the fall. The 
first, a medium-scale PDP-9, will be shown in 
operation at WESCON Aug. 23. To be offered at that 
time for nimmediate n delivery (meaning probably 3-6 
months), the 9 is said to be cheaper than comparable 
16 and 24-bit systems, e.g., the CDC 1700, IBM's 1800. 

Information Development Co. has beaten out CSC and CUC, 
will provide the software for the Sigma 2" next ~n the 
SDS line •••• Latest tally reported for installed GE 
625's and 35's: 72 •••• Ultronic Systems has suspended 
their on-line municipal bond calculation service, 
Bondmaster, for a few months pending some system 
changes; they're using an RCA 3301. Meanwhile, 
competitor Municalc moves ahead with 16 on-line 
customers •••• Gerber Scientific Instrument Co., 
Hartford, Conn. will soon be announcing a first-of
its-kind data center for automatic artwork generation 
using the GSI 2000 computer-controlled drawing table 
and offering full programming support •••• Western 
Union is conSidering establishing an on-line service 
using Dept. of Commerce business facts as a data base. 
And we hear that four of the computers for the Fair 
Lawn, N.J. complex will be 1108's or 494's. Meanwhile, 
GE has developed a data base for industrial materials. 
A program called EMPIS (Engineering Materials and 
Process Information Service) gives names of 10,000 
raw materials, 500 machine parts & their 6 million 
variations, 1000 possible finishes and test methods • 
••• Allen-Babcock Computing's time-sharing. service 
goes on the air next month in Palo Alto. Featuring 
a modified 360/50, PL/I and a megabyte bulk core, it 
will serve 60 terminals initially, 20 of them in L.A., 
where another 50 is due next year. Background time 
will also be available at about ~ the usual rates •••• 
B 8500 #2, 15 megabucks worth, goes to U. 'of Wisconsin • 
••• CSC will order two 1108's, get back into the 
service bureau biz. Univac also cracked the college 
market with an 1108 order at the U. of Utah •••• IBM 
is making available a 360 version of the 7000 series 
direct-coupled system. Called ASP (Attached Support 
Processor), it links a /40 or /50 to a /60 or /75, 
allows intermixing of 7090/94 emulator and OS/360 
programs •••• Due soon: Scientific Control Corp.'s 
fifth 24-bitter, the 655, featuring 1.75 usec cycle, 
one I/O channel for $27,800. 
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Scientific Programmers: 

How would you like to tackle 
some far-out problems 
on a third generation, 
large-scale computer? 
Fact is, most of our work is way out ... determining orbit velocities and trajectories for interplanetary 
space flights, the "angle of attack" for a supersonic transport. Things like that. We've got the equip
ment(a new I BM Series 360 with Models 40 and 65) to do the job. Now, we need Scientific Programmers 
to accept the challenge. 

You'll work on projects like Apollo and LEM; on a guidance system for Titan III; on avionics 
systems for supersonic aircraft; on guidance, navigation and control systems for land, sea and under
sea vehicles; and on other projects too secret to mention here. 

If you're a qualified Scientific Programmer, and meet the requirements for any of the positions 
listed below, send us your resume today. . 

SR. SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMERS-Responsibilities include the development of large-scale digital 
computer programs for orbifdetermination and simulation of highly complex space and missile guid
ance systems. B.S. or M.A. in Math or Physics, plus experience on large-scale computers required. 
Locations: Los Angeles and Milwaukee. ' 
SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMERS-Analyze and prepare computer programs for solution of engineering 
and scientific problems utilizing the I BM System 360. Scientific applications include design automation, 
missile trajectory simulation and missile flight test data reductions. Degree in Math, Physics or 
Engineering required. Minimum of two years' experience plus operation knowledge of large-scale 
computers. Locations: Milwaukee, Los Angeles, Boston, Houston, New York and Cape Kennedy. 
PROGRAMMER (SCI ENTI FIC/REAL TlME)-Analyzeand develop digital computer programs for solution 
of engineering problems related to inertial navigation systems and components. B.S. in Math, Physics 
or E.E. required, with experience in machine language and Fortran. Locations: Boston and Milwaukee. 
SEND RESUME TO: R. W. Schroeder, Dir. of Scientific & Professional Employment, Dept. #5753-DM, 
AC Electronics Div., Milwaukee, Wis. 53201. Your resume for one ot.the above positions will be reviewed 
immediately, and a reply made within a matter of days. 
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LET A 
PROFESSIONAL 

HELP YOU 
MAKE 
YOUR 

PROFESSIONAL 
CAREER 

GO 

• 
• 
• 

AND 
GROWl 

And that's the reason top companies get 
top executives and EDP Specialists 
through Brentwood. Where professionals 
handle professionals. Where you'll talk 
to men who talk your language ... men 
with degrees in engineering, physics, 
personnel practice'. Men skilled in match
ing the right man and the right job ... 
in the best interest of both! Let us help 
you put grow-power in your careerl Start 
by sending us a resume •.• 

Where Professionals 
Place Professionals 

COMPUTER CAREERS 
o Applied Systems 

o Compilers 

o Assemblers 

10 Automatic Languages 

o Utility 

o Commercial Programming 

o Scientific Computation & Analysis 
PhD in - Numerical & 
Mathematical Analysis 

o Real Time - Operational 

o Operations Research 

o Systems Design 

o Information Retrieval 

o Diagnostics 

o Digital and Logical Design 

Fees are· paid by the companies we serve. 

Write in confidence, or call collect: Mr. 
F. X. Jones (201) MArket 2-0915 

E37 mW[]QJl]W®®[Q) 
PERSONNEL ASSOCIATES 

786 BROAD S1. NEWARK, N. J. 
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WHAT IS YOUR TRUE WORTH? 

FREE Data Processing 
Opportunities 'Bulletin 

Every month, in the privacy of your own home, you 
can evaluate the nation's finest openings in the data 
processing field. Cadillac, the nation's largest execu
tive and professional placement service, represents the 
majority of the nation's top companies. Their best jobs 
at salaries from $6,000 to $75,000 appear in our 
monthly Data Processing Opportunities Bulletin. 

Our placements show that the average data process
ing man is worth 10% to 20% more than his present 
income. The Bulletin helps you evaluate yourself in 
today's market. Both the Bulletin and our confidential 
placement service are free. Client companies pay all 
costs. 

For your free Bulletin, without any obligation circle 
Subscriber Service Card No. U8. Please use home 
address only. 

LON D. BARTON, President 

Cadillac Associates, Inc. * 
29 E. Madison Bldg. Chicago, III. 60602 

Financial 6-9400 

o «Where More Executives Find Their Positions Than Any
where Else in the World." 

In Los Angeles-Lon Barton Associates, 3325 Wilshire Blvd. 
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AMERICAN AIRLINES 
offers immediate and future 

employment at their Tulsa, 

Oklahoma, facility for: 

PROGRAMMERS 
EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENT: College degree preferred. 

EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENT: Minimum of 4 years experience on 
large scale equipment. Knowledge of Direct Access Devices 
preferred. 

Programming would be on IBM 1401, 7074, 360/50 and CDC 
3100 

Excellent career opportunity. Stable employment. Excellent sal
aries, dependent on education, experience and background. Ex
tensive fringe benefits including flight privileges. 

Qualified and interested applicants please 

Write or call collect 

AMERICAN AIRLINES, Inc. 
(918) 836-5511 

Employment Office 

3800 North Mingo Road 

Tulsa, Oklahoma 

An equal opportunity employer .. A plans for Progress Company 
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Boeing Needs 100111000 Computer Technology Specialists 

That's right-there are presently some 
312 positions in various levels for both 
analog and digital engineers and pro
grammers. If you are a qualified grad
uate in engineering, a physical science, 
mathematics, production management 
or business administration, and inter
ested in advancing your career, check 
these Boeing assignments: 

Manufacturing & Business Data Proc
essing Systems-Assignments involve 
programming in such areas as produc
tion control, manpower forecasting, 
finance, facilities, quality control, 
material inventory control and man
agement information systems. 

Engineering Computing Systems
Work involves programming engineer
ing applications (structural analysis, 
digital simulation, fluid dynamics, pro
pulsion systems analysis, etc.) with 
emphasis on the integrated system ap-
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proach. Use of geometric mathematical 
models is also involved. 

Computer Methods & Standards
Responsibilities include: development 
of computer software, establishing 
computer standards, evaluation and se
lection of digital computer equipment. 

Analog Computation & Flight Simula
tion-Assignments include developing 
and applying simulation techniques to 
the solution of complex aircraft prob
lems, using such techniques as adap
tive design, mathematical models and 
hybrid methods. 

Systems & Operations Research - Sys
tems Research positions involve study
ing and developing analytical models 
in support of technical management 
for evaluation of alternate airplane or 
system design concepts. Operations 
Research assignments include research 
in management scien?es involving de-
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cision-making and operational prob
lems, and assisting in the formulation 
and solution of these problems. 

These positions offer an unprecedented 
opportunity to advance your career 
with Boeing in Seattle, made possible 
in part by Boeing's $3 billion company 
backlog. Another growth and stability 
factor is the recent announcement of 
the 747 jetliner, which will be the larg
est commercial jet in the history of 
aviation, seating up to 490 passengers. 

To investigate these career assignments, 
please send your resume today to: Mr .. 
Arthur Widmark, Commercial Airplane 
Division, The Boeing Company, P.O. 
Box 707-CCY, Renton, Wash. 98055. 

BOEING 
COMMERCIAL AIRPLANE DIVISION 
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT DIVISION 

An equal opportunity employer 

DATAMATIDN 
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FREE! ............. ' 
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
BULLETIN 
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A complete and comprehensive listing of outstandi~g po
sitions at salaries from $6,000 to $30,000 with National 
Companies for: 

ENGINEERS /DATA PROCESSING 
Our professional staff combines Customized Serv
ice with technical know how to insure for you max
imum career development in the following areas: 

• LOGIC DESIGN 

• CIRCUIT DESIGN 
• SYSTEMS DESIGN 

• SYSTEMS ENGINEERS 

• OPERATIONS 
RESEARCH 

• PROGRAMMING 

• PROCESS CONTROL 

• APPLICATIONS 
PROGRAMMERS 

• SYSTEMS 
PROGRAMMERS 

• INFORMATION 
RETRIEVAL 

• MATH ANALYSIS 

• MANUFACTURING 

No charge to you for our custom service. Employers pay our fee. 
Expedite your development by sending resume in confidence 
with present salary & geographic preference to: 

La Salle Associates t Professional Search Dept. 
2136 Locust Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19103 

For your free bulletin without any obligati~n. circle subscriber service card. 

Please use home address only. 
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PEER MEASURING 
Occasionally, the best of us need to look through a window 
at our peers-in order to judge ourselves. For the typical 
person, this is an extremely difficult task. An individual may 
not have all the facts nor is he able to remain objective in 
self evaluation. EDP is unique in this regard. We are able to 
"peer gaze" for you. Through our extensive field exposure 
to the scientific and commercial computer field, we will ' 
assist you in evaluating your progress and professional 
standing against that of your peers. Peer gazing may lead 
you into another world of greater challenge and compensa
tion .• Write today for our free computer opportunities 
bulletin. For immediate consideration, forward a detailed 
experience resume. All inquiries are held in strict confidence. 

<> David NGrimes 

edp personnel, inc. 
. EXCLUSIVELY DATA PROCESSING 

100 S. Wacker Drive, Chicago, III. 60606, Ph. (312) 782-0857 

CLIENT COMPANIES ASSUME OUR CHARGES 

CIRCLE 123 ON READER CARD 

To Iterate Is Human, 
'To Recurse Divine 

PL/I 
If you would like to move to the forefront of the 

compiler industry, a few openings exist at all levels. 
Send your resume with complete salary history to: 

ItIGITEI~ORPORATION 

'6151 W. CENTURY BLVD., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90045, (213) 670·9040 
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forum 
The Forum is offered for readers who want to express their opinion on any aspect 
of information processing. Your contributions are invited. 

INFORMATION 
PROCESSING ... 
A BIT EXPENSIVE? 

On April 25-29 representatives of the 
standards organizations of nine na
tions met in Paris to battle over one of 
the tiniest things in existence - one 
single information bit. 

This particular bit is important, be
cause it's the one required to make 
the 7-bit ISO (International Standards 
Organization) character code match 
the 8-bit environment of· most of the 
computers and mag tape units in use. 
And it's the bit needed to fill out the 
eight tracks capable of carrying in
formation on the new ASCII-conform
ing nine-track tapes. The decision 
made in Los Alamos, September 1956, 
that the IBM Stretch would have a 64-
bit word to handle eight 8-bit char
acters may not have been based on 
much more than intuition, but most of 
us felt a useful magic in powers of two. 
This carried on through IBM's plans for 
an 8000 series and eventually into 
their System 360. 

At the root of the argument over 
where to put this eighth bit is 360 
hardware. Communications people and 
users have said that the 128 combina
tions of the 7 -bit ISO code gave all 
the characters which could be defined 
safely now. With this statement, heads 
went into the sand and were unable 
to hear IBM protesting that they had 
to manufacture 8-bit machines, partic
ularly for binary and packed numeric 
considerations. Perhaps this short-sight
edness by others contributed to IBM's 
selection of EBCDIC as the basic .Sys
tem 360 code. 

This problem .is very difficult. It took 
the experts four days to understand 
each other in Paris. 

Although blended in hardware, 
there are really two separable prob
lems: 

1) Mapping the 7 -bit ISO code ihto 
what is called an 8-bit environ-
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ment, or format 
2) Assigning those 8-bits and parity 

to standard 9-track magnetic 
tape 

The cfitical problem is that of en
vironment, which applies to much more 
than magnetic tape (on which the prob
lem first arose). 

In this near vacuum, IBM made an 
early choice of bit format . . . they 
had to make some choice. It involved 
duplicating the 7th bit and inserting it 
between the 5th and 6th bits, so that 
bits 6 and 7 were displaced to become 
bits 7 and 8 of the environment. 

Recently the heads came but of the 
sand. Everyone except IBM and RCA 
dedded they didn't like IBM's choice; 
they wanted to simply add the 8th bit 
as zero. IBM's method was difficult for 
IBM to defend, both for lack of strong 
arguments and because they had made 
a deliberate choice of non-preference 
for the ISO code. After an overwhelm
ing vote, the 8th bit as zero became 
the U.S. position (for ASA X3) for the 
ISO/TC97/Subcommittee 2 Paris meet
ing. 

However, the U.S. maintained the 
environment-to-track assignment of 360 
units. This was the trouble. No one 
worried or denied that under these 
conditions IBM could write binary or 
packed numeric tapes .which could be 
read perfectly by equipment designed 
to the proposed ASA pattern. Just one 
simple problem, though ... they read 
in the wrorig numbers! Thus every mag
netic tape would have to be labelled 
physically to thOe end of data-process
ing time as either IBM or ASA, and 
translated on either end. this problem 
exrends to any media using these en
vironments. 

L feel the U;S. position on track as
sig!1ment was unsupportable. It is likely 
that X3 might not have sponsored this 

had there been more time to study 
adequately a surprisingly simple com
promise proposed by Eric Clamons to 
ECMA, which supports the ASA en
vironment. He suggested adopting the 
ASA environment and letting the en
vironmental bits-to-track assignment 
for the ISO magnetic tape standards 
be wherever IBM hardware puts .them. 

There was nothing sacred about the 
existing track assignment. Manufactur
ers who might have implemented it for 
ISO code would not have done so in 
large volume, nor is it difficult to 
change the interface wiring. IBM could 
not object because we're given to un
derstand there is no ASCII software 
for the 360. Reliability arguments can 
not be used easily against this com
promise; the bits to be reassigned are 
in track positions not previously con
sidered dangerous to reliability. Euro
peans don't believe that the present 
jumbled bit assignment on magnetic 
tape has merit anyway. 

As a result of the Pat-is meetinOg the 
revised draft standard for 9-track tape 
contains all three optio~Os; one must be 
chosen. The ECMA option is unquestion
ably superior, for it satisfies the real 
reasons behind the other two pro
posals. It satisfies the large amounts 
of existing IBM and RCA hardware. It 
satisfies X3's desire for a sensible ex
pansion method. How then can we 
move to this compromise as the na
tional standards bodies address them
selves to selecting one of these three 
options? 

The first necessity is to create an 
environment standard entirely sepa
rate from those for magnetic tape, 
discs and other mass storage. The re
vised magnetic tape draft standard 
should then reference this environment 
standard. This will rectify the present 
ASCII standard, whicho,erroneously ex
. eludes binary and packed numeric con
siderations. It would be inadvisable for 
X3 to yield to IBM hardware influence 
without first getting separate agree
ment on environment. Since full transla
tion is required between EBCDIC and 
ISO code, in either the IBM or ASA 
environment, IBM can hardly use the 
EBCDIC environment to countermand 
the ASA choice in environment. 

Both ASA and IBM have justifiable 
arguments for their positions, but the 
user will suffer unless both groups 
compromise. Now is the time for states
manship in the information processing 
world. 

- R. W. BEMER 
FOR MAC PANEL CIRCLE 2 ON READER CARD~ 
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Now you can throw out 
less versatile storage 
techniques. A Ferroxcube 
core memory costs· as 
little as $1,190. 

We haven't been a 
leading core 
memory manu
facturer all 
these years for 

nothing. We learned how 
to mass produce core memories 
and thereby sell them to you at 
prices competitive with less re
liable, less versatile storage tech
niques. 
Aside from price (we'll get back to . 
that in a moment), consider the 
advantages of core memory sys
tems. Speed. Random access. 

Non-dissipative. And they're non
volatile. We could go onand on. We 
won't because you've probably al
ways wanted to design your system 
around core storage anyway. Only 
the cost stopped you. 
Now you can buy a Ferroxcube 128 
x 8 core memory system complete 
with stack electronics, data regis
ter and timing for a paltry $1,190. 
That's our FX-12. Its capacity 

ranges up to 512 x 8. The FX-14 
picks up there and goes on to 
4,096 x 32. Prices are comparably 
low. Moreover, the FX-14 is avail
able with almost any choice of in
terfacing elements. Buy only what 
you need to interface with what you 
already have. 
In brief, Ferroxcube core memories 
make both functional and eco
nomic sense. Write or call for Bul
letin M661. 

Ferroxcube ~ 

FERROXCUBE 
CORPORATI ON 
OF AMERICA 

Saugerties, New York Boston Chicago Dallas Los Angeles Minneapolis New York Area Phoenix Philadelphia Washington, D.C. 
914·246-2811 617-899-311 0 312:261-7880 214-255-0441 213-837-1484 612-888-4681 201-267-5888 602-265-1792 215-667-4685 703-893-4900 
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